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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 My full name is Andrew Jeffrey Long.  I hold the position of Senior Planner 

with the Strategy and Planning Group of Christchurch City Council 

(Council). I have held this position since August 2008. 

 
1.2 I hold a Bachelors Degree in Resource Studies from Lincoln University and 

a Masters in Regional and Resource Planning from Otago University.  I 

have eleven years’ experience in planning.  I am a graduate member of the 

New Zealand Planning Institute. 

 
1.3 As part of my role at the Council I have been asked to provide evidence in 

relation to the provisions which manage subdivision, development and 

earthworks. 

 

1.4 My role with Council as relates to this matter has been chapter leader for 

the Subdivision, Development and Earthworks Chapter for the 

Replacement District Plan since the start of the review. 

 

1.5 I have also previously provided evidence to the proposed Christchurch 

Replacement District Plan (pRDP) Hearings Panel relating to: 

 

(a) Repair and Rebuild of Multi-Unit Residential Complexes; 

(b) Natural Hazards Stage 1; 

(c) Subdivision, Development and Earthworks Stage 1; and 

(d) Definitions Stage 1. 

 

1.6 I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I 

am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, 

and that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state 

that I am relying on the evidence of another person. The Council, as my 

employer, has agreed to me giving expert evidence on its behalf in 

accordance with my duties under the Code of Conduct.   
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1.7 The key documents I have used, or referred to, in forming my view while 

preparing this brief of evidence are: 

 

(a) Independent Hearings Panel decision on Chapter 3 (Strategic 

Directions); 

(b) Independent Hearings Panel decision on repair and rebuild of 

multi-unit residential complexes; 

(c) Independent Hearings Panel decision on the Meadowlands 

Exemplar Development; 

(d) Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) 

Order 2014, particularly Schedule 4: Statement of expectations; 

(e) Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA); 

(f) Land Use Recovery Plan; 

(g) Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan; 

(h) Canterbury Regional Policy Statement; and 

(i) draft Lyttleton Port Recovery Plan (LPRP).  

 

1.8 I rely on the evidence of: 

 

(a) Ms Deborah Hogan, Senior Policy Planner, Christchurch City 

Council (prepared for the Stage 2 Subdivision hearing); 

(b) Ms Sarah Oliver, Principal Advisor Planning, Christchurch City 

Council (previously presented at the Stage 2 Residential hearing); 

(c) Mr Andrew Milne, Senior Transport Planner, Christchurch City 

Council (prepared for the Stage 2 Subdivision hearing); 

(d) Mr Alan Matheson, City Planning Team Leader, Christchurch City 

Council (prepared for the Stage 2 Subdivision hearing). 

 

2. SCOPE 

 

2.1 The scope of this evidence is Proposal 8: Subdivision, Development and 

Earthworks: Stage 2 (the Proposal) except:  

 

(i) The provisions and submissions relating to the proposed 

Residential New Neighbourhood (RNN) provisions (as 

attached to the prehearing memorandum dated 10 

August 2015) including those provisions contained within 
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the decision of the Panel on the Rezoning of Exemplar 

Housing Areas (26 February 2015). 

 

(ii) Submissions relating to the matters set out in the Joint 

Application filed on 19 May 2015 (rules at section 8.3.7, 

assessment matters at 8.5.2, and the definitions of 

indigenous vegetation and significant indigenous 

vegetation). 

 

2.2 In preparing this evidence, I have relied on the evidence of zone chapter 

leaders.  I have noted where I rely on others' evidence.   

 

2.3 I have also relied on evidence previously presented to the Panel and have 

cross referenced that evidence in my discussion below.   

 

2.4 I have also provided a redline version of the Subdivision, development and 

earthworks Proposal as Attachment A.  This version of the Proposal 

reflects the relief sought in submissions which I have accepted, or 

accepted in part.  Again, I have explained my reasons for supporting the 

suggested amendments to the Proposal in the body of my evidence. 

 

2.5 I have provided as Attachment B a table setting out the submission points 

relevant to this Proposal.  In that table, I have identified whether I 

accept/accept in part or reject the submission point sought by submitters.  I 

have discussed my reasons for accepting or rejecting the relief sought in 

submissions in the body of my evidence. 

 

 

3. DEFINITIONS 

 

3.1 The definitions that fall within the scope of this hearing are identified in 

Appendix B of the Council's Statement of Issues for the Subdivision, 

development and earthworks Proposal hearing, dated 3 August 2015.  
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3.2 Of those: 

 

(a) 'Building', 'Education activity', 'Health care facility', 'Identified 

building platform', 'Residential unit', 'Indigenous biodiversity' are 

dealt with in other Stage 2 hearings.  

(b) No submissions were received in relation to 'Aggregate piers', 'In-

situ mixing', or 'Soil mixing'. 

(c) The definition for 'Concept Plan' will be dealt with through the 

RNN Hearing (noting that the term is not used in the current RNN 

proposal). 

(d) The definition of 'Valuable Tree' was left in Proposal 2 

inadvertently and is not required.  

 

3.3 My analysis and recommendation with respect to the submissions on 

"earthworks" and "disturbance of soil", are included below.  

 

4. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

4.1 Proposal 8 (Subdivision, Development and Earthworks) Stage 1 includes 

general subdivision rules such as provision of services, property access, 

easements, and esplanade reserves. It also includes provisions specific to 

those zones which are addressed in Stage 1: commercial, industrial, and 

certain residential zones. Stage 2 of Proposal 8 includes provisions relating 

to all remaining zones. 

 

4.2 Stage 1 hearings resulted in a significant change in the structure and 

format of the Proposal (refer to revised proposal of 30 June 2015), which 

has been carried forward into Stage 2 (and Stage 3 to come), and is 

reflected in the version of the Proposal in Attachment A.  

 

4.3 The pre-hearing meeting established a number of issues. Submitters were 

invited to discuss these issues in targeted mediation on 21 and 22 

September 2015. While I expect other submitters may decide to pursue 

other issues, only three outstanding matters remain following mediation. It 

is likely that there will be further movement in this regard prior to or at the 

further mediation session scheduled for 8 and 9 October 2015. These 

issues are set out at section 6 of my evidence.  
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4.4 Section 7 of my evidence sets out my view and, where necessary, a brief 

s32 analysis for each of the issues identified in the pre-hearing meeting. 

The bulk of the submissions seek relief for clarification, corrections, or 

consistency with the operative City or Banks Peninsula District Plans. I 

accept the bulk of these submissions, either in full or part, noting that I rely 

on the evidence of Ms Hogan, Ms Oliver, Mr Matheson and Mr Milne in 

some instances. 

 

4.5 I note also that provisions relating to subdivision in the Specific Purpose 

(Lyttelton Port) zone have been deleted from the Proposal in anticipation of 

the Lyttelton Port Recovery Plan being approved. This is consistent with 

the submission from the Lyttelton Port Company and with the way other 

Proposals have managed this issue. 

 

4.6 Likewise, I have amended provisions relating to subdivision within a 

transmission (Transpower) or identified distribution (Orion) corridor in line 

with submissions from Transpower and Orion and with the way other 

Proposals have managed this issue. Both Transpower and Orion attended 

mediation and provisions were agreed, noting Transpowers' continued 

opposition to the protection of Orion assets. 

 

4.7 A number of submissions related to provisions within the earthworks 

section of the Proposal which seek to manage erosion. Material changes 

have been made to this section to recognise overlap with rules in 

Canterbury Regional Council plans and the relevant Christchurch City 

Council bylaw.  

 

4.8 Finally, my evidence responds to submissions seeking relief on definitions. 

Of those assigned to the Proposal, only two ('earthworks' and 'disturbance 

of soil') remain relevant and are the subject of submissions. A minor 

addition is proposed to 'earthworks'. No change is proposed to 'disturbance 

of soil'. 
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5. BACKGROUND 

 

5.1 The Proposal includes provisions that manage the subdivision of land and 

buildings within the Christchurch district.  

 

5.2 Stage 1 includes general subdivision rules such as provision of services, 

property access, easements, and esplanade reserves. It also includes 

provisions specific to those zones which are addressed in Stage 1: 

commercial, industrial, and certain residential zones (Residential 

Suburban, Residential Suburban Density Transition, Residential Medium 

Density, Residential Conservation, Residential Banks Peninsula and 

Residential New Neighbourhood zones). Specific rules include those 

relating to lot size and dimension and rules pertinent only to a particular 

site or area. 

 

5.3 Stage 2 of the Proposal includes provisions relating to all remaining zones 

(Rural, Open Space, Specific Purpose, Residential (part), Commercial and 

Industrial (part), Papakainga) and overlays (e.g. Outstanding Natural 

Landscapes, heritage items and settings).  

 

5.4 Proposal 5 (Natural hazards) manages subdivision in identified hazard 

areas.  

 

5.5 The Proposal is affected by two decisions of the Independent Hearings 

Panel.  

 

(a) Firstly, the Panel on 26 February 2015 made a decision on Priority 

Hearing C - Provisions for repair and rebuilding of multi-unit 

residential complexes. This decision amends Policy 8.1.2.1 

(Recovery activities), rule 8.2.1.1 (Activity status), rule 8.2.2.5 

(Suitability for proposed land use), and rules at 8.2 (General 

matters, renamed 'Conversion of tenure, alteration of cross 

leases, company leases and unit titles' through the decision). The 

decision also relocated 8.2.3 RD3 and related rules to a new 

section of the proposal (8.3.9) as they relate to compliance with 

outline development plans only, not conversion of tenure or 

alteration of leases. This decision also inserted a number of rules 
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into the residential proposal which link to the conversion of tenure, 

alteration of cross leases, company leases and unit titles. 

 

(b) Secondly, the decision of the Panel on Strategic Directions (26 

February 2015) significantly revised the notified proposal. Most 

notably, the decision includes a new objective (3.3.2) seeking to 

minimise transaction costs, reliance on resource consents and the 

number and prescriptiveness of rules. This objective is not 

dissimilar to part (a) of Schedule 4 to the Statement of 

Expectations. The effect of new objective 3.3.2 and the other 

amendments made in the second decision on the Proposal and 

my assessment of whether the Proposal gives effect to the 

Strategic Directions chapter is contained in the following sections. 

 

 

6. OUTCOMES OF MEDIATION / CAUCUSING  

 

6.1 Targeted mediation sessions were held on 21 and 22 September 2015. 

Any agreed amendments to the Proposal are included in Attachment A. 

The Mediation Report outlines issues which were not resolved and is 

expected to be on the Independent Hearings Panel website in due course.   

 

6.2 Three outstanding matters were identified in the conference as set out 

below: 

 
Summary of Matter the Panel will be required to determine as 
identified at the Mediation: 
1. The appropriateness of provisions relating to rural subdivision 

(Rules 8.2.2.1 C7 and C8 8.2.2.2 RD8, 8.2.2.3 D3 and D6, 
8.2.2.4 NC5, 8.2.2.5 Pr1, and Tables 6A and 6B). Parties are 
agreed in principle and are working on detail. 

 
 

Summary of Matter the Panel will be required to determine as 
identified at the Mediation: 
2. The status of activity when it does not comply with Rule 8.8.2 

P1 (1) and (2). Currently Restricted Discretionary; sought 
Discretionary. 

 
 

Summary of Matter the Panel will be required to determine as 
identified at the Mediation: 
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3. The appropriateness of the matters of discretion at Rule 8.8.5 
(6) as sought by Experience Trust. Parties are agreed in 
principle and are working on detail. 

 
 

6.3 These matters have not been resolved since the mediation report was 

filed, though additional discussions have taken place. For matters 1 and 3, 

I have included the most recently proposed amendments in Attachment A.  

Matter 2 remains a matter of disagreement.  

 

6.4 In relation to the second matter (activity status where there is 

non-compliance with Rule 8.8.2 P1 (1) and (2)), the submitter (#2501.6 

Experience Trust) in mediation identified some earthworks of particular 

concern at Clearwater Golf Resort and the possibility that a similar 

outcome could occur elsewhere in the district. The submitter is of the view 

that increasing activity status would reduce the likelihood of such 

earthworks occurring again.  

 

6.5 My view, however, is that there is scope within the matters for discretion to 

enable imposition of conditions or decline or consent where appropriate, 

subject to the additional matters proposed by the submitter (the third 

matter, discussed below).  Where an activity does not meet the permitted 

activity standards, it is proposed that the activity will be a restricted 

discretionary activity (Rule 8.8.3 RD1).  On that basis, I do not consider 

there is benefit in increasing the activity status for non-compliance. It may 

be, however, that such an increase would create uncertainty as to outcome 

and content of application. 

 

6.6 The third matter relates to additional matters of discretion for visual 

amenity (#2501.9 Experience Trust). The Council acknowledges there is a 

gap in the matters of discretion (Rule 8.8.7), and generally supports the 

inclusion of the additional matters, subject to some revision. The submitter 

(on 2 October) provided a revised set of matters which the Council 

considers is appropriate. Comment has yet to be received from the Crown.  

I have included as 8.8.7(6) matters of discretion regarding visual amenity in 

Attachment A.  It is my view that the inclusion of these matters will better 

enable the Council to address effects on adjoining landowners.  
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7. ASSESSMENT OF SUBMISSIONS AND FURTHER SUBMISSIONS 

 

Format and Revised Proposal of the Subdivision, Development and 

Earthworks Chapter through Stage 1 Hearings 

 

Issue 1 To what extent are the submissions received on Stage 2 

addressed or negated by the Revised Proposal of 30 June 

2015? 

  

7.1 Submissions1 seek amendments to matter of discretion 8.3.1.5(2) (for 

allotment size and dimension) which are proposed to be removed through 

the Stage 1 Revised Proposal as a result of a review of matters of 

discretion through the Stage 1 hearing process for the Proposal. Numerous 

submissions in Stage 1 sought a review of some or all matters of 

discretion. It was my view that this particular matter was unnecessary as 

the key issue for the Council in relation to allotment size and dimension are 

the outcomes of a reduction in site size rather than the reasons for the 

reduction. 

 

7.2 A number of other submissions relate to provisions which have been 

revised or reformatted through the Stage 1 hearing. I have considered their 

submissions in the context of the Revised Proposal, and have provided a 

response to these submissions in the accept/reject table set out in 

Attachment B.  

   

The appropriateness of Outline Development Plans 

 

Issue 2 Are specific amendments required to the Outline 

Development Plans (ODPs)? 

 

7.3 Aside from submissions relating to the RNN zone (which are to be heard in 

a separate hearing), the only submissions on an ODP as part of the 

Proposal relate to Appendix 8.6.6 Halswell West (discussed in evidence in 

Stage 1 Subdivision and Stage 2 Residential Hearings also). Those 

                                                   
1  #2137.1 and #2137.2 Sedgley. 
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submissions2 seek an update of the ODP and an amendment relating to 

the location of Knights Stream. The Council submission is consistent with 

the relief sought by other submitters (other than in relation to alternative 

relief) and the position reached during the Stage 2 Residential Hearing (in 

particular the rebuttal evidence of Ms Oliver of 2 September 2015, 

paragraph 4.50). The Accept/Reject table (Attachment B) provides 

additional detail and the revised ODP is shown at Attachment A. This was 

confirmed at mediation and discussed in the Mediation Report.  

Attachment B to that report contains the version of the ODP to be included 

in the Proposal.  

 

Removal of the Lyttelton Port Zone provisions 

 

Issue 3 Are the provisions relating to the operation of the Port 

appropriate? 

 

7.4 A draft LPRP has been prepared and was presented to the Minister in 

August 2015. The LPRP will, when a decision is issued, manage activities 

at the Port. Submissions3 therefore seek the removal of provisions in the 

Proposal managing the Port. The Council's position is to remove those 

provisions and this is reflected in Attachment A.  

 

Flooding in Lower Styx 

 

Issue 4 Should the Proposal limit subdivision in the Spencerville / 

Lower Styx River area?  

 

7.5 A number of identical submissions4 were received in relation to flooding 

issues in the Lower Styx Catchment. The submissions seek that: 

 

(a) the Lower Styx River be dredged and riparian vegetation be 

managed; 

                                                   
2  #2097.2, 2097.4 and 2097.5 Fulton Hogan Land Developments Ltd, #2123.201 Christchurch City Council, #2474.8 

Pan and Yu, #2475.8 Sissons, 2476.8 Bromac Lodge Ltd, #2477.8 Harcourt, #2478.8 Mercantile Trust. 
3  #2123.197 Christchurch City Council, #2367.16 Lyttelton Port Company.  
4  #2152.2 Spencer, #2513.2 Wylaars, #2515.2 Spyve, #2516.2 Griffiths, #2517.2 Dawber, #2518.2 Spencer, #2519 

Simmiss, #2520.2 Sharlick, #2521.2 Currey, #2522.2 Harvey, 2523.2 de Gouw, #2524.2 Kickheger. #2525.2 Snook, 
#2526.2 Hargreaves, #2527.2 St Clair-Newman, #2528.2 Wilkinson/Dawber/Ditfort, #2529.2 Wakelin, #2531.2 
Winter, #2532.2 Richards, #2522.2 Snook, #2534.2 Wylaars, #2591.2 Robertson, #2592.2 Walker, #2535.37 
McGuigan. 
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(b) that development contributions are increased to cover the cost of 

the dredging and maintenance being sought; and 

(c) that landowners affected by increasing release of stormwater are 

compensated if dredging and maintenance does not relieve the 

flood hazard. 

 

7.6 This relief is considered to be out of scope as these matters listed above 

are not within the ambit of a district plan.  

 

7.7 These submissions do, however, discuss outflow of stormwater from 

upstream subdivisions (including New Neighbourhood Prestons Zone). 

These submissions advise that stormwater is retained up to a 1/50 year 

flood event rather than a 1/100 year flood event as used elsewhere. The 

Proposal is silent as to the design event, relying on the Infrastructure 

Design Guide which requires a 1/50 year design. No specific amendment 

to the Proposal is sought by the submissions, however I consider that it is 

appropriate for subdivision in the Lower Styx catchment to be managed as 

per other parts of the district. 

 

7.8 A submission from C & S Richards (#2173.3) also seeks the Lower Styx 

River and associated drains be maintained.  This submission is also 

considered to be out of scope because the relief sought is not within the 

ambit of a district plan. 

 

The appropriateness of minimum net site area provisions. 

 

Issue 5  Is the minimum net site area for the Specific Purpose Airport 
Zone appropriate? 

   
7.9 The notified Proposal included a minimum net area of 500m2 for the 

Specific Purpose Airport Zone (SPAZ). This was carried over from the 

operative City Plan where the minimum net area is linked to the Business 4 

(Suburban Industrial) zone. The Christchurch International Airport Ltd 

(CIAL) submission (#2348.107) seeks to amend the Proposal to include no 

minimum net area for the SPAZ. The submission advises that this is 

appropriate for the following reasons: 
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(a) development at the airport is planned in a coordinated way and is 

part of well-established and highly specialised land-uses; 

(b) there is a designation for airport purposes over land within the 

zone; and 

(c) prescribing a minimum net area is not consistent with treatment of 

similar zones (for example the Specific Purpose Port Zone).  

 

7.10 I accept that, given the above, removing the 500m2 minimum is unlikely to 

result in any adverse effects within the SPAZ.  It is my view that the 

change will reduce compliance costs and prescriptiveness in what is a 

specialised zone and still achieve the relevant objectives in the Proposal 

and in the SPAZ plan change (Plan Change 84 to the operative 

Christchurch City Plan), which I will shortly discuss. I therefore consider 

that this CIAL submission point should be accepted. 

 

7.11 It is noted that the Council had prepared a plan change for the SPAZ 

(notified October 2013) and that the Environment Court has issued a 

decision on the SPAZ plan change. The decision currently is under appeal. 

The Order in Council at clause (4)(3) provides that, once the appeal has 

been resolved, this decision will be deemed to be part of the RDP. The 

plan change does not include any subdivision provisions but does include 

policy guidance for development of the zone. The proposed amendment is 

not inconsistent with the Court's decision. All documents relevant to the 

plan change are available on the Council's website.5 

 

The appropriateness of provisions for the Rural Zones. 

 

Issue 6 Are the restrictions on subdivision in Rural zones appropriate? 

 

Issue 7 Are the objectives and policies sufficient and/or appropriate? 

 

  Issue 14 Are the restrictions on subdivision in Rural zones appropriate in 

relation to protection of high class soils? 

 

Issue 15 Are the objectives and policies sufficient and/or appropriate? 

                                                   
5  http://www.ccc.govt.nz/the-council/plans-strategies-policies-and-bylaws/plans/district-plan/operative-christchurch-city-

plan/proposed-changes-city-plan/proposed-plan-change-84/. 
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7.12 The Accept/Reject table at Attachment B briefly outlines reasons for 

accepting and rejecting submissions relating to rural subdivision. These 

reasons are addressed in the evidence of Ms Hogan for the Council in 

relation to the Proposal. I rely on the evidence of Ms Hogan and have 

amended the Proposal accordingly (refer to Attachment A). 

 

The appropriateness of provisions for Residential zones. 

 

Issue 8 Are the minimum net area requirements and other rules 

governing subdivision in these zones necessary and 

appropriate? 

 

Issue 9 If submissions seeking a new 'Residential Hills Mixed Density' 

zone are accepted, is there a need for the subdivision proposal to 

include specific provisions for the new zone? 

 

Issue 10 Are the minimum net area requirements and other rules 

governing subdivision in character areas necessary and 

appropriate? 

 

Issue 11 Is the required intersection upgrade shown at appendix 8.6.7(c) 

necessary? 

 

7.13 The Accept/Reject table at Attachment B briefly outlines reasons for 

accepting and rejecting submissions relating to residential subdivision. 

These reasons are dealt with in the evidence in chief and rebuttal evidence 

of Ms Sarah Oliver for the Council in relation to Proposal 14 Residential 

(Stage 2). The Accept/Reject table provides a cross-reference to the 

appropriate document and section. I rely on the evidence of Ms Oliver and 

have amended the Proposal accordingly (refer to Attachment A). 

 

7.14 In relation to Issue 11 and Appendix 8.6.7(c), I rely on the evidence of Mr 

Milne. The submission (#2399.1 McVicar/Christs College) seeks to delete 

assessment matter 8.5.3(13) - now at 8.2.4.1 (10).  
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7.15 Mr Milne is of the view that development of the Cashmere/Worsleys area 

is likely to require an upgrade to the intersection and that 8.2.4.1(10) 

should therefore be retained. The effect is that Appendix 8.6.7(c) is not a 

standard, but a matter for consideration at the time of consent. I therefore 

consider that this assessment matter should be retained.  

 

7.16 Appendix 8.6.7(c) is also given effect in the Proposal through two 

additional standards in Table 1 to Rule 8.2.3.1(1) and these have been 

amended (as sought in #2399.3) to clarify that compliance is not required 

with Appendix 8.6.7(c). 

 

The appropriateness of provisions for the Coastal zone. 

 

Issue 12 Should subdivision in the Coastal Zone be a discretionary 

activity? 

 

7.17 Two submissions6 were received in relation to subdivision in the Coastal 

Zone, both seeking to delete Rule 8.3.1.2 D5 on the basis that the Coastal 

Zone had not been shown on planning maps. The Coastal Zone is in fact 

identified on the planning maps and the rule is necessary. I therefore 

consider that the relief sought by both submissions should be rejected. 

These submissions are opposed by Annandale Enterprises (#FS2737.62 

and #FS2737.76). 

 

The appropriateness of provisions for the Industrial zone. 

 

Issue 13 Should there be additional provisions relating to an Industrial 

Park (Memorial Avenue) subzone? 

 

7.18 The submission received from Memorial Avenue Investments Ltd (MAIL) 

(#2378.74) seeks that two additional assessment matters be included at a 

new clause 8.5.6, both relating to provision of a memorial feature. The 

Crown (#FS2810.254) supports the submission of MAIL. 

 

                                                   
6  #2285.65 Akaroa Civic Trust, #2311.28 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust. 
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7.19 The MAIL memorandum to the Panel of 5 August 2015 accepts the 

Council's proposed rules package with some exceptions. Those exceptions 

do not include the relief sought in #2378.74. Regardless of whether MAIL 

wishes to pursue the matter, I am of the view that the provision of a 

memorial on this site is a private matter for MAIL and it is not necessary to 

include the proposed assessment matters. I therefore consider that the 

relief sought should be rejected. 

 

EARTHWORKS 

 

The appropriateness of volume thresholds. 

 

Issue 16 Are the volume thresholds for earthworks at Table 1 of 8.8 of the 

Proposal appropriate, in particular in the Industrial zones, 

Commercial Core zone, Retail Park zone, Specific Purpose 

(Airport) zone and the Coastal zone? 

 

Issue 17 Should the 5 year timeframe (at 8.8.2 Activity Standard 1 for P1), 

to which the volume thresholds for earthworks relate apply to all 

zones? 

 

7.20 Submissions seek that volume thresholds for earthworks in industrial 

zones and commercial zones7 and in the SPAZ8 are amended. The 

submissions relating to the industrial and commercial zones identified in 

Issue 16 seek the thresholds be amended to 1000m3/ha (Gelita) or 

2000m3/ha (CIAL), from 100m3/site.   

 

7.21 Both proposed thresholds reflect operative City Plan thresholds, but not the 

operative Banks Peninsula Plan which includes no volume limits for 

Industrial or Town centre zones (making all earthworks in those zones 

permitted activities).  

 

7.22 The Proposal has included standards for earthworks in the Town Centre 

and Industrial zones, noting the building consent exemption at 8.8.5(4).  

 

                                                   
7  #2307.20 Gelita New Zealand Ltd; #273.25 Progressive Enterprises Ltd. 
8  #2348.113 and .114 Christchurch International Airport Ltd. 
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7.23 Given that the relief sought is consistent with the provisions of the 

operative City Plan which I understand to be managing earthworks 

appropriately, I accept the relief sought in relation to Industrial and 

Commercial Zones. I prefer the lesser threshold sought, noting again the 

building consent exemption at 8.8.5(4).  Amending the threshold would, in 

my view, reduce compliance costs and prescriptiveness, without 

compromising achievement of the relevant objectives and policies or 

imposing any material costs. 

 

7.24 In relation to the SPAZ zone, the CIAL submission seeks that the threshold 

revert to that under the operative City Plan.  Given that the relief sought is 

consistent with the provisions of the operative City Plan, which I 

understand to be managing earthworks appropriately, and the additional 

standards in 8.8.2 P1, I accept the relief sought. Amending the threshold 

would, in my view, reduce compliance costs and prescriptiveness, without 

compromising achievement of the relevant objectives and policies or 

imposing any material costs. 

 

7.25 Submissions9 also seek that the five year timeframe be removed from 8.8.2 

P1 (1). The operative City Plan includes a ten year return period and this 

was reduced to five years following comments on the draft proposal (prior 

to notification) by the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery. The 

operative Banks Plan does not include a return period.  The submissions 

seek a one year return period (rather than five years) and this was also 

discussed and agreed at the mediation session of 21 and 22 September 

2015.   I accept this relief in part, as it my view that the standards at 8.8.2 

P1 (which are not included in either operative plan, aside from in relation to 

repair of land damaged by earthworks (as inserted by the Minister for 

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery)) are considered sufficient to manage 

the effects of earthworks without stipulating a return period, but that for the 

volume thresholds to function some time period is necessary. Amending 

the threshold would, in my view, reduce compliance costs and 

prescriptiveness, without compromising achievement of the relevant 

objectives and policies or imposing any material costs.  

 

                                                   
9  #2235.65 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd; #2347.15 Ryman Healthcare Ltd; #2387.265 The Crown. 
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Erosion on the Port Hills. 

 

Issue 18 Will the earthworks provisions (at 8.8.2 P1) appropriately 

manage erosion on the Port Hills? 

 

7.26 The submission from the Cashmere Stream Care Group (#2156.8) relates 

to earthworks on the Port Hills and seeks relief in relation to Rule 8.8.2 P1 

(7), which deals with erosion and sediment control. There are a number of 

other submissions10 seeking relief to Rule 8.8.2 P1 (7) in terms of content 

and necessity.  

 

7.27 In reviewing Rule 8.8.2 P1 (7), I acknowledge that it is not clear or readily 

measurable. It also overlaps with parts of the Natural Resources Regional 

Plan (NRRP) (for earthworks in riparian margins) and the Land and Water 

Regional Plan (LWRP) (for earthworks on the Port Hills). The Council's 

Water Supply, Wastewater and Stormwater Bylaw 2014 (the Bylaw) is 

also relevant and applies to all stormwater systems within the District. 

Relevant sections of these documents include: 

 

(a) Christchurch City Council Water, Wastewater and Stormwater 

Bylaw 2014: section 34 (restricted activities); 

(b) Natural Resources Regional Plan: Rules WQL30, WQL 42, 

WQL46/47 and WQL 48; 

(c) Operative Land and Water Regional Plan: Rules 1 - 5 of Part II; 

(d) Proposed Land and Water Regional Plan: Rules 5.18/5.19, 

5.167/5.168/1.169, and 5.170/5.171/5.172. 

 

7.28 It is my view that the NRRP, LWRP and the Bylaw deal appropriately with 

discharge of sediment to water and therefore additional regulation 

addressing this matter does not need to be included in the Proposal. In 

terms of airborne discharge, the Proposed Canterbury Air Regional Plan 

(Air Plan) manages 'objectionable' dust emission through Rule 7.3 and 

Schedule 2. The s42A report for the Air Plan of 28 August 2015 

recommends Rule 7.3 be retained as proposed and that minor 

amendments be made to Schedule 2. The Hearing is scheduled for 27 

                                                   
10  #2235.69 Ngai Tahu Ltd; #2249.48 Canterbury Regional Council; #23878.266; The Crown; #2275.18 CLD New 

Zealand Ltd. 
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October 2015. The rules in the Air Plan took effect on 28 February 2015. I 

consider that it is appropriate for airborne dust emissions from earthworks 

be managed by the Air Plan and do not consider that the Proposal needs 

to include this.  

 

7.29 On the basis of the above paragraphs, it is my view that the existing text 

(8.8.2 P1 (7)) should be replaced with a note cross-referencing the relevant 

documents (refer to Attachment A). It is noted that the Proposed LWRP 

does not specifically provide for the Port Hills, but does include earthworks 

controls in riparian and erosion prone areas. If the proposed LWRP 

becomes operative, the Proposal will require updating. 

 

Earthworks and electricity transmission. 

 

Issue 19 Should the earthworks section of the Proposal include specific 

provisions for earthworks around transmission and distribution 

lines? 

 

7.30 The submission from Transpower New Zealand Ltd (#2218.24) seeks that 

the notified provisions managing earthworks be amended to make them 

consistent with amendments made to the pRDP recognising the National 

Grid. This submission is supported by Federated Farmers of New Zealand 

(#FS2788.6) and Orion New Zealand Ltd (#FS2797.32). The notified rule 

included a 12m setback from transmission lines. It does not manage Orion 

distribution lines and does not align with the agreed position between the 

Council, Transpower and Orion in relation to setback distances. The 

proposed revision to rule 8.8.2 P3, P4 and P5 remedies both issues.  

 

7.31 Orion New Zealand's submission (#2340.28 - 2348.31) seeks to amend the 

notified provisions to refer also to their high voltage electricity distribution 

network. Transpower New Zealand (#FS2780.5) opposes the submission 

from Orion. 

 

7.32 These submissions were the subject of discussion at the mediation 

sessions of 21 and 22 September 2015 and agreement was reached 

between the parties. This agreement is reflected in Attachment A. 
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Exemption where building consent has been obtained. 

 

Issue 20 Should the list of earthworks (at 8.8.5) that are exempt from the 

rule at 8.8.2 include where building consent has been obtained 

for retaining walls or should it apply only to buildings (as 

notified at 8.8.5 number 4)? 

 

7.33 Experience Trust (#2501.7) and Progressive Enterprises Ltd (#2373.26) 

seek to amend Rule 8.8.5(4) (Exemptions): Experience Trust by adding a 

note for clarification and Progressive Enterprises Ltd by deleting some of 

the notified text. 

 

7.34 Experience Trust seeks to add a clarification to (4) to exclude retaining 

walls constructed only to retain earth (rather than those which have a role 

in ensuring the stability of land upon which a residence or other building 

has building consent). It is my view that the current exemption is effective 

in providing for recovery and reducing the cost of compliance for the 

construction of buildings, and the building consent process will ensure that 

ground under a building will be stable.  

 

7.35 In relation to retaining walls for non-structural purposes, it is possible that 

substantial volumes of earth could be retained by the wall beyond the area 

subject to a building consent and could affect land stability on and 

adjoining a site. Such works could also lead to overlooking issues, 

particularly on hillslopes. While there would be additional compliance 

costs, it is my view that these are outweighed by the avoidance of 

potentially sub-optimal outcomes and effects on adjoining landowners. I 

therefore accept this submission point.  

 

7.36 Progressive Enterprises Ltd seeks to widen the scope of the exemption to 

any earthworks subject to a building consent, regardless of whether they 

occur within the footprint of a building. The submission seeks this 

amendment because it is narrower than the exemption provided at Volume 

3 Part 9 5.6.4(h) of the City Plan. The rule, however, is intended to limit the 

breadth to which a building consent applies because it is not limited 

through the building consent process and could show earthworks across a 

site. Building consent applications assess against a much narrower range 
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of matters and the Council would therefore not necessarily be able to 

manage those earthworks in a manner which would achieve the relevant 

objectives and policies. I do not consider that to be appropriate. I therefore 

reject this submission point. McDonald's Restaurants (NZ) Ltd 

(#FS2729.10) and Scentre New Zealand Ltd (#FS2799.152) support the 

submission of Progressive Enterprises Ltd. 

 
Quarrying outside the Rural Quarry zone. 

 

Issue 21 Are the provisions for quarrying activities in Rule 8.8.2 

appropriate?  

 

7.37 The Council submission (#2123.200) seeks to exempt filling in the Rural 

Quarry zone from the earthworks provisions in Table 1 to Rule 8.8.2. 

Proposal 17 (Rural) manages filling in the Rural Quarry zone therefore it is 

not necessary to include provisions regarding this zone in the Proposal. I 

accept the submission point. 

 

Additional Issues proposed by Z Energy Ltd / BP Oil Ltd / Mobil Oil NZ Ltd 

 

Notification of discretionary activities  

 

Issue 22 Should applications for consent for earthworks as a 

discretionary activity be notified and require written approval of 

affected parties? 

 

7.38 The submission from Z Energy Ltd / BP Oil Ltd / Mobil Oil NZ Ltd 

(#2185.65) and a number of other submissions11 seek to delete the 

requirement to notify and obtain written approval for discretionary activities. 

The submission from Z Energy et al is supported by Scentre New Zealand 

Ltd (#FS2799.92). Scentre New Zealand Ltd (#FS2799.148) supports the 

submission of Progressive Enterprises Ltd.  

 

7.39 There are no discretionary activities within the Stage 2 text of the Proposal 

and I therefore accept its deletion. There are discretionary activities within 

                                                   
11  #2235.63 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, #2269.25 Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of Technology, #2340.25 Orion New 

Zealand Ltd, #2373.23 Progressive Enterprises Ltd. 
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Stage 3 of Proposal 8 and will require a statement as to how applications 

for discretionary activities will be treated. Whether the statement should be 

reinstated as part of Stage 3 is the matter for Stage 3 evidence to consider. 

 

Exemption for earthworks regulated by Resource Management (National 

Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to 

Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011 (Soil NES) 

 

Issue 23 Should earthworks that are regulated by the Soil NES be added 

to the list of exemptions in 8.8.5? 

 

7.40 The submission from Z Energy Ltd / BP Oil Ltd / Mobil Oil NZ Ltd 

(#2185.67) seeks an exemption be added to Rule 8.8.5 for works regulated 

by the Soil NES for clarification. I agree and include an additional 

subclause to 8.8.5 (refer to Attachment A). The submission also seeks an 

amendment to clause 8.8.1 in relation to the Soil NES, again for 

clarification, which I accept. The latter amendment is supported by 

Liquigas Ltd (#FS2751.4). 

 

8. DEFINITIONS 

 

Introduction 

 

8.1 There are a number of definitions used in stage 2 of the Proposal. These 

are listed in Attachment A to the pre-hearing meeting report lodged by the 

Council on 11 August 2015, and are reproduced below (updated to remove 

Residential New Neighbourhood Zone definitions): 

 
Proposal number 8 
Stage 1 definitions 
 

Stage 2 definitions
 
 

Relevant submitter-
requested definitions 

• Access  
• *Allotment  
• Boundary  
• Esplanade reserve 
• Grout  
• *Indigenous vegetation 
• *Net site area  
• **Residential unit  

• **Building  
• **Earthworks 
• **Education activity  
• **Health care facility 
• **Identified building area  
• **Site 
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• Road  
• *Subdivision  
* = subject to stage 1 submissions only. 

** = subject to stage 1 and 2 submissions. 

 

8.2 I record some Stage 1 definitions were deferred until stage 2. Of those 

'Aggregate piers', 'Disturbance of soil', 'Indigenous biodiversity', 'In-situ 

mixing', 'Soil mixing', and 'Spring' are used in the Proposal.   

 

8.3 Of those submissions subject to stage 1 and 2 submissions, including 

those deferred identified above: 

 

(a) 'Building', 'Education activity', 'Health care facility', 'Identified 

building platform', 'Residential unit', 'Site', 'Indigenous biodiversity' 

are dealt with in the Council's evidence on other Proposals. 

 

(b) 'Springs' is proposed (as advised through evidence on Proposal 2 

Definitions) to be dealt with through the Proposal 9 (Natural and 

Cultural Heritage.  

 

(c) No submissions were received for 'Aggregate piers', 'In-situ 

mixing', or 'Soil mixing'. 

 

(d) The definition for 'Concept Plan' will be dealt with through the 

RNN Hearing (noting that the term is not used in the current RNN 

proposal).  

 

(e) The definition of 'Valuable Tree' was left in Proposal 2 

inadvertently and is not required.  

 

8.4 Given the above, this evidence will address the following definitions: 

 

(a) 'Earthworks'; 

(b) 'Disturbance of soil'; 
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Earthworks 

 

8.5 There are seven submission points12 in relation to the definition of 

earthworks. Four submission points seek to retain the definition as notified.  

 

8.6 Two submissions from Horticulture New Zealand seek to add an exclusion 

for cultivation (the submission also seeks to add a definition of cultivation). 

The term "earthworks" was not intended to include cultivation and I accept 

that it would be clearer to specifically exclude it.  

 

8.7 In terms of adding a definition of cultivation to the Plan, the wording 

proposed in the submission is appropriate for use in relation to the current 

Proposal; however, the term is also relevant to Proposal 9 (Natural and 

Cultural Heritage) and it may be that it is not appropriate in that context to 

exclude harrowing and / or direct drilling from the definition. I suggest 

deferral of consideration of any new cultivation definition until the Natural 

and Cultural Heritage hearing, or the Stage 3 definitions hearing.  

 

8.8 The other submission (McDonalds) seeks to combine the definitions of 

earthworks, disturbance of soil, and excavation. I do not consider doing so 

would be helpful.  Firstly, the definition of earthworks is more confined that 

disturbance of soil, and secondly, excavation is used to mean different 

things within the Proposal (and other Proposals).  

 

8.9 Given the above, I suggest amending the definition as below: 

 

Earthworks 
means any excavation, depositing or other disturbance of earth, rock, 

sand or soil on a site, including that which raises ground level or 

changes the profile of the landform, and that which involves the 

inclusion or insertion of other materials into the ground for the 

purposes of repairing a site damaged by earthquakes or 

strengthening a site in preparation for the construction of a building, 

or the installation of services or utilities. Earthworks include the 

                                                   
12  #2165.10 and .15 Horticulture New Zealand, #2218.2 Transpower New Zealand Ltd, #2269.4 Canterbury Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology; #2297.3 McDonald's Restaurants New Zealand Ltd; #2340.3 Orion New Zealand Ltd and #2264.4 
University of Canterbury. 
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construction of tracks, firebreaks and landings, and ground shaping 

(recontouring), root raking and blading, but not cultivation. 

 

 

Disturbance of Soil 

 

8.10 There are five submission points13 in relation to the definition of 

disturbance of soil. Three seek to retain the definition as notified.  

 

8.11 McDonalds again seeks to combine the definitions of earthworks, 

disturbance of soil, and excavation. Horticulture New Zealand seeks its 

deletion for the same reasons. I do not consider doing so would be helpful, 

however, as the terms are used to mean different things within the 

Proposal (and other Proposals). I do not suggest any changes to the 

definition. 

 

 

 

Andrew Jeffrey Long 

5 October 2015 

 

                                                   
13  #2165.112 Horticulture New Zealand; #2269.1 Canterbury Polytechnic Institute of Technology; 2297.4 McDonald's 

Restaurants New Zealand Ltd; #2340.2 Orion New Zealand Ltd and #2264.1 University of Canterbury. 
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ATTACHMENT A – REDLINE CHAPTER  



Chapter 8 – Subdivision, Development and Earthworks 
 
 
 

 

ATTACHMENT A: REVISED PROPOSAL  
 
Key 
Stage 1 (as per revised proposal 30 June 2015, excluding RNN zone) 
Stage 2 
 
 
Chapter 8 Subdivision, Development and Earthworks  
 

8.0 Introduction – Subdivision and Development 
 

The principal purpose of subdivision is to provide a framework for land ownership so that development and 
activities can take place. It also provides for the provision of services which enable development and 
activities, including reserves, network infrastructure and community infrastructure. 
The adverse effects of activities are generally controlled by the provisions for each zone. However, some 
potential effects of those activities that may be undertaken on sites are most appropriately managed at the 
time of subdivision. For example, earthworks, and the formation of vehicle access, may have an impact on 
the amenity of an area, and the most effective means of addressing such effects may be conditions of 
consent. 
The subdivision of land to create sites on undeveloped land creates expectations and property rights; it 
inevitably requires consideration of the need for reserves, network infrastructure, community 
infrastructure, and telecommunications. It also requires consideration of the potential for reverse 
sensitivity effects, as new land uses may conflict with existing activities. The matter of servicing is often an 
important aspect of the subdivision process, particularly for new, undeveloped sites, and needs careful 
consideration to ensure all effects and costs of infrastructure are taken into account. The subdivision of 
land that is already developed may also raise questions of servicing and access. Compounding the issue of 
infrastructure demand, the considerable damage to public infrastructure caused by the earthquakes of 
2010 and 2011 has resulted in parts of the City having limited ability to service new development without 
further capital investment or improvements. 
To deal with these servicing issues in part, the Council has established a Development Contributions Policy 
within the requirements of the Local Government Act 2002. Development contributions may be levied for 
any subdivisions that generate a demand for reserves, network infrastructure, or community infrastructure, 
excluding the pipes or lines of a network utility operator. 
The process of subdividing land provides an appropriate opportunity to consider a variety of issues 
including natural and other hazards in terms of the suitability of subdivided land for anticipated land uses, 
the provision of reserves and esplanade reserves. 
It also provides a unique opportunity for embracing, enhancing and communicating Ngai Tahu cultural 
values. 
 

 
8.1 Objectives and Policies – Subdivision and Development 

Clarification – the objectives and policies contained in other chapters, including zone chapters, the 
Transport chapter, the Natural Hazards chapter and the Hazardous Substances and Contaminated Land 
chapter, are relevant in addition to those below. 

 
8.1.1 Objective Natural and Built Environments 

a. Significant natural features, landscapes, indigenous biodiversity and ecosystems, springs, significant 
trees, cultural landscapes as identified in the Plan, and historic heritage are protected or enhanced 
through the subdivision process. 

 
8.1.1.1 Policy – Natural features and landscapes 
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a. Ensure that subdivision and associated works shall achieve the long term protection and 
enhancement of: 
i. the natural character of the coastal environment wetlands, lakes and rivers and their 

margins, and mahinga kai; 
ii. outstanding natural features and landscapes, significant features and landscapes, 

important ridgelines; 
iii. cultural landscapes as identified in the Plan, significant indigenous vegetation and / or 

indigenous fauna, including sites of ecological significance. 
 

8.1.1.2 Policy – Historic heritage and protected trees 
a. Ensure that subdivision process and design retains significant trees and protects historic 

heritage, including sites within silent files and that sites created in heritage precincts or the 
Residential Conservation zone should reflect the local historic pattern of development. 

b. Encourage a subdivision design that facilitates community appreciation of significant trees 
and historic heritage. 

 
8.1.1.3 Policy - Environmental Compensation 

a. Apply the concept of environmental compensation where net benefit would arise from a 
subdivision proposal occurring within outstanding natural features and landscapes, significant 
natural features and landscapes, sites of ecological significance, and in relation to heritage items 
and settings, and significant trees. 

 
8.1.1.4 Policy – Access to waterways / Mana whakahaere 

a. Provide for appropriate public access and customary access to and along the margins of rivers, 
lakes, waterways and the coastline, including through esplanade reserves and strips, except in 
respect of Lyttelton Port of Christchurch where it is necessary to ensure public safety and the 
security of adjoining cargo and adjoining activities. 

 
8.1.2 Objective – Design and amenity 

a. An integrated pattern of development and urban form through subdivision and comprehensive 
development that: 
i. provides allotments for the anticipated or existing land uses for the zone; 
ii. consolidates development for urban activities; 
iii. improves people’s connectivity and accessibility to employment, transport, services and 

community facilities; 
iv. improves energy efficiency and provides for renewable energy and use; and 

v. enables the recovery of the district 
b. Where practicable, subdivision design and layout integrates or incorporates features which, 

although not identified in the Plan as having particular significance, contribute to the character 
and historical context of the local area, including natural features and landscapes, site of 
significance to tangata whenua, areas containing indigenous flora and fauna, and existing trees 
and buildings. 

 
8.1.2.1 Policy – Recovery activities 

a. Ensure that subdivision processes enable recovery initiatives including by facilitating: 
 

i. subdivision of greenfield and intensification areas; 
ii. the issue of fee simple title where the following permitted or approved initiatives occur: 

A. conversion of a residential unit into two residential units; 
B. conversion of a family flat into a residential unit; 
C. replacement of a residential unit with two residential units; 
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D. comprehensive development using the Enhanced Development Mechanism; or 
E. comprehensive development using the Community Housing Redevelopment 

Mechanism.  
iii. conversion of the type of tenure from a cross lease or unit title to fee simple;  
iv. subdivision of a cross lease or unit title site arising from the updating of a flat plan or unit plan.  

 
8.1.2.2 Policy – Design and amenity / Tohungatanga 

a. Ensure that subdivision; 
i. incorporates the distinctive characteristics of the place’s context and setting; 
ii. promotes the health and wellbeing of residents and communities; and 
iii. provides an opportunity to recognise Ngai Tahu culture, history and identity associated with 

specific places, and affirms connections between manawhenua and place. 
 

8.1.2.3 Policy – Allotments 
a. Ensure that that allotment layout, sizes and dimensions created are appropriate for the anticipated 

or existing land uses, and have regard to effects on character, amenity, cultural values and the 
environment;  

b. Provide for a variety of allotment sizes to cater for different housing types and affordability 
 
8.1.2.4 Policy – Identity 

a. Create or extend neighbourhoods which respond to their context and have a distinct identity and 
sense of place, by ensuring that subdivision, where relevant:  
i. incorporates and responds to existing site features such as trees, natural drainage systems, 

buildings and cultural elements and takes advantage of views and outlooks; 
ii. incorporates public spaces that provide opportunities for formal and informal social 

interaction; 
iii. has a pattern of development that responds to the existing urban context; 
iv. is designed with a focus on the use of open space, commercial centres, community facilities, 

and the use of views, density, roads, land form and stormwater facilities as key structuring 
elements; and  

v. incorporates and responds to Rangatiratanga – the expression of te reo kawa, tikanga, 
history, identity and the cultural symbols of Ngai Tahu; 

 
8.1.2.5 Policy – Sustainable design 

 
a. Enable resource efficiency, use of renewable energy, and community safety and development, by: 

i. ensuring that the blocks and lots maximise solar gain, including through orientation and 
dimension; 

ii. providing a development pattern that supports walking, cycling and public transport; 
iii. ensuring visibility and interaction between private and public spaces,  and providing well-lit 

public spaces; 
iv. using indigenous, local or recycled or renewable resources that provide a connection to land; 
v. enhance the local landscape and the identity of Ngai Tahu and the citizens of the district; and 
vi. the avoidance of subdivision of land unless adverse effects associated with natural hazards 

are avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
8.1.2.6 Policy – Integration and connectivity 

a. Ensure well integrated places, infrastructure, movement networks and activity. 
b. Provide efficient and safe, high quality, barrier free, multimodal connections within a 

development, to surrounding areas, and to local facilities and services, with emphasis at a local 
level placed on walking, cycling and public transport. 
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c. Ensure the sensitive treatment of interfaces between new and existing areas. 
 

 
8.1.2.7 Policy – Open Space 

a. Subdivision will ensure that, where appropriate, a public open space network is provided which: 
i. is accessible and safe and provides for various forms of recreation, including opportunity to 

encourage active recreation pursuits for the health and wellbeing of the community; 
ii. is within 400m of new residential urban allotments in greenfields and brownfields areas; 
iii. recognises the landscape and natural features in the wider area and links or connects to other 

green or open space, community facilities, commercial centres, areas of higher density 
residential development, landforms and roads; 

iv. protects or enhances natural features and landscapes, ecological function and biodiversity, and 
their values; 

v. reinforces and upholds the Garden City landscape character of urban Christchurch City and the 
heritage landscapes and plantings of Banks Peninsula townships and settlements; 

vi. provides access to heritage places and natural and cultural landscapes including the coastline, 
lakes and waterways and wetlands; and 

vii. strengthens the relationship that Ngai Tahu and the community have with the land and water, 
including by protecting or enhancing natural features, customary access historic heritage, 
cultural landscapes as identified in the Plan, and mahinga kai. 

 
8.1.2.8 Policy – Urban Density 

a. Subdivision in the Residential Medium Density zone must enable development which achieves at 
least a net density of 30 households per hectare. 

 
8.1.2.8 Policy - Urban Density 
a. Subdivision in the Residential Medium Density zone must enable development which achieves a 

net density of 30 households per hectare. 
 

8.1.2.9 [transferred to RNN]  
 

8.1.3 Objective – Infrastructure and transport 
a. Subdivision design and development promotes efficient provision and use of infrastructure and 

transport networks 
b. A legible, well connected, highly walkable, and comprehensive movement network for all transport 

modes is provided. 
c. Land is set aside for services which can also be used for other activities, such as pedestrian or cycle 

ways. 
 
 
8.1.3.1 A Policy – Identification of infrastructure constraints 

a.       Areas subject to infrastructure capacity constraints will be identified to assist public understanding 
and decision-making regarding network capacity available to service subdivision and subsequent land 
use. 

 
8.1.3.1 B Policy –Availability of infrastructure 

a. That the subdivision of land to create additional allotments is managed to ensure: 
i. development does not occur in areas where infrastructure is not performing, serviceable or 

functional. 
ii. ensure appropriate connections to existing infrastructure including, any upgrades required to 

service the development. 
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8.1.3.2 Policy – Transport and access 

a. Provide a legible, well connected, highly walkable, safe, efficient and comprehensive movement 
network for all transport modes that enables people of all ages and physical abilities to access public 
open space facilities, public transport, suburban centres, and community facilities, and to move 
between neighbourhoods and the wider urban area. 

b. Avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse visual and physical effects of new roads on the natural 
environment. 

c. Ensure that where road or property access is created to an existing road, the existing road is of an 
appropriate standard. 

d. Provide a movement network which enables: 
i. vehicle parking; 
ii. access to properties, including for fire appliances; 
iii. landscaping and street trees; 
iv. safety and visibility; 
v. ease of navigation; 
vi. surface water management; and 
vii. utility services. 

 
8.1.3.3 Policy – Water supply 

a. Ensure that water supplies for the land uses anticipated following subdivision and/or land use 
development are of sufficient capacity, including for fire-fighting purposes, and of a potable 
standard for human consumption. 

b. Ensure the provision of any necessary additional water supply infrastructure or the upgrading of 
existing infrastructure, is sufficient for the scale and nature of anticipated land uses. 

 
8.1.3.4  Policy – Stormwater disposal 

b. Avoid any increase in sediment and contaminants entering water bodies as a result of stormwater 
disposal. 

b. Encourage stormwater treatment and disposal through low-impact or water-sensitive designs that 
imitate natural processes to manage and mitigate the adverse effects of stormwater discharges. 

c. Ensure stormwater is disposed of in stormwater management areas so as to avoid inundation 
within the subdivision or on adjoining land. 

d. Ensure that any necessary stormwater control and disposal systems and the upgrading of existing 
infrastructure are sufficient for the amount and rate of anticipated runoff. 

e. Ensure stormwater disposal in a manner which maintains or enhances the quality of surface water 
and groundwater. 

f. Where feasible, utilise stormwater management areas for multiple uses and ensure they have a 
high quality interface with residential or commercial activities. 

g. Ensure that stormwater is disposed of in a manner which is consistent with maintaining public 
health. 

h. Incorporate and plant indigenous vegetation that is appropriate to the specific site. 
i. Ensure that realignment of any watercourse occurs in a manner that improves stormwater drainage 

and enhances ecological, mahinga kai and landscape values. 
j. Ensure that stormwater management measures do not increase the potential for bird strike to 

aircraft in proximity to the airport. 
k. Encourage on-site rain-water collection for non-potable use. 
l.  Ensure there is sufficient capacity to meet the required level of service in the infrastructure design 

standard or if sufficient capacity is not available, ensure that the effects of development are 
mitigated on-site. 
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8.1.3.5 Policy – Sewage disposal 
a. Ensure that anticipated development is provided with a means of disposing of sanitary sewage in a 

manner which is consistent with maintaining public health and that minimises adverse effects on 
the environment. 

b. Ensure provision for sewage disposal is of sufficient capacity and that existing systems are 
upgraded if necessary by the subdivider and/or developer in recognition of the scale and nature of 
anticipated land uses. 

c. Ensure that new lots be provided with a means of connection to a reticulated sanitary sewerage 
system, where available. 

d.  Where a reticulated sanitary sewerage system is not available, onsite or standalone communal 
treatment systems will be required to be installed, subject to any discharge consents required. 

 
8.1.3.6 A Policy – Trade wastes 

a. Ensure provision is made for trade waste disposal for anticipated industrial uses through 
compliance with the Trade Waste Bylaw. 

b. Promote use of appropriate on-site measures to manage the effects of trade wastes and reduce 
peak flows and loading on wastewater systems.  

 
8.1.3.7 Policy – Electricity 

a. Ensure that adequate provision is made for the supply of electric power. 
b. Ensure that the provision of electrical reticulation systems is appropriate to the amenities of the 

area and the anticipated land uses, generally requiring undergrounding in new urban areas. 
 
8.1.3.8 Policy – Telecommunications 

a. Ensure that upon the subdivision of land, adequate provision is made for connection to a 
telecommunication system and that in providing such systems, adverse visual effects are 
minimised. 

 
8.1.39 Policy – Construction and design of infrastructure 
 

a. Require that new network infrastructure is of a construction, design and location which will 
minimise as far as practicable damage from significant seismic and other events. 

b. Require that resilience to disruption from natural events is built into design of infrastructure 
services and networks. 

 
8.1.3.10 Policy – Adverse Effects on Infrastructure  

Ensure that the requirements of infrastructure, including their ongoing operation, development and 
maintenance, are recognised in subdivision design, including any potential for adverse effects 
(including reverse sensitivity effects) from subdivision.    
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8.2.1 Administration 
8.2.1.1 Written approval and non-notification 

1. Unless stated otherwise in this chapter: 
a. application for resource consent under the subdivision rules as a controlled or restricted 

discretionary activity will not require written approvals and shall not be limited or publicly 
notified; 

b. for any other application for resource consent under the subdivision rules, the Council may 
publicly notify the application or require the written approval of other persons. Where the 
subdivision seeks access to a State Highway, the written approval of NZ Transport Agency will be 
required.  

 
8.2.1.2 Infrastructure Design Standard 

Note: Works and infrastructure to be vested in Council shall be of a standard acceptable to Council. The 
Infrastructure Design Standard is the Council’s technical compliance manual and sets out the relevant 
standards. 

 
8.2.1.3 Development contributions 

Development contributions as set out in the Development Contributions Policy will be required to be paid 
prior to the issue of a certificate pursuant to Section 224 of the Resource Management Act 1991.  

 
8.2.1.4 Staging of subdivision 

A subdivision may be completed in stages, provided that each stage meets all of the conditions of 
approval appropriate to that stage, and that the balance of the site remaining after the completion of 
each stage is a site which either complies with the provisions of the Plan or with the conditions of a 
resource consent. 

 
8.2.1.5 Suitability for proposed land use 

1. Where section 106 of the Act applies to any part of the land to be subdivided it is the applicant's 
responsibility to provide all information relevant to the potential hazard and to show the means by 
which the land shall be made suitable for the proposed land use. Regard should be had to any 
information held on the Council's hazards register. The Council shall have regard to any appropriate 
mitigation measures before issuing the subdivision consent, or declining approval pursuant to section 
106. Chapter 5 of this Plan provides for the management of hazards as might be relevant to 
consideration of an application under s106. 

2. Where any part of the land contains contamination, it is the applicant's responsibility to provide all 
relevant information and to show the means by which the land shall be made suitable for the 
proposed land use. Regard should be had to any information held on the Council's hazard register and 
the Hazardous Activities and Industries List held by Environment Canterbury. 

3. Sites created which contain existing buildings shall be able to accommodate those buildings in 
compliance with the rules of the zone, or without increasing any existing non-compliance, unless the 
increased non-compliance has been authorised by a resource consent. Where it is considered that an 
appropriate building platform is not available on a site, the Council may impose a consent notice as a 
condition of consent which precludes the erection of a building on that site. The above requirements 
do not apply to subdivisions carried out in accordance with Rule 8.2.3 of this Plan. 

4. All subdivisions of land that involve buildings on or near allotment boundaries shall comply with the 
relevant requirements of this Plan and the Building Act 2004. 
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8.2.1.6 Standards for specific zones 
Zone-specific standards shall have precedence where there is any inconsistency with the general 
standards. 
 

8.2.1.7 Servicing constraints 
In order to determine activity status for subdivision in relation to standards 8.2.3.1 (7)(a) and (8)(a), the 
applicant must demonstrate water and wastewater capacity. The Council offers a certification process 
(link) as a means of demonstrating capacity. The certificate will be valid for 6 months and will remain valid 
during the consenting process. Certification is not necessary if capacity is shown on an Outline 
Development Plan applying to the site.  

 
8.2.1.1 Activity status 

1. All subdivision activities are Restricted Discretionary Activities in all zones, except where specified 
otherwise, subject to compliance with the standards set out at Rule 8.2.1.2 of this Plan. 

2. Discretion to grant or decline consent and impose conditions is restricted to the Matters of 
Discretion as set out in the relevant Activity Standards detailed at Rule 8.2.1.2 of this Plan. 

3. Where a subdivision activity does not comply with a development standard, subdivision will be a 
discretionary activity except where specified otherwise in that development standard. 

4. Assessment Matters at 8.5 and other relevant assessment matters in this Plan may be referred to where 
relevant. [Deleted as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and earthworks revised proposal of 30 
June 2015] 
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8.2.2.1 Controlled activities 

 Activity Relevant standards Matters for control 

C1 Boundary adjustments and 
amalgamations 

(a) No additional titles are 
created. 
(b) Minimum allotment size 
requirements shall not apply 
providing that the boundary 
adjustment does not amend 
the existing net site area by 
more than 10%. 
(c) The boundary adjustment 
will not lead to, or increase the 
degree of non-compliance with 
land use provisions of the 
underlying zone. 
Where there are two or more 
separately saleable existing 
allotments, which have 
separate Certificates of Title, 
any adjustment of boundaries 
shall be such that no additional 
allotments are created and the 
resultant allotments are not 
less than the smaller/smallest 
that existed before subdivision 
or (where specified) the 
minimum net site area for the 
zone under Clauses 8.2.4.3 or 
8.2.4.4, whichever is the lesser. 
[Deleted as a result of Stage 1 
Subdivision, development and 
earthworks revised proposal of 
30 June 2015] 

8.2.4.1 (1) 

C2 Conversion of tenure 
except at 8.2.2.2 RD3 

Nil  8.2.4.1 (2) 

C3 Alteration of cross leases, 
company leases and unit 
titles except at 8.2.2.2 RD4 

Nil 8.2.4.1 (2) 

C4 Subdivision to create 
allotments for access, 
utilities, emergency 
services, [#2387.234 
Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority, page 
93]  roads and reserves 

Nil 8.2.4.1 (3) 

C5 Subdivision in any zone 
unless otherwise specified, 
including where the 
subdivision is not in 
accordance with one or 
more of the flexible 

Activity standards 8.2.3.1 (1) - 
(9) and (12).  
 
Where there is a relevant 
Outline Development Plan: all 
fixed elements shown on that 

8.2.4.1 (4) and, where 
relevant, 8.2.4.1(5) - 
(12). 
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elements shown on any 
relevant Outline 
Development Plan. 
 
[#2387.6 The Crown page 
28] 

plan must be provided as 
described within that Plan, and 
all flexible elements shown in 
that plan must be provided. 
 
In the Industrial General South-
west Hornby Zone, Activity 
standard (10) also applies. 
 
In the Industrial General 
Wilmers Road zone, disposal of 
wastewater shall be via the 
Christchurch City Council 
reticulated sanitary sewage 
disposal system. 
 
Clarification: Where an 
allotment is proposed which 
covers more than one zone, 
the minimum net site area 
shall apply. 

RD8 C6 
[Amended 
as a result of 
Stage 1 
Subdivision, 
development 
and 
earthworks 
revised 
proposal]  

Identified building area 1. Any subdivision in the 
following zones must 
clearly identify an 
identified building area 
on every site on a scheme 
plan of subdivision on 
which a residential unit is 
anticipated: 
a. Residential Hills; 
b. Residential Large Lot; 
c. Residential Small 

Settlement; and. 
d. all Rrural Zones other 

than Rural Quarry 
 
2. Where the site contains 

an existing residential 
unit at the time the 
subdivision application 
is made, the identified 
building area must 
include the existing 
residential unit, or 
indicate that the 
residential unit will be 
removed from the site 
altogether or relocated 
to the an identified 
building area for that 
site. 

8.2.4.1 (4) and, where 
relevant, 8.2.4.1(5), (6) 
and (8) - (12). 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41724
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
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3. The identified building 
area must: 
a. include a single area 

of land of not less 
than 100m2 and no 
greater than 2000m2 
which  is capable of 
containing a 
residential unit; 

b. include caurtilage 
area contiguous to 
the area identified in 
(a) of not less than 
200m2 and no 
greater than 4000m2; 
and  

c. be able to be linked 
by adequate and 
appropriate vehicle 
access to a formed 
public road. 

C7 In the Rural Banks 
Peninsula Zone, 
subdivision creating a 
residential allotment with 
a minimum area of 1ha 
and a balance allotment 
that when combined 
comply with the applicable 
minimum specified in 
Table 6  
 
[#2387.233 Crown page 92] 
[Refer to Mediation report] 

1. The combined area of 
the 1ha residential 
allotment and the 
balance allotment 
must meet the 
applicable minimum 
specified in Table 6. 

2. Only one residential 
allotment can be created 
per complete multiple of 
the applicable minimum 
specified in Table 6. 

3. The balance allotment 
must be made subject to 
a consent notice that: 
a.  prevents the erection 

of any further 
residential units in 
perpetuity on the 
balance area needed 
to comply with 1; 
and  

b. protects the 
following where they 
exist:  

i. sites or features 
identified in the 
schedules in 
Chapter 9 Natural 
and Cultural 

8.2.4.1 (4) where 
relevant and 8.2.4.1(6). 
 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48762
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41480
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41690
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41684
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Heritage; 
ii. sites of cultural 

significance to 
Ngai Tahu; 

iii. areas of 
indigenous 
biodiversity that 
have been 
assessed as 
meeting the 
significance 
criteria in Policy 
9.1.1.1.1a; 

iv. public access 
connections to the 
coast. [#2241.39 
Jan Cook & David 
Brailsford page 5]; 
[#2285.61 Akaroa 
Civic Trust page 
10]; [#2311.25 Rod 
Donald Banks 
Peninsula Trust 
page 7]; 
[#2418.31, Brent 
Martin & Suky 
Thompson page 4] 

4. The balance 
allotment must be 
contiguous with the 
1ha to which it 
relates.  

[#2387.233 The Crown 
page 92][#2511.1 Fox & 
Associates Ltd page 2] 
[Refer to Mediation report] 

 
Note: Chapter 5 (Natural Hazards) also contains provisions relating to subdivision in Liquefaction 
Assessment Areas 1 and 2 (link) and Port Hills and Banks Peninsula Slope instability Management Areas 
(link).  

 
 

8.2.2.2 Restricted discretionary activities 

 Activity Relevant standards Matters for discretion 

RD1 Boundary adjustments and 
amalgamations not 
complying with C1. 

NA 8.2.4.2 (1) and (3) 

RD2 Subdivision in any zone not 
complying with C5 (except as 
specified at 8.2.2.3 or 
8.2.2.4, or 8.2.2.2 

NA 
 
 

The matters for control at 8.2.4.1 (4) 
and, where relevant (8.2.4.1 (5) - 
(12); and 
the matters of discretion at 8.2.4.2 
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RD8).[#2511.1 Fox & 
Associates Ltd] 

(8) - (10); and 
the relevant matter of discretion in 
relation to the non-compliance as 
follows:  
- for rule 8.2.3.1(3): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (4); 
- or rule 8.2.3.1(4): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (5); 
- for rule 8.2.3.1(5): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (6); 
- for rule 8.2.3.1(6): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (7); 
- for rule 8.2.3.1(7): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (11); 
- for rule 8.2.3.1(8): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (11); 
- for rule 8.2.3.1(9): matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (11); and 
 
In relation to the provision of 
stormwater management, matter of 
discretion 8.2.4.2 (11) applies where 
relevant. 
 
In the Floor Level and Fill 
Management Area, matter of 
discretion (12) also applies. 
 
In any area shown on an Outline 
Development Plan, matter of 
discretion (13) also applies. 
 
In any residential zone, matter of 
discretion (14) also applies. 

RD3 Conversion of tenure: repair 
and rebuild of multi-unit 
residential complexes 

For any conversion of 
the type of tenure from 
unit title or cross lease 
to fee simple: the size 
of the resulting fee 
simple title shall be 
within 10% of the size 
of the original 
allotment or leased 
area, excluding any 
access. 
 
For the avoidance of 
doubt, rules at 8.2.3.1 
do not apply to 
activities covered by 
this rule. 

8.2.4.2 (16) 
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RD4 Alteration of cross leases, 
company leases and unit 
titles: repair and rebuild of 
multi-unit residential 
complexes 

Nil 
 
For the avoidance of 
doubt, rules at 8.2.3.1 
do not apply to 
activities covered by 
this rule. 

8.2.4.2 (16) 

RD5 Subdivision in a floor level 
and fill management area. 

Nil 8.2.4.2(12) 

RD6 Subdivision of any site (other 
than an allotment to provide 
for a network utility) located 
within the following 
corridors: 
a. 37 metres of the centre 

line of a 220kV National 
Grid transmission line 
as shown on planning 
maps; or 

b. 32 metres of the centre 
line of a 66kV or 110kV 
National Grid 
transmission line as 
shown on planning 
maps. 

 

Subdivision shall 
identify a building 
platform for the 
principal building that 
is: 
i. greater than 12 

metres from the 
centre line of a 
220kV or 110kV 
National Grid 
transmission line 
and greater than 
12 metres from an 
associated support 
structure; or 

ii. greater than 10 
metres from the 
centre line of a 
66kV National Grid 
transmission line 
and greater than 
10 metres from an 
associated support 
structure. 

8.2.4.2 (11) 

RD7 Subdivision of any site (other 
than an allotment to provide 
for a network utility) located 
within the following 
corridors: 
a. greater than 32 metres 

of the centre line of a 
66kV electricity 
distribution line as 
shown on planning 
maps; or 

b. greater than 24 metres 
of the centre line of 
33kV electricity 
distribution line as 
shown on planning 
maps. 

 

Subdivision shall 
identify a building 
platform for the 
principal building that 
is: 
i.  10 metres from the 

centre line of a 66kV 
electricity 
distribution line or a 
foundation of an 
associated support 
structure 

ii. greater than 5 
metres from the 
centre line of a 33kV 
Orion electricity 
distribution line or a 
foundation of an 

8.2.4.2 (11) 
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associated support 
structure. 

RD8 In the Rural Banks Peninsula 
Zone, subdivision of any site 
creating more than one 1ha 
residential allotment in 
accordance with Rule 
8.2.2.1 C7  
[#2511.1 Fox & Associates 
Ltd][#2387.233 The Crown 
page 92] 
[Refer to Mediation report] 

Standards in Rule 
8.2.2.1 C7 apply 

8.2.4.2 (16) and 8.2.4.1 (4) where 
relevant and 8.2.4.1 (6) 
[Christchurch City Council -
clarification] 

 
Note: Chapter 5 (Natural Hazards) also contains provisions relating to subdivision in Liquefaction Assessment 
Areas 1 and 2 (link) and Port Hills and Banks Peninsula Slope instability Management Areas (link).  
 
8.2.2.3 Discretionary activities 

 Activity 

D1 Subdivision not complying with RD3. 

D2 Subdivision within the Port Influences Overlay Area 

D3 Any subdivision in a Rural zone resulting in allotments that do not comply with Allotments in 
the Rural Banks Peninsula zone shall comply with the minimum net site area and other 
requirements specified at Table 6 6B 6A except as specified in Rule 8.2.2.3 D6, Rule 8.2.2.2 
RD8 or Rule 8.2.2.4 NC3 unless otherwise specified.  [Refer to Mediation report] 
 
[#2241.43 Jan Cook & David Brailsford page 5];[#2285.64 Akaroa Civic Trust page 10]; 
[#2311.27 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust page 7]; [#2418.34, Brent Martin & Suky 
Thompson page 4]; [#2387.233 The Crown page 92] 
 

D4 Any subdivision in any Future Urban Development Zone that is in general accordance with 
all Key Structuring Elements in the relevant Concept Plan in Appendix 20.4 to the Future 
Urban Development chapter but is   not in accordance with one or more other elements of 
the relevant Concept Plan and the application is for a comprehensive subdivision and land 
use development and is supported by an Outline Development  Plan.  [#2123.187 
Christchurch City Council, page 36] [#2387.235 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, 
page 93] 

D5 Any subdivision in the Coastal Zone. 

D6 Subdivision of any site in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone  [#2387.233 The Crown page 92] [Refer 
to Mediation report]creating a residential allotment with a minimum area of 1ha, that when 
combined with a balance allotment area makes up a minimum of 4ha where: 
1. Only one residential allotment can be created per complete multiple of 4ha. 
2. A portion of the balance allotment must be made subject to a consent notice [Christchurch 

City Council -clarification] that: 
a. prevents the erection of any further residential units in perpetuity on the balance 

area needed to comply with 1;and  
b. protects the following where they exist:  

i. sites or features identified in the schedules in Chapter 9 Natural and 
Cultural Heritage; 

ii. sites of cultural significance to Ngai Tahu; 
iii. an area of indigenous biodiversity that has been assessed as meeting the 

significance criteria in Policy 9.1.1.1.1a.;  

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
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iv. public access connections to the coast. 
[#2311.26 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust page 7]  

3. The balance allotment must be contiguous with the 1ha to which it relates.  
[#2387.1069 The Crown page 92] [#2511.4 Fox & Associates Ltd page 4]  
[Refer to Mediation report] 

 
Note: Chapter 5 (Natural Hazards) also contains provisions relating to subdivision in Liquefaction Assessment 
Areas 1 and 2 (link) and Port Hills and Banks Peninsula Slope instability Management Areas (link).  
 
8.2.2.4 Non-complying activities 

 Activity 

NC1 Subdivision not complying with RD6 or RD7. 

NC2 Any subdivision activity which does not comply with one or more of the standards at D3 – 
D5. [#2241.43 Jan Cook & David Brailsford page 5]; [#2285.66 Akaroa Civic Trust page 10]; 
[#2311.29 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust page 7]; [#2418.35, Brent Martin & Suky 
Thompson page 4][#2123.188 Christchurch City Council, page 36] 

NC3 Any subdivision in the a Rural Banks Peninsula Zone resulting in an allotment for a 
lifestyle allotment which is less than 4ha except as specified in Rule 8.2.2.3 D6  or less 
and does not have    a balance allotment.  
[#2241.43 Jan Cook & David Brailsford page 5]; [#2285.66 Akaroa Civic Trust page 10]; 
[#2311.29 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust page 7]; [#2418.35, Brent Martin & Suky 
Thompson page 4]; [#2272.2 John Whelans page ] 

NC4 Any subdivision activity which does not comply with one or more of the standards at RD2(2) 
8.2.3.1 (6)(d) [Deleted as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and earthworks revised 
proposal of 30 June 2015] is a noncomplying activity. 

NC5 In the Rural Waimakariri, Rural Templeton or Rural Quarry Zone, any subdivision resulting in 
a new allotment or balance allotment located within the 50dBA Ldn airport noise boundary 
contour which does not comply with the minimum allotment size specified in Table 6 
[#2348.4 Christchurch International Airport Limited page 12] [Refer to Mediation report] 
 

NC6 In the Rural Port Hills Rural Zone, any subdivision that does not comply with the minimum 
allotment size specified in Table 6.  [Christchurch City Council -clarification; Evidence of Ms 
Hogan] 

 
Note: Chapter 5 (Natural Hazards) also contains provisions relating to subdivision in Liquefaction Assessment 
Areas 1 and 2 (link) and Port Hills and Banks Peninsula Slope instability Management Areas (link). 
 
8.2.2.5 Prohibited activities: Allotment size and dimension 
 

Pr1 Any subdivision activity which does not comply with one or more of the standards in table 1 relating 
to the Residential Bach Zone. 

Pr2 Any subdivision activity which does not comply with one or more of the standards in table 6A 
relating to the Rural Urban Fringe Zone.[#2427.2 Hugh Ensor & Vivienne Ensor page 6]; [#2162.13 
Sara Harnett page 3]; [#2558.1 DA & GM Jeffreys page 1]; [#2231.7 Survus Consultants page 5]; 
[#2056.6 David & Caroline Stockman page 10]; [#2206.33 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association 
page 4 ;[ #2272.1 John Whelans page 2][#2501.1 Judith-Ann Minehan] 

 
  

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
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8.2.3.1 Activity standards  
 

1. Minimum net area and dimension 
 
a. Allotments in the Residential Suburban, Residential Hills, Residential Large Lot, Open Space 

Metropolitan Facilities (golf courses, Riccarton Racecourse and Wilding, Western, Kearneys and 
Christchurch Parks) shall have a minimum dimension of 16m x 18m. 

b. Allotments in the Open Space Metropolitan Facilities (Addington Racecourse and Rugby Park), 
Residential Suburban Density Transition and Residential Medium Density Zones shall have a 
minimum dimension of 13m x 16m. 

c. Allotments in the Residential Medium Density Zone shall either have a minimum dimension of 10m; 
or the application shall include a plan demonstrating that a permitted residential unit can be located 
on the new allotments, including in relation to recession planes, unit size, access and parking, 
outdoor living space, and floor level requirements. 

d. Allotments in any zone except Residential Established New Neighbourhoods Zone [#2387.226 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 92] some allotments in rRural Banks Peninsula 
zones [Christchurch City Council - clarification]  shall comply with the minimum net site area and 
other requirements specified at Tables 1-5 and 6 A to this rule. 

e. Where a zone is not specified in tables 15 and 6A, there is no minimum net site area. 
 
 

Table 1. Minimum allotment size – Residential zones 
 

Zone  Minimum net site area  Additional Standard  

Residential Suburban 450m2 Except that in the Halswell West balance 
development area as shown on Halswell West 
Outline Development Plan (refer to planning map 44) 
the minimum net site area shall be 300m2. 
 
1. In the Cashmere / Worsleys area (shown at 

Appendix 8.6.7) the minimum net site area 
shall be 4ha unless in compliance with the 
Outline   Development Plans at Appendix 8.6.7. 

2. In the Cashmere / Worsleys area (shown at 
Appendix 8.6.7): 

a. No more than 380 residential allotments 
shall be created or enabled by 
subdivision. 

b. No more than 380 residential units shall 
be created or enabled by subdivision. 

3. The historic stonewalled drain shown at 
Appendix 8.6.7(d) shall be protected. 

4. In Character Areas, the minimum net site area 
shall be 600m2. 

Residential Suburban 
Heathcote Village 

2000m2 In the area on the northern side of Heathcote village 
(refer to planning maps), the total number of 
additional allotments created in this part of the zone, 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41490
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
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since 24 June 1995, shall not exceed 30. 

Residential Suburban 
Existing Rural Hamlet 

2000m2  

Residential Suburban 
Redwood 

750m2  

Residential Suburban 
(Corner Henderson’s 
and Sparks Roads)  

1ha  

Residential Suburban 
Density Transition  

330m2 1. Except that in the Halswell West Density 
Transition area (shown as Density B on the 
Halswell West Outline Development Plan) the 
minimum net site area shall be 200m2.  

2.  In Character Areas, the minimum net site area 
shall be 400m2. 

Residential Medium 
Density 

200m2 
 

In Character Areas, the minimum net site area shall 
be 400m2 and (a) – (c) shall not apply. 

Residential Banks 
Peninsula 

400m2  

Residential 
Conservation 
(Lyttelton) 

250m2 Any application for subdivision consent shall be made 
in conjunction with a building consent for the same 
site. 

Residential 
Conservation 
(Akaroa) 

400m2 Any application for subdivision consent shall be made 
in conjunction with a building consent for the same 
site. 

Retirement Village 
Overlay 

4ha  

Residential Hills 650m2 1. In the Montgomery Spur area (Appendix 
14.10.xx26): 
a. any allotment shall include a net site 

area capable of containing a complying 
residential unit in the area not subject 
to the building restriction; and 

b. the minimum net site area shall be 850m2. 
2. In the Moncks Spur area shown at Appendix 

8.6.8, the minimum net site area shall be 
850m2. 

3. In the Shalamar Drive area, the minimum net 
site area shall be 850m2. 

4. In the Cashmere and Worsleys area (shown at 
Appendix 8.6.7) the minimum net site area 
shall be 4ha unless in compliance with the 
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Outline Development Plans at Appendix 
8.6.7(a), (b) and (d) [#2399.3 Christs College 
Canterbury / G and J McVicar, page 2). 

5. In the Richmond Hill (Appendix 8.6.9) 
area a landscaping strip with a minimum 
width of 3m shall be provided along the 
southeast zone boundary. 

6. In the Upper Worsleys Spur area 
(Appendix 14.10.xx28 and 14.10.29 A and 
B), the gully areas shown on the Outline 
Development Plan shall be planted and 
maintained in native tree species 
indigenous to the area, except where 
left to regenerate by maintaining existing 
nursery plant cover of broom or gorse. 

7. Within the Residential Hills Mixed 
Density Overlay - Redmond Spur 
a. The maximum number of lots shall 

be 400. 
b. A minimum of 30% of sites shall have 

a minimum net area of 1500m2. 
8. Within the Residential Hills Mixed 

Density Overlay - 86 Bridle Path Road 
(Lot 1 DP412440) the maximum number 
of lots shall be 9. [#2170 Rockhill and 
#2171 Bassett] 

Residential Large Lot 1500m2 1. In the Samarang and Allandale areas (shown 
at Appendix 8.6.12 and 8.6.13) no 
subdivision shall occur unless in general 
compliance with the   relevant Concept Plans. 

2. In the Kennedys Bush / Cashmere Road 
2008 Appendix 8.6.16 a legal instrument in 
favour of the Christchurch City Council 
shall be registered against the certificate of 
title/s prohibiting any residential unit in 
Area A. [FS2770.1 Rock Hill Ltd page 1] 

3. In the Cashmere and Worsleys area (shown at 
Appendix 8.6.7) the minimum net site area 
shall be 4ha unless in compliance with the 
Outline Development Plans at Appendix 8.6.7 
(a), (b) and (d) [#2399.3 Christs College 
Canterbury / G and J McVicar, page 2). 

4. In the Residential Large Lot Zone Akaroa 
Hillslopes Density Overlay the minimum net 
site area shall be 5000m2. 

5. In the Residential Large Lot Zone Akaroa 
Hillslopes Deferred the minimum net site 
area shall be 40ha. 

6. In the Residential Large Lot Density 
Overlay the minimum net site area shall 
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be 3000m2 [#2399.4 Christ's College 
Canterbury and G and J McVicar] 

Residential 
Small Settlement 

1000m2  

Residential Small 
Settlement Kainga 
Overlay Area 1 and 2 

500450m2 [#2123.161 
Christchurch City 
Council, page 32] 

Additional allotments shall not be created 
within 100m of the centre line of the primary 
stopbank as shown on the planning maps. 

Residential 
Small Settlement 
(Takamatua) 

1500m2 Not more than 25 allotments are to be created 
(excluding those for reserves, roads or utilities). 

Residential Banks 
Peninsula Zone 
- Diamond 
Harbour Density 
Overlay 

600m2  

Papakainga No minimum 1. The subdivider shall be tangata whenua of the 
ancestral land and should provide evidence to 
the Council of such status, endorsed by the 
relevant runanga and shall provide the written 
approval of the relevant runanga for the 
subdivision. 

2. The site shall be capable of containing a 
permitted residential unit. [#2123.179 
Christchurch City Council, page 34] 

Papakainga 
(Nga Hau E Wha) 
[#2123.180 
Christchurch City 
Council, page 35] 

No minimum 
[#2123.180 
Christchurch City 
Council, page 35] 

 

Guest 
Accommodation 

300m2[#2123.2090 
Christchurch City 
Council, page 42] 

1.  

1. Kilmarnock, 197 Lincoln Road, 15 Sioux 
Avenue - 200m2 

2. 456 Papanui Road - 330m2 
3. 14 Henry Wigram Drive and 110 

Marshlands Road - 450m2  
[#2123.209 Christchurch City Council, page 
42] 

Accommodation 
and community 
facility 

250m2[#2123.210 
Christchurch City 
Council, page 43] 

1. Land zoned Residential Medium Density 
on either planning map 31 or 32 - 200m2 

2. Land zoned Residential Suburban on 
either planning map 31 or 32 - 450m2    
[#2123.210 Christchurch City Council, page 
43] 
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Table 2. Minimum allotment size - Commercial and Industrial zones 
 

Zone Minimum net site area  

Commercial Core, Commercial Fringe, Commercial Local, and Commercial 
Banks Peninsula Zones 

250m2 

Industrial Office, Retail Park, Industrial General, Industrial Park Zones, and 
where connected to a Council owned reticulated sanitary sewage disposal 
system in the Industrial Heavy Zone 

500m2 

Industrial Heavy Zone where no connection to a Council owned reticulated 
sanitary sewage disposal system is provided 

4ha 

 
 

Table 3. Minimum allotment size  Open Space Zones 
 

Zone Minimum net 
site area 

Open Space (McLeans Island) and Open Space (Community Park) Zones 300m2 

Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone – Kearneys Park, and Shirley, Avondale and 
Waimairi Golf Courses 

450m2 

Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone – Addington and Riccarton  Racecourses 330m2 

Open Space Metropolitan Facilities Zone – Lancaster  Park 500m2 

 
Table 4. Minimum allotment size – Specific Purpose Zones 

 

Zone Minimum standards 

Specific 
Purpose 
(Hospital) 

1. For health care facilities hospitals [#2360.20 Canterbury District Health Board, page 

8]  no minimum net site area. 

For activities other than health care facilities hospitals, #2360.21 Canterbury District 

Health Board, page 8] the minimum net site area for the  alternate zones specified below 
apply. 

Hospital Alternate Zone 
Lady King Hospital Residential Hills 
St Georges, Nurse Maude, Southern Cross, 
Mary Potter. 

Residential Medium Density 

All other hospitals Princess Margaret 

Hospital [#2360.23 Canterbury District 
Health Board, page 8]   

Residential Suburban Density 

Transition[#2360.23 Canterbury District 
Health Board, page 8] 

 
 

Specific Purpose 
(Airport) 

500m2 No minimum net area [#2348.107 Christchurch International Airport Limited, 
page 40]   

Specific Purpose 
Lyttelton Port 
Zone 

No minimum net site area [#2123.107 Christchurch City Council, page 39] [#2367.16 
Lyttelton Port Company, page 21] 

Specific Purpose No minimum net site area. 
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(School)  
Clarification – for activities other than education activities, the alternate zones        specified in 
Chapter 21 apply 

Specific Purpose 
(Tertiary 
education) 

No minimum net site area. 
 

Clarification – for activities other than education activities, the alternate zones specified in 
Chapter 21 apply. 

Specific Purpose 
(Golf  Resort) 

1. There is no minimum net site area in the Specific Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone  
at Clearwater and at the Christchurch Golf Resort. 

a. Concept Plan: No subdivision shall take place within Academy Activity Areas A, 
A1 & A2 Christchurch Golf Resort shown on the Outline Development Plan in 
Appendix 2 to Chapter 21.9, unless a Concept Plan has been lodged with and 
approved by the Council with respect to that activity area in accordance with 
Rule  21.9.2.5.2 21.9.3.2.2 RD6 [#2123.182 Christchurch City Council, page 35] 
Concept Plans. 

b. Any subdivision which does not comply with a Concept Plan approved by the 
Council with respect to that activity area in accordance with Rule 21.9.2.5.2 
21.9.3.2.2 RD6 [#2123.183 Christchurch City Council, page 35]  Concept Plans shall 
be a discretionary activity. 

2. Sequencing Standards – Christchurch Golf Resort 
a. Prior to the Council signing a section 224 certificate under the Act, for the 

71st residential allotment in the Resort Community Activity Areas, 
i. The golf course and wetlands within the golf course shall have been 

constructed and planted in accordance with 21.9.2.3.2. RD2 21.9.3.2.2 RD6 
[#2123.184 Christchurch City Council, page 35]; and 

ii. A Concept Plan Management Plan [#2123.185 Christchurch City Council, 
page 35] for the adjoining Open SpaceMargins and Water Zone shall have 
been lodged with and approved by the Council, making provision for 
indigenous planting (indicating species, layout and density), and in 
accordance with the Outline Development   Plan for the Christchurch Golf 
Resort at Appendix 2 to Chapter 21.9, for a public access track along the 
River, for a bridleway from the Styx River to Spencerville Road, and for a 
bridge providing public vehicular access across the Styx River; 

iii. 50% of the planting identified in the Concept Plan Management Plan 
[#2123.185 Christchurch City Council, page 35] for the Open Space Margins and 
Water Zone shall have been completed;  and 

iv. Legal instruments shall have been registered against the head title, 
securing: 

A Public pedestrian access over the access track identified in the 
Concept Plan Management Plan [#2123.185 Christchurch City 
Council, page 35], and 

B Public access for the purpose of a bridleway from the Styx River to 
Spencerville Road. 

b. Prior to the Council signing a section 224 certificate under the Act, for the 

120th residential allotment in the Resort Community Activity Areas, 
i. All of the planting identified in the Concept Plan for adjoining Open Space 

– Margins and Water Zone approved by the Council shall have been 
completed; and 

ii. The public access track, the bridleway from the Styx River to Spencerville 
Road and the bridge across the Styx River shall have been constructed. 

3. Any subdivision shall only be for the purpose of creating allotments to be 
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used for any activity permitted by the zone or for which resource consent 
is held, or for conservation purposes, permitted utilities or boundary 
adjustments. 

4. Allotments for residential unit, resort apartments or resort hotel bedrooms 
shall only be subdivided when a building or buildings are still allowable for 
that allotment within the maximum number limited specified for the zones. 
[#2123.181 Christchurch City Council, page 35] 

 
 
Table 5. Minimum allotment size where there are existing or proposed buildings 

Zone Minimum net 
site area 

Residential Suburban (except as provided for below) 400m2 

Residential Suburban Density Transition (except as provided for below). 300m2 

Comprehensive developments provided through the Enhanced Development Mechanism, 
Community Housing Redevelopment Mechanism 

No minimum 

Residential units which have been converted into two residential units in compliance with or 
the subject of land-use consent under Chapter 14 Rule 14.2.2.1 P15 - 17 

No minimum 

Where a family flat has been converted into a separate residential unit in compliance with or 
the subject of land-use consent under Chapter 14 Rule 14.2.2.1 P15 - 17. 

No  minimum 

Where two residential units replace a single residential unit in compliance with or the 
subject of land-use consent under Chapter 14 Rule 14.2.2.1 P15 - 17. 

No  minimum 

Residential Medium Density Zone No minimum 

Where an elderly persons housing unit is converted to a separate residential unit that may 
be occupied by any person(s) in compliance with Chapter 14 Rule 14.2.2.1 P5. 

No minimum 

Multi-unit residential complexes and retirement villages located in the Residential Suburban 
Density Transition Zone, and social housing complexes within the Residential Suburban Zone. 

No minimum 

Industrial General, Industrial Heavy, Industrial Park, Industrial Office, Commercial Core, 
Commercial Fringe, Commercial Local, Commercial Banks Peninsula, Retail Park, and 
Travellers Accommodation Zones 

No minimum 

Specific Purpose (Airport) Zone No limit 
No minimum 

Specific Purpose (Wigram)  Zone No limit 
No minimum 

 
 
 
Table 6a. [Refer to Mediation report] Minimum allotment size – Rural Zones  
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Zone Minimum net site area Additional standards 

Rural Urban Fringe 4ha Nil 

Rural Waimakariri 20ha Nil 

Rural Port Hills 100ha Nil 

Rural Templeton 4ha Nil 

Rural Quarry Zone (Miners Road 
and Pound Road) 
[#2123.189 Christchurch City 
Council page 36] 

4ha Nil 

Rural Quarry Zone (McLeans 
Island) 
[#2123.189 Christchurch City 
Council page 36] 

20ha Nil 

Rural Banks Peninsula (except 
where specified below and in 
Table 6B) [Christchurch City 
Council -clarification] 

40ha where the site is entirely 
below or partly below the 160m  
contour. [Christchurch City Council 
-clarification] 

Nil 

Rural Banks Peninsula – within an 
Outstanding Natural Landscape 
[#2285.60 Akaroa Civic Trust 
page 9] 

100ha where the site is entirely 
[Christchurch City Council -
clarification] above or partly 
above the 160m contour.  
[#2387.4 The Crown page 27] 

Nil 

Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle 
allotment option 1 
[#2387.233 The Crown page 92] 
[Refer to Mediation report] 
 

Minimum 1ha residential 
allotment, that when combined 
with a balance allotment area, 
makes up a minimum of either:  
40ha where the site is entirely 
below the 160m contour, or  
100ha where the site is above 
the 160m contour. 
[#2387.233 The Crown page 92]; 
[#2511.1 Fox & Associates Ltd 
page 2]; [#2288.6 Federated 
Farmers of New Zealand page 6] 

1. Only one lifestyle residential 
[#2387.233 The Crown page 
92] allotment can be 
created per parent site 
complete multiple of 40ha 
for sites entirely below the 
160m contour or 100ha for 
sites above the 160m 
contour. [#2511.1 Fox & 
Associates Ltd page 2]; 
[#2288.6 Federated Farmers 
of New Zealand page 6] 

2. A minimum balance area of 
39ha is required where the site 
is entirely below the 160m 
contour, or 99ha where the site 
is above or partly above the 
160m contour.[#2387.233 The 
Crown page 92] 

3. Any A portion of the  balance 
allotments must be made 
subject to a legal encumbrance 
that prevents the erection of any 
further residential units. 
[#2511.1 Fox & Associates Ltd 
page 2] 
a. Protects one or more of the 

following: 
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i. Indigenous vegetation or 
wetland 

ii. Landscapes or features 
iii. Cultural features 

Public access connections 
to the coast  

b. The legal protection 
mechanism must require all 
of the following: 
i. The balance allotment 

can not be further 
subdivided; 

ii. The balance 
allotment has no 
further   potential for 
a residential units 
to be erected; 

iii. Permanent 
protection of the 
site or features as 
outlined in (a) 
above; 

iv. Implementation of any 
management plan 
required to manage the 
features in (a) above; 

v. The protected area to 
be maintained in 
perpetuity; and 

vi. The consent holder to 
meet the full cost of 
complying with the 
above criteria. 
[#2387.233 The Crown 
page 92] 

c. The balance allotment 
must be contiguous with 
the 1ha to which it 
relates. [#2511.1 Fox & 
Associates Ltd page 2] 

4. The area subject to the legal 
encumbrance, when 
combined with the total area 
of the residential 
allotment(s), must meet at 
least a complete multiple of 
40ha or 100 ha (depending 
on the location relative to 
the 160m contour) per 
number of residential 
allotments being created.  
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[#2511.1 Fox & Associates 
Ltd page 2] 
Note: Subdivisions creating 
more than one 1ha 
residential allotment are a 
restricted discretionary 
activity under Rule 8.2.2.2 
RD8 [#2511.1 Fox & 
Associates Ltd page 2] 

 

 
Table 6b. Minimum allotment size – Rural Zones [#2387.1069 The Crown p92] [Refer to Mediation report] 
 

Zone Minimum Net Area Additional standards 

Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle 
allotment option 2 [#2387.233 
The Crown p92] 
 

Minimum 1ha residential 
allotment, that when combined 
with a balance area makes up a 
minimum of 4ha  
[#2387.233 The Crown page 92]; 
[#2511.4 Fox & Associates Ltd 
page 4]; [#2288.6 Federated 
Farmers of New Zealand page 6] 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Only one lifestyle residential 
[#2387.233 The Crown p92] 
allotment can be created per 
parent site complete multiple 
of 4ha. [#2511.4 Fox & 
Associates Ltd page 4]; 
[#2288.6 Federated Farmers 
of New Zealand page 6] 

2. A minimum balance area of 
3ha is required. [#2387.233 
The Crown page 92] 

3. Any A portion of the [#2511.4 
Fox & Associates Ltd page 4] 
balance allotments must be 
made subject to a legal 
encumbrance that prevents 
the erection of any further 
residential units. [#2511.4 Fox 
& Associates Ltd page 4]: 
a. Protects one or more of the 

following:  
i. Indigenous vegetation 

or wetland 
ii. Landscape features 
iii. Cultural features 

b. Public access connections 
to the coast`The legal 
protection mechanism 
must require all of the 
following: 
i. The balance 

allotment can not 
be further 
subdivided   

ii. The balance 
allotment has no 
further potential for 
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a residential unit to 
be erected; 

i. Permanent protection 
of the site or features 
outline in (a) above; 

ii. Implementation of any 
management plan 
required to manage any 
of the features in 
(a) above; 

iii. The protected area to 
be maintained in 
perpetuity; and 

iii. The consent holder 
to meet the full 
cost of complying 
with the above 
criteria. [#2387.4 
The Crown page 27] 

5. The balance allotment 
must be contiguous with 
the 1ha to which it relates. 
[#2511.4 Fox & Associates 
Ltd page 4] 

6. The area subject to the 
legal encumbrance, when 
combined with the total 
area of the residential 
allotment(s), must meet at 
least a complete multiple 
of 4ha per number of 
residential allotments 
being created.  

[#2511.4 Fox & Associates Ltd 
page 4] 

 
 

2. Allotments with existing or proposed buildings 
a. where an allotment is to be created after the erection of a building (to the extent that the exterior is 

fully closed in) on that allotment, or alternatively, where the subdivision consent is issued after, or at 
the same time as the building consent for a proposed building:  
i. existing or proposed building(s) shall either comply with all relevant zone standards for a permitted 

activity (except site density standards), or be approved through a separate resource consent in 
relation to any standards that are not complied with;  

ii. no allotment shall be less than he minimum net site area specified in Table 3 to this rule; 
b.  Where a building is not yet erected, the applicant shall be bound to erect the building before obtaining a 

certificate under section 224 of the Resource Management Act 1991, and the subdivision consent shall 
have attached to it a condition to that effect. 

c. Any allotment shall comply with the minimum net site area in table 3. 
 

3. Access 
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a. All sites shall have access which is able to accommodate a driveway to a formed road, and such access 
shall be in accordance with Appendix 8.6.2 to this chapter and the standards set out in Chapter 7. 

b. Access shall not be to a state highway, limited access road or across a rail line. 
 

4. Roads 
a. All roads shall be laid out, constructed and vested in accordance with the standards set out in Appendix 

8.6.3, and in Chapter 7, except where alternative standards are set out in an Outline Development Plan. 
b. In the Industrial Park Zone (Tait Campus) the development shall be in accordance with the provisions of 

the Outline Development Plan shown in Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.9 and specific road and access 
requirements as follows:  

i. There shall be two main vehicle access points to the Industrial Park zoned part of the site. These 
access points shall be located on Wooldridge Road as indicated in Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.9. 

ii. The creation of vehicle access from the site to Stanleys Road must include give way markings on 
the Stanleys Road approach to its intersection with Harewood Road. 

iii. Not more than three secondary access points may be provided to the Industrial Park zoned part 
of the site in the general locations indicated on the Outline Development Plan. The upgrade to 
the Stanleys / Harewood Road intersection shall be completed prior to use of any secondary 
access point commencing. For the purposes of this rule, a secondary access point is where access 
is restricted to entry and exit to car-parking areas. 

iv. Footpaths shall be provided along the Industrial Park Zone frontage with Wooldridge and Stanleys 
Roads linking the site with Wairakei Road, and along the eastern side of Wooldridge Road with 
the bus stop, when the vehicle access points are formed. 

v. All vehicle access point intersection works, internal roading and footpath improvements shall be 
carried out at the cost of the developer or their successor/s in title. 

c. In the Industrial General Zone shown in Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.9 a footpath along the Industrial 
General Zone road frontage shall be provided. 

 
5. Service lanes, cycleways and pedestrian access ways 

a. Service lanes, cycle ways and pedestrian access ways shall be laid out and vested in accordance with the 
standards set out in Table 4 below. 
 
Table 4.  

 Minimum 
Legal 
Width (m) 

Minimum 
Formed 
Width (m)  

Turning Area Passing 
Area 

Sealed and 
Drained 

Height 
(m) 

Service lanes 6.0 4.0 Only where the 
service lane has 
a blind end 

No Yes 4.5 

Cycleways and 
pedestrian 
access ways 
(public) 

8.0 2.5 N/A N/A Yes 3.5 

Pedestrian 
access ways 
(private) 

1.5 1.5 N/A N/A Yes 3.5  

Note - Chapter 7 (Transport) sets out requirements for the provision of right of ways.  
 

6. Esplanade reserve, strip or additional land 
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a. Esplanade reserves and strips shall be provided in accordance with Appendix 1. 
b. Within the Banks Peninsula wards, where any allotment of less than 4 hectares is created, an esplanade 

reserve 20 metres in width shall be set aside from that allotment along the mark of mean high water 
springs of the sea, and along the bank of any river or along the margin of any lake. 

c. In accordance with section 237A of the Act, any part of the land contained in the title to which that 
Section applies, forming the bed of a river or within the coastal marine area, shall vest in the Council or 
the Crown as appropriate. 

d. An esplanade reserve or esplanade strip 20 metres in width [Christchurch City Council - clarification] shall 
be required for any subdivision along the margins of Wairewa and Te Waihora. 

e. The erection of an additional residential unit or units or the division of an existing residential unit to 
create additional residential unit or units where an esplanade reserve or strip is required under section 
8.3.3 of this Plan or in accordance with section 230(4) of the Resource Management Act 1991 shall 
require an esplanade reserve or strip as though the development were in conjunction with an application 
for subdivision. [#2123.205 Christchurch City Council, page 42] 

f. Development which would either increase of gross floor area of buildings on a site by more than 50% or 
exceed a site coverage of 40% where an esplanade reserve or strip is required under section 8.3.3 of 
this Plan or in accordance with section 230(4) of the Resource Management Act 1991 shall require an  
esplanade strip as though the development were in conjunction with an application for subdivision. 
[#2123.206 Christchurch City Council, page 42] 

 
7. Water supply 
a. All allotments shall be provided with the ability to connect to a safe potable water supply with an 

adequate capacity for the respective potential land uses, as certified by Council or as shown on an 
Outline Development Plan. 

b. Provision shall be made for sufficient water supply and access to water supplies for firefighting 
consistent with the New Zealand Fire Service Firefighting Water Supplies Code of Practice (SNZ 
PAS:4509:2008), except where the allotment is for a utility, road, reserve or access purposes. 
 

Note: the certification process at clause (a) is further described at 8.2.1.7 (link). 
 

8. Wastewater disposal 
a. All new allotments shall be provided with the ability to connect to a wastewater system with an 

adequate capacity for the respective potential land uses, as certified by Council or as shown on an 
Outline Development Plan. 

b. Where reticulated sewer is available, and discharge is accepted in the Council’s network, each new 
allotment shall be provided with a piped outfall connection laid at least 600mm into the net site area of 
the allotment. 

c. Where reticulated sewer is not available, all allotments shall be provided with a means of disposing of 
sanitary sewage within the net site area of the allotment.  

 
Note: the certification process at clause (a) is further described at 8.2.1.7 (link). 
Note: refer to the Christchurch Trade Waste Bylaw 2006. 
 

9. Stormwater disposal 
a. Where discharge is accepted in the Council’s network, each new allotment shall be provided with a piped 

outfall laid at least 600mm into the net area of the allotment. 
b. In the Industrial General Zone (Trents Road) shown in Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.6, all stormwater 

discharge shall be dealt with onsite and the means of disposing of stormwater shall be by systems such 
as swales, retention ponds and soakage which ensure that:  
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i. no discharge to surface water takes place from the Industrial General Zone (Trents Road) area 
(Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.6) for all events up to the critical duration 2% annual exceedance 
probability event; and 

ii. where the stormwater treatment and discharge system is to be vested in Council, the following 
requirements are met:  
(A) treatment of the first 25mm of runoff from trafficked hardstand; and 
(B) design conforms with the relevant Council guidelines for stormwater management systems. 

c. Creation of stormwater drainage ponding areas shall not occur within three kilometres of the edge of the 
Christchurch International Airport Runways.  

d. Creation of stormwater drainage ponding areas shall not occur within 15 metres of the rail corridor.  
e. In the Residential New Neighbourhood South Masham Zone: 

i. all stormwater discharge shall be dealt with onsite and the means of disposing of stormwater 
shall be via infiltration; and 

ii. water shall not pond anywhere on site for longer than three days after the cessation of any 
storm event. 

 
10. Additional standards for south-west Hornby 
a. Any subdivision within the area shown as “Future Development Area” on the Outline Development Plan 

at Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.8 for the Industrial Heavy Zone shall not occur until the following works 
have been undertaken:  

i. the full southern spine road between Main South Road and Shands Road (marked as ‘C') on the 
Outline Development Plan) has been constructed and is open to traffic; and 

ii. the construction (being physical works) of the upgrade of Connaught Drive/ Halswell Junction 
Road to traffic signals has commenced; and 

iii. the construction (being physical works) of the 4–laning of Shands Road between Halswell Junction 
Road and the Christchurch Southern Motorway Stage 2 and 

iv. Capacity upgrades have commenced at the following intersections - 
A. Intersection of southern spine road and Shands Road (marked as ‘A’ on the Outline 

Development Plan) 
B.  Intersection of northern spine road and Shands Road (marked as ‘B’ on the Outline 

Development Plan) 
b. Any subdivision within the Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby as identified in Chapter 16 

Appendix 16.7.8, excluding land marked “Area 1”, shall not occur until the following works have been 
undertaken:  

i. The construction (being physical works) of the intersection of Shands Road and the southern spine 
road (marked as ‘A’ on the Outline Development Plan) incorporating traffic signals has 
commenced; and 

ii. The construction (being physical works) of the Christchurch Southern Motorway Stage 2 and the 
4–laning of Shands Road between Sir James Wattie Drive and Marshs Road has commenced. 

 
 
12. Radiocommunications 

a. Any new allotment(s) within 1km of Radio New Zealand’s facilities on Gebbies Pass Road must be of a size 
and shape to allow a permitted residential unit (or permitted commercial/industrial activity) to be located 
further than 1km from Radio New Zealand’s facilities.   This standard shall not apply to any subdivision 
carried out to enable Radio New Zealand’s operations.  
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8.2.4.1 Matters for control 
 
1. Boundary adjustments and amalgamations 

a. Whether access to the sites will continue to be appropriate and safe. 
b. Whether each allotment has connections to services. 
c. Whether the allotments are of sufficient size and dimension to provide for the existing or proposed 

purpose or land use.  
 

2. Conversion of tenure, alteration of cross leases, company leases and unit titles 
a. Whether each title or leased area has vehicle access, and whether there is any decrease in formed 

width, parking spaces and size, or manoeuvring areas which materially compromises function or 
safety.  

b. Whether each title or leased area has access to services.  
c. Whether any title or leased area would be reduced in area or dimension in a manner which might 

result in a more than minor reduction in functionality in relation to outdoor living space, outdoor 
service space or outdoor storage space.  

d. Whether fire safety requirements can be met.  
e. Effects of works associated with the subdivision on: 

a. surface and subsurface drainage patterns and stormwater management. 
b. hydrological and geological features, both underlying and surface and on site and on adjoining 

sites. 
 

3. Allotments for access, utilities, roads and reserves 
a. Whether the allotments (including any balance allotment) are of sufficient size and dimension to 

provide for the existing or proposed purpose.  
b. Whether any easement is required. 
c. The relationship of the proposed allotments within the site and their compatibility with the pattern 

of the adjoining subdivision and existing or anticipated land use activities, including in relation to 
safety and visibility. 

 
4. General Matters 

1. The provision, location, design, safety and efficiency of any road, frontage road, access, pedestrian 
access way, service lane, cycle way/route/lane, corner rounding, intersections, or parking area including 
whether the formation and construction is suited to the development it serves and whether suitable 
access is provided for fire-fighting purposes.  
All allotments at the intersection of roads: 

a. in residential zones shall have the corner rounded to a radius to 5.5m; and 
b. in the Specific Purpose (Airport), Commercial and Industrial Zones shall have the corner of the 

allotment set back 3.5m along the frontage of each road. 
The corner roundings or splays shall be vested in the Council and compensation shall be paid by 
the Council for the land where the rounding is not being provided as part of a new road. 
Any subdivision within the Industrial General (Musgroves) Zone (Appendix 16.4 Industrial General Zone 
(Musgroves) shall provide a 10m corner splay at the Wigram Road / Aidanfield intersection. [Deleted as 
a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and earthworks revised proposal of 30 June 2015]  

2. The Council's design standards, guidelines and management plans, including the Infrastructure Design 
Standard, Construction Standards Specifications, Stormwater Management Plans and Waterways, 
Wetlands and Drainage Guide. 

3. Whether each allotment has appropriate connections to water supply, wastewater disposal, stormwater 
management systems and other services and the design, location, capacity, type and construction of 
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services and infrastructure, including the suitability of the proposed water supply for fire fighting 
purposes, and any required infrastructure upgrades. 

4. Whether the allotments are of sufficient size and dimension to provide for any existing land use or a 
permitted land use such as might reasonably be expected to establish in a site, the capture of solar gain, 
and provision of access, storage space and service connections.  

5. The relationship of the proposed allotments within the site and their compatibility with the pattern of 
the adjoining subdivision, land use activities. 

6. Whether the subdivision layout and road network supports walking, cycling and public transport, 
including access to reserves, facilities, commercial areas, public transport facilities. 

7. Any works or upgrades to the Council's road network required, including in relation to any network 
utility, state highway or rail line. 

8. The provision and / or width of an esplanade reserve or esplanade strip. 
9. The need, type, location and layout of any land to be provided for reserves for open space and 

recreation purposes, including whether an active frontage is provided. 
10. Whether any easements are required. 
11. The extent to which springs are protected, maintained and enhanced, including in relation to ecological, 

cultural and amenity values and the extent to which the development provides for pathways, for the 
water to flow from the spring head, that have regard to the existing natural flow path. 

12. Recognition of Ngai Tahu’s history and identity and cultural values. 
13. The contribution of proposals towards the development of an integrated naturalised surface water 

network of soil adsorption, sedimentation and detention basins, wet-ponds, swales and/or wetlands to 
treat and manage surface water and avoid (where practicable) a proliferation of smaller facilities. 

14. Any adverse effects of the proposal on the quality of surface and ground water, mahinga kai, including 
within waterways on drainage to, or from, adjoining land, existing drains, waterways, ponding areas 

15. The extent to which the proposal would protect and provide for the flood storage and conveyance 
capacity of waterways, or on drainage to, or from, adjoining land, existing drains, waterways, ponding 
areas. 

16. The extent to which the proposal manages erosion and sediment discharge to waterways. 
17. Whether any proposed ponding area will be attractive to birdlife that might pose a bird strike risk to the 

operation of Christchurch International Airport Limited. 
18. The extent to which the subdivision design mitigates the effects, including potential reverse sensitivity 

effects on strategic infrastructure, for example the national grid, electricity distribution lines as shown 
on planning maps or the radio / television broadcast towers. 

19. The extent to which any identified hazard exists on the land and the appropriateness of measures to 
reduce risk, including liquefaction, flooding, rockfall, cliff collapse and other matters addressed in 
Chapter 5 (Natural Hazards). 

20. Whether the subdivision meets the required household density target, the housing typologies proposed 
to meet that target and location and mix of typologies within the subdivision, including whether the 
typologies cater for all life stages, physical abilities, and opportunities for socio-economic diversity. 

21. In an Outline Development Plan area, integration and connection to and within the site and whether the 
subdivision would preclude or discourage development in another part of the Outline Development Plan 
area. 

22. Whether fire safety requirements are met in relation to the conversion of existing residential units into 
multiple residential units. 

23. For any site that has been identified as contaminated or potentially contaminated, whether the site is 
safe for habitation, and the adequacy of any proposed mitigation and remediation. 

24. Whether the application supports the provision of residential allotments which would allow garaging 
and parking to be secondary to habitable spaces both with respect to size and expression of form, and 
which are able to be incorporated into the overall building design especially when accessed directly 
from the street; 
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25. Whether the application provides allotments of a size and dimension that promotes building typologies 
with a high level of visual interaction with the street and other public spaces, while providing for a 
cohesive street scene and neighbourhood 

26. The manner in which the subdivision responds to sites and areas identified in Chapter 9 (Natural and 
Cultural Heritage). 

27. Whether the electricity and telecommunications supply and connection to any new allotment(s) are 
appropriate and provide adequate capacity, including whether it is appropriate to require additional 
space for future connections or technology and whether any ducting or easements are required to 
achieve connection. All allotments shall be provided with the ability to connect to the communications 
network at the boundary of its net site area, or by a duct installed from the boundary of the net site 
area of an allotment to an approved communications system within 50m; except that, where an 
allotment is located within a rural zone, it shall have a communications system of adequate capacity 
available for future connection located within the legal road at the frontage of the allotment. [Deleted 
as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and earthworks revised proposal] 

28. Whether planting within the road reserves, reserves and planting areas is adequate in terms of location, 
type and maintenance requirements, and the extent to which indigenous vegetation is preferred where 
it is a viable option. 

29. Extent of compliance with any Outline Development Plan or Concept Plan. 
30. The extent to which the application includes site specific deep investigations of ground conditions to at 

least the densities set out in Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment guidelines on the 
investigation and assessment of subdivisions (September 2012) 

31. The extent to which the layout of the roads aligns with the indicative road layout and position of access 
points shown in any Outline Development Plan. [Deleted as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, 
development and earthworks revised proposal] 

32. The extent to which the layout of the proposed residential allotments conforms with any Outline 
Development Plan. [Deleted as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and earthworks revised 
proposal]  

33. Whether the construction of walking and cycling tracks shown within any Outline Development Plan 
are to be constructed to an appropriate standard, at a time likely to best serve future residents, and 
have links within the site and to adjoining development. [Deleted as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, 
development and earthworks revised proposal] 

34. Whether the allotments can be serviced and accessed in an efficient manner in the rural area. [Deleted 
as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and earthworks revised proposal] 

35. Whether any balance lot is of sufficient area to provide for the intended purpose or land use, having 
regard to the relevant zone standards. [Deleted as a result of Stage 1 Subdivision, development and 
earthworks revised proposal] 
 

 
5. Additional matters for Industrial Zones 
 

a. Wilmers Road 
1. The adequacy of site investigation. 
2. The risk to the health and safety of any persons. 
3. The suitability of remedial and/or site management measures to be undertaken to make the site 

suitable for the intended purposes and to ensure the protection of mahinga kai, water, and ground 
water quality during the remediation process. 

4. Whether the subdivision disposes of wastewater to Council’s reticulated system and the capacity of 
that system. 
 

b. Waterloo Park 
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1. The use of conditions to require implementation of the planting plan along the full frontage of Pound 
Road (including that area covered by Appendix 16.7.2 Industrial General Zone (Islington Park)), prior to 
the issue of a Section 224 certificate. 

2. The Pound Road frontage affected by a proposed road realignment shall be subject to a condition that 
planting is not implemented until such time as the final location of the realignment is confirmed and the 
road is constructed. 

3. Whether the landscape plan appropriately identifies plant species, density of planting, and the planting 
and maintenance programme - including irrigation, weed control and replacement of dead and diseased 
plants. 

4. For any application to create new allotments for commercial or industrial activities which are located 
wholly between Pound Road and the internal road immediately to the east of Pound Road (as shown on 
Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.2, whether the application is accompanied by a landscape plan for:  

a. the area of land identified the Chapter 16 Appendix 16.7.2 requiring specific landscape treatment 
and whether the plan submitted is in accordance with the design shown on the Outline 
Development Plan; 

b. the balance of any new allotment frontage areas located within 10m of the Pound Road boundary 
that are not already covered by the specific landscape plans required at (a) above; 

5. Conditions on implementation need not be imposed on the portion of frontage subject to Chapter 16 
Appendix 16.7.2 if planting in full accordance with Appendix 16.7.2 has already been established. 

6. These conditions should also require that such landscaping be irrigated for a minimum of five years from 
the time of planting to ensure the landscaping is able to become established.  

7. The extent to which the proposed landscape treatment will be effective in softening and / or screening 
any future buildings and creating a quality rural/urban interface as viewed by users of Pound Road and 
occupiers of the adjoining land. 

8. The extent to which the proposed landscape treatment includes a mix of canopy specimen trees and 
under planting and contributes to indigenous biodiversity. 

9. The number and spacing of specimen trees. In general this should comply with the minimum criteria set 
out in Chapter 16 Rule 16.2.4.2.6 (Landscaped Areas). 

10. The extent to which the proposed landscape design will ultimately achieve a consistent and high quality 
landscape treatment along the entire Industrial General Zone frontage of Pound Road. In general this 
shall include:  

a. a predominance of evergreen species with a lesser proportion of deciduous specimen trees; 
b. adoption of a sustainable planting and maintenance plan which minimises energy inputs such as 

irrigation and fertiliser; 
c. a planting pattern and species choice that it is simple and bold so as to provide design continuity 

and consistency and is in general accordance with the landscaping shown on Chapter 16 Appendix 
16.7.2; 

d. the use of plants that are readily available; 
e. the use of plants that are adapted to local soils, namely Templeton soil type;  
f. the use of plants that are naturally drought and disease resistant; 
g. a planting pattern and density of plants that will result in a landscape outcome that is 

aesthetically pleasing with no avoidable gaps;  
h. trees are able to attain sufficient height to soften the appearance of buildings.  

11. The design and layout of the subdivision and whether the subdivision is in accordance with Chapter 16 
Appendix 16.7.2. 
 

c. Subdivision in Industrial Heavy Zone (South West Hornby)  
1. The extent to which the development has an adverse effect on the function, capacity and safety of 

the internal and adjoining road network. 
2. The extent to which the measures for mitigating the effects of development support a 

comprehensive and integrated approach to development of the South West Hornby industrial area. 
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3. The extent to which the development affects the construction and future operation of the 
Movement network as shown on the Outline Development Plan, including whether it provides 
opportunities for walking, cycling and public transport use.  

 
d. Industrial General Zone (North Belfast) 

1. Whether a Cultural Impact Assessment has been undertaken that demonstrates that a 
development will not adversely affect Wāhi Tapu me Wahi Taonga. 

2. The extent to which the Runanga have been consulted on the proposal and are satisfied that any 
effects on Wāhi Tapu me Wahi Taonga are mitigated. 

 
 
6 Additional mMatters for discretion allotment size and dimension - Rural Zones 
 
Rural Subdivision [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 

a. The need to include a covenant or [Christchurch City Council -clarification] consent notice on the title or 
balance to limit the ability for further additional subdivision potential,  or  additional dwellings, or 
protect the open rural character, significant indigenous biodiversity, ecological corridors, Site of Ngai 
Tahu cultural significance, public access connections to the coast or connections to public 
walking/cycling networks and the positive effects of protection. to protect an area for potential 
production ability or its open rural character.[#2241.42 Jan Cook & David Brailsford page 5]; [#2387.236 
The Crown page 93]; [#2385.64 Akaroa Civic Trust page9]; [#2311.26 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust 
page 7] 

b. The extent to which an location and scale of any identified building area can be accommodated within 
the proposed allotment and its location in relation to surrounding land uses, rural character, sites of 
cultural significance, sites of ecological significance, significant or outstanding natural features or 
landscapes. [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 

c. The extent to which clustering or grouping development is beneficial [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 
within areas where there is the least impact on the ability to maximize rural productive  activities 
including versatile soils operative/productive potential, [#2165.14 Horticulture New Zealand page 8], 
natural character and its elements such as indigenous vegetation, landform,   waterways and wetlands. 

d. The visual impact of buildings, development and associated works and the extent to which additional 
restrictions on scale and design of buildings are necessary. [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 

e. Whether the design and layout of the subdivision has taken a holistic approach to the site design to 
recognise and avoid incompatible land use and protection of relevant features. [#2387.8 The Crown page 
29] 

f. Whether the location of an identified building area may result in reverse sensitivity on surrounding 
permitted activities.  [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 

g. Whether any management plans are needed to ensure the site is managed in the long term. 
h. The extent to which the subdivision will lead to development of sensitive activities in close proximity to 

the high quality gravel resource and  [#2206.13 Yaldhurst Rural Residents Association page 2] that will 
increase the potential to compromise the ability to access the resource or create reverse sensitivity 
effects on the ability to utilise land with high production potential (versatile land) [#2165.14 Horticulture 
New Zealand page 8] and on surrounding permitted and existing [#2248.10 Radio New Zealand page 10] 
activities. [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 

i. The benefits of consolidation of smaller titles to create larger allotments. [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 
j. The extent to which the proposal is consistent with the objectives and policies of Chapter 17 Rural 

[#2165.12 Horticulture New Zealand page 8]. 
k. Whether the layout of the subdivision provides for allotments that result in sufficient separation 

between buildings, particularly residential buildings and curtilage, to maintain rural character relevant 
to the surrounding area and zone and avoids a form of development that results in a character of 
residential large-lot development.  [#2511.1 Fox & Associates Ltd page 2] 
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Rural Banks Peninsula [#2387.8 The Crown page 29] 

a. Identified building area – the location of an identified building area identified on sites in 
relation to sites of cultural significance and existing development. 

b. Whether it is appropriate for the Council to preclude the erection of a building on that site if no an 
identified building area is indicated or can be located on the site appropriately. 

c. Amalgamation of titles – the positive effects of the consolidation of titles. 
d. Landscape – the capacity of the landscape to absorb change having regard to existing 

geomorphological features, landscape values and built development, including amenity values. 
e. The extent to which the subdivision will lead to additional residential units that will result in reverse 

sensitivity effects upon surrounding permitted land uses. 
 
7. Matters for discretion  allotment size and dimension - Coastal Environment 

a. The nature, extent and implications of coastal hazards relevant to the site. 
b. The effectiveness of any coastal hazard mitigation works proposed. 
c. The design of proposed works including buildings, coastal hazard mitigation works, and access roads. 
d. The nature of any existing or proposed coastal hazard mitigation or earthworks, engineering design, 

and their effects on safety and vulnerability of the site and adjacent sites. 
e. Effects of development on surface and subsurface drainage patterns and stormwater management. 
f. The adequacy of drainage and sediment control measures. 

g. The ability of the site to accommodate stable, accessible and serviceable identified building area. 
h. The extent to which the works will lead to removal of vegetation, topsoil or sand, or the 

modification of ecosystems or natural character, or adverse landscape and visual effects. 
i. The extent to which the activity or works would impact on public or recreational access, where available. 
j. The effects of any development on public access to and along the landward boundary of the coastal 

marine area. 
 
8. Character Areas 

Whether the site size retains the special characteristics of the area    including: 
a. the distinctive topographic qualities and landforms or features that contribute to landscape quality and 

built form of the area. 
b. the form, pattern and grain of subdivision, including the size of sites. 
c. the ability to achieve the characteristic balance of buildings to open space across the site. 
d. retention of large scale mid block vegetation and tree planting. 
e. the continuity and coherence of the area. 
f. provision of a front yard building setback which is consistent with the pattern of the Character Area and is 

available for tree and garden planting rather than garaging, car parking and manoeuvring.  
g. the ability to locate a dwelling on the site that achieves the architectural characteristics of the Character 

Area, including the relationship to the street. 
 
9. Specific Purpose Resort Zone (Christchurch Golf Resort) 

a. Whether the location of an identified building area are fully contained within the boundaries of 
the Resort Community and Academy Activity Areas. 

b.  Whether it is appropriate to require a legal instrument be registered against the head title 
securing public pedestrian access over the access track identified in the Concept Plan. 

c.  Whether it is appropriate to require a legal instrument be registered against the head title securing 
a bridleway from the Styx River to Spencerville Road, as shown on the Outline Development Plan. 
 

10. Cashmere/Worsleys Outline Development Plan Area 
a. Whether upgrades to the road network and access restrictions shown on the Outline Development 
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Plan are necessary, including: 
i. Whether access onto Shalamar Drive from the Outline Development Plan should be 

restricted. 
ii. Whether Worsleys Road should be realigned in accordance with the "Required Roads" 

shown in Appendix 8.6.7  4 in relation to any subdivision of Areas 3, 5, and 7. [#2399 
Christ's College Canterbury and G and J McVicar] 

iii. Whether the Hoon Hay, Cashmere and Worsleys Roads intersection requires upgrading 
(refer to Appendix 8.6.7  4 for indicative upgrade). [#2399 Christ's College Canterbury and 
G and J McVicar] 
 
 

11. Moncks Spur Outline Development Plan Area 
a. Whether upgrades to the road network and access restrictions shown on the Outline Development 

Plan are necessary, including: 
i. Whether access via Horizon Heights (Lot 7, DP 64814) is necessary and appropriately secured and 

vested. 
ii. Whether it is appropriate to form and vest in the Council a continuous through road from 

Mt. Pleasant Road between the intersections with Moncks Spur Road and Major Hornbrook 
Road to Horizon Heights. 

 
12. Takamatua and Robinsons Bay comprehensive development areas and Samarang Bay and Allandale 

a. Whether the design of structures is appropriate to the character of the area, including in relation to: 
i. roof pitch: a roof pitch of between 22.5 and 37.5o is likely to be appropriate in Takamatua, and 

between 8 and 37.5o in Robinsons Bay, noting that flat roofs may be appropriate as connections 
between structures. 

ii. roof cladding: roofs made of steel (corrugated or tray), cedar shingles, slate, or similar are likely to be 
appropriate. 

iii. roof colour: natural colours with low reflectivity 
iv. wall claddings: timber, smooth plaster and/or stone are likely to be appropriate. 
v. wall and joinery colours: natural and recessive or in the range of browns, tussock, greys or natural 

greens are likely to be appropriate. 
vi. fencing: boundary fencing to be in standard post and wire only. All courtyard fencing to be in 

materials similar to housing including plastered concrete, timber (to match house cladding), 
stone, or post and rail. No composite or corrugated iron fencing. 

vii. exterior lighting should be kept low and reflected down to reduce the effects from distant views. 
viii. accessory buildings should be in the style, appearance and materials of the principal building. 

ix. the location and visibility of water tanks, including whether they are incorporated into the structure 
of each building or  screened within the site. [#2387.258 The Crown, page 105] 

 
13. Future Urban Development Zone 

a. The extent to which the proposal will be in general accordance with all Key Structuring Elements in 
the relevant Concept Plans in Appendix 20.4. 

b. The extent to which the proposed development addresses 8.5.4. Matters of Discretion – 
Residential New Neighbourhood. 

c. Whether it is proposed to remove vegetation and the significance of that vegetation in terms of 
amenity and ecological functions. 

d. The extent to which the bulk and location of a building or structure associated with any 
identified building area may preclude or adversely affect elements shown in the relevant 
Concept Plans. 

e. The location of any building, structure or utility in relation to the geotechnical quality of the land. 
f. Whether proposed developed is able to connect to the Council’s reticulated systems or 
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appropriately provide for treatment and/or disposal onsite. 
g. Whether the building or activity is compatible with and does not preclude or adversely affect the 

provision of the open space or reserve areas shown on relevant Concept Plans. 
h. Any adverse effects on the amenities and functionality of any spring, stormwater facility, 

enhanced open drainage corridors, road and/or access point and/or edge treatment identified 
in the relevant Concept Plans. [#2123.187 Christchurch City Council, page 36] [#2387.235 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 93] 
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8.2.4.2 Matters for discretion 
 
1. Boundary adjustments and amalgamations 

a. Whether access to the sites will continue to be appropriate and safe. 
b. Whether each allotment has connections to services, including via an easement in the case of sewer 

and stormwater. 
c. Whether the allotments are of sufficient size and dimension to provide for the existing or proposed 

purpose or land use.  
d. The degree to which natural topography, drainage and other features of the natural environment, sites 

of cultural significance to Ngai Tahu, or existing built features of significance, determine site 
boundaries where that is practicable. 

e. The relationship of the proposed allotments within the site and their compatibility with the pattern of 
the adjoining subdivision, land use activities. 

 
2. Allotments for access, utilities, roads and reserves 

a. Whether the allotments (including any balance allotment) are of sufficient size and dimension to 
provide for the existing or proposed purpose.  

b. Whether any easement is required. 
c. The relationship of the proposed allotments within the site and their compatibility with the pattern of 

the adjoining subdivision and existing or anticipated land use activities, including in relation to safety 
and visibility. 

 
3. Allotment size and dimension 

a. Whether the allotments (including any balance allotment) are of sufficient size and dimension to 
provide for any existing land use or a permitted land use such as might reasonably be expected to 
establish in a site.  

b. Whether the proposed dimensions and orientation of the allotment will ensure the capture of solar 
gain appropriate to the subsequent land use. 

c. Whether the dimensions allow access, storage spaces and service connections. 
d. Whether any corner allotments have an appropriate corner rounding.  

 
4. Property Access  

a. The location, safety and efficiency of any road, frontage road, access, pedestrian access way, cycle 
way/route/lane, including whether the formation and construction is suited to the development it 
serves and traverses, and is in accordance with the Council's design standards and guidelines. 

b. Provision of vehicular access to all properties, unless topography of the ground prevents such access to 
any part of the site (including non-contiguous areas of a site), including for fire fighting purposes. 

c. Provision of tree planting in the open space of the road way to enhance the character and identity of 
the neighbourhood. 

d. Whether the subdivision layout supports walking, cycling and public transport, including access to 
reserves, facilities, commercial areas, public transport facilities. 

e. Any works or upgrades to the road network required in relation to any network utility, state highway or 
rail line. 

f. In case of multiple site subdivision where parking is provided as a common facility, whether that 
parking area has appropriate access to a formed road and has an appropriate layout and number of 
parking spaces. 

g. For Industrial General and Industrial Park Zones at Tait Campus: the extent of the developer’s 
contribution to the costs of Wairakei/Wooldridge Roads intersection upgrading will be agreed with the 
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Council in accordance with the Council Development Contribution Policy, which may include a Private 
Developer Agreement. 

h. The safety and efficiency of limited access roads and rail corridors. 
 
5. Roads 

a. Whether new roads or upgrades to existing roads are required. 
b. Whether new roads are appropriately routed and integrate safely and efficiently with the existing road 

network. 
c. Whether new or upgraded roads are constructed in accordance with requirements of the Council's 

design standards and guidelines. 
d. Whether new or upgraded roads provide for public transport, cycling and walking, where appropriate. 

 
6. Service lanes, cycleways and pedestrian access ways 

a. Whether service lanes, cycleways and pedestrian access ways are constructed in accordance with 
requirements of the Council's design standards and guidelines. 

b. Whether service lanes, cycleways and pedestrian access ways are required or appropriate and are 
located and constructed in a safe and efficient manner. 

c. Whether provision of a cycleway or pedestrian access way encourages active modes of transport, 
including to community facilities. 

 
7. Esplanade reserves, strips or additional land  

a. The appropriateness of esplanade provision where the subdivision is a minor boundary adjustment, for 
minor additions to existing cross lease or unit titles, a reallocation of accessory buildings to different 
units, or is necessary because garages are erected in locations shown on earlier survey plans for an 
existing cross lease or unit title, where an existing strip agreement is varied or where no additional sites 
are being created by the subdivision. 

b. The provision and / or width of an esplanade reserve or esplanade strip, having regard to: 
i.  the existing or anticipated development, water quality, habitats, ecological or natural values, 

conservation values, waahi tapu, mahinga kai, customary access and other taonga, topography 
and landscape; 

ii. public safety or the security of property; 
iii. recreational use;  
iv. the existence or mitigation of natural hazards; and 
v. any existing or proposed reserve or access to that reserve; 

c. Whether the costs of the provision and maintenance of a 20 metre wide esplanade reserve or 
esplanade strip are more than the potential public benefits of the purposes of esplanade reserves or 
strips. 

d. Whether an access strip may be required by Council where an esplanade reserve exists or is proposed 
that does not have public access. 

e. Whether, under section 230 of the Resource Management Act, the Council might waive a requirement 
for an esplanade reserve or esplanade strip where there is:  
i. adequate alternative public access; or 

ii. adequate means of protecting water quality and conservation values; or 
iii. adequate provision for public recreational use of the area of coast, river or lake in question; or 
iv. where a site is being subdivided for the sole purpose of creating a utility allotment. 

 
 

8. Provision of land for open space and recreation 
a. The location and layout of any land to be provided for reserves for open space and recreation 

purposes, and any requirements for the formation of that land prior to it vesting in the Council, where 
applicable. 
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b. The degree to which the subdivision encourages active frontages to reserves for open space and 
recreation purposes. 

c. Any impact of subdivision works on sites or areas of significance to tangata whenua, or on waterways, 
springs, any cultural landscape identified in the plan, indigenous biodiversity, mahinga kai and the 
coastline. 

d. The need for land to be set aside and vested in the Council as a reserve for open space and/or 
recreation where it will provide for one or more of the following:  
i. land for a local neighbourhood park, accessible to the user population and of a size adequate to 

accommodate children's play equipment, substantial tree plantings and open space; 
ii. a linkage or potential linkage along or to significant natural features, or between other areas of 

public open space and community facilities; 
iii. protection and enhancement of significant mature trees, significant areas of indigenous 

vegetation, margins of waterways or other significant natural features; 
iv. protection or enhancement of historic or cultural features of significance to the population; 
v. a usable area of open space for planting as visual relief from a built or highly developed 

environment;  
vi. a flat usable area of land for district sports fields, accessible with full road frontage, and of a size 

adequate to accommodate at least two rugby-sized sports fields and associated user facilities and 
training field, tree planting, a playground and open space required for other recreation activities; 

vii. recognition of Ngai Tahu cultural values, historic and contemporary identity associated with sites 
of Ngai Tahu cultural significance and any cultural landscapes identified in the Plan where 
appropriate; 

viii. smaller sized public spaces that allow for community interaction, including seating and planted 
areas. 

 
9. Easements  

a. Whether any easements are required in respect of other parties in favour of nominated allotments or 
adjoining certificates of title. 

b. Whether service easements, whether in gross or for private purposes, are of sufficient width to permit 
maintenance, repair or replacement.  

c. Whether easements in gross in favour of the Council would provide a measureable benefit adjoining 
banks of rivers or streams not subject to an esplanade reserve or access strip. 

d. Whether it is necessary to create stormwater easements passing through esplanade reserves where 
drainage will be to the frontage river. 

e. Whether there is a need or easements for any of the following purposes:  
i. private ways, whether mutual or not; 

ii. stormwater, sanitary sewer, water supply, electric power, gas reticulation or telecommunications; 
iii. party walls and floors/ceilings. 

 
10. Springs 

a. The extent to which springs are protected, maintained and enhanced with a suitable buffer. 
b. The extent to which subdivision protects wahi tapu and wahi taonga or mahinga kai as related to 

springs and spring-fed waterways. 
c. The value of recognising, acknowledging, protecting and enhancing Ngai Tahu cultural values in relation 

to springs and spring-fed waterways. 
d. The effects on ecological, cultural and amenity values associated with springs. 
e. The extent to which the development provides for pathways, for the water to flow from the spring 

head, that have regard to the existing natural flow path. 
 

 
11. Matters for discretion: Servicing 
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a. The Council's design standards, guidelines and management plans, including the Infrastructure Design 
Standard, Construction Standards Specifications. Stormwater Management Plans and Waterways, 
Wetlands and Drainage Guide. 

b. Whether it may be necessary to provide or upgrade utilities to enable the site to be appropriately 
serviced. 

c. The need for any easement, consent notice or local purpose reserve. 
d. Any impact of the provision or operation of service utilities or infrastructure on sites or areas of 

significance to tangata whenua or on waterways and the coastline. 
e. Whether the proposed servicing is adequate for the development, including the appropriate treatment 

of contaminants and control of erosion and sediment discharge.  
f. The extent to which the proposal utilises the existing or proposed topography and proposed networks 

to convey surface water by way of gravity systems. 
g. Any adverse effect on public health. 
h. The extent to which the construction or erection of utilities for servicing a site incorporate and/or plant 

appropriate indigenous vegetation. 
i. The extent to which planting reflects Ngai Tahu’s history and identity associated with a specific place. 
j. Where the proposed system involves construction of new roads or formed rights of way or will serve 

other land which is not part of the subdivision, whether the network utility operator is providing 
sufficient capacity as initially installed and the cost of such provision. (Upgrading or cost sharing will be 
solely a matter for the network utility operator.) 

k. Where a reticulated system is not immediately available but is likely to be in the near future, the 
appropriateness of temporary systems. 

l. The suitability of the proposed water supply for fire fighting purposes (the Council may obtain a report 
from the Chief Fire Officer), including the extent of compliance with SNZ PAS:4509:2008 in respect of 
the health and safety of the community, including neighbouring properties. 

m. The extent to which the proposed surface water management systems are consistent with the design 
standards in any relevant Council Stormwater Management Plan or Integrated Catchment Management 
Plan. 

n. The contribution of proposals towards the development of an integrated naturalised surface water 
network of soil adsorption, sedimentation and detention basins, wet-ponds, swales and/or wetlands to 
treat and manage surface water and avoid (where practicable) a proliferation of smaller facilities. 

o. Any adverse effects of the proposal on erosion, flooding, surface water, groundwater, mahinga kai, on 
drainage to, or from, adjoining land, or groundwater quality. 

p.  Any adverse effects on the functioning or values of the existing network of drains, springs, waterways 
and ponding areas. 

q. The extent to which the proposal would the flood storage and conveyance capacity of waterways is 
provided for and protected by the proposal. 

r. Whether any proposed ponding area will be attractive to birdlife that might pose a bird strike risk to 
the operation of Christchurch International Airport Limited. 

s. The extent to which the subdivision design mitigates the effects, including potential reverse sensitivity 
effects on strategic infrastructure. 

t. The ability for maintenance, inspection and upgrade of utilities and infrastructure occur, including 
ensuring continued access for the same. 

u. The extent to which the design will minimise risk or injury and/or property damage from utilities or 
infrastructure. 

v. The extent to which potential adverse effects of the transmission lines, including visual impacts are 
mitigated, for example through the location of building platforms and landscape design. 

w. The extent to which the subdivision design and construction allows for earthworks, buildings and 
structures to comply with the New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances 
(NZECP 34:2001). 
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x. The nature and location of any proposed vegetation to be planted in the vicinity of the transmission 
lines. 

y. Where infrastructure serving the land has been damaged by earthquakes; whether the infrastructure is 
performing, serviceable and functional.  

z. The extent to which Ngāi Tahu cultural values associated with waterways, springs, indigenous 
biodiversity and mahinga kai are protected. 

aa. Whether allotments have appropriate connections to an electrical supply system and a 
telecommunications network. 

 
Notes: 
1. Transmission lines are shown on planning maps. 
2. The Council will consult the network utility operator or line owner where an application proposes to 

subdivide land within the transmission corridors. 
 

12. Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
a. Whether the subdivision includes measures that will reduce susceptibility to flooding. 
b. Whether the subdivision would have an impact on adjoining land in terms of flooding, and any 

measures to mitigate that impact. 
c. The extent to which flood hazard areas will impinge on the intended activities on any allotment. 

 
13. Compliance with Outline Development Plan 

a. Whether the subdivision precludes the required household density target to be met across the Outline 
Development Plan area. 

b. The extent to which the subdivision requires future subdivision by other landowners in the Outline 
Development Plan area to compensate for any shortfall in household density target, including the 
consideration of any legal mechanisms required to facilitate any transfer of densities. 

c. Whether the subdivision precludes or discourages development in another part of the Outline 
Development Plan area. 

d. Whether the subdivision integrates and connects appropriately to other parts of the Outline 
Development Plan area and any layering diagrams 

e. Whether the proposed layout is practicable and provides for the existing or intended purpose or land 
use. 

f. Whether the potential effects of natural hazards will be appropriately avoided or mitigated. 
g. The extent to which the subdivision affects the ability of any future subdivision stages by other 

landowners in the Outline Development Plan area to be in accordance with the Outline Development 
Plan. 

 
14. All residential zones 

In considering whether or not to grant subdivision consent, the Council shall have regard to the following 
matters: 

a. Whether the allotments (including any balance allotment) are of sufficient net site area and dimension 
to provide for the existing or proposed purpose or land use.  

b. The degree to which natural topography, drainage and other features of the natural environment, or 
sites of cultural significance to Ngāi Tahu, existing built features of significance, determine site 
boundaries where that is practicable. 

c. Whether the proposed dimensions and orientation of the allotment(s) will ensure the capture of solar 
gain appropriate to the subsequent landuse. 

d. The relationship of the proposed allotments within the site and their compatibility with the pattern of 
any adjoining subdivision, land use activities, and the existing noise environment. 

e. Whether fire safety requirements are met in relation to the conversion of existing residential units into 
multiple residential units. 

http://www.proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://www.proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://www.proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
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f. Whether appropriate mechanisms are in place to ensure the maintenance of open space areas and 
reserves not being vested in Council. 

g. For any site that has been identified as contaminated or potentially contaminated, whether the site is 
safe for habitation, and the adequacy of any proposed mitigation and remediation.  

h. Whether appropriate provision is made for onsite storm water treatment or connection to a catchment 
based treatment network.  

 
 

16. Conversion of tenure, alteration of cross leases, company leases and unit titles 
i. 1. Whether each title or leased area has vehicle access, and whether there is any decrease 

in formed width, parking spaces and size, or manoeuvring areas which materially compromises 
function or safety.  

ii. 2. Whether each title or leased area has access to services.  
iii. 3. Whether any title or leased area would be reduced in area or dimension in a manner 

which might result in a more than minor reduction in functionality in relation to outdoor living 
space, outdoor service space or outdoor storage space.  

iv. 4. Whether fire safety requirements can be met.  
v. 5. Effects of works associated with the subdivision on: 

a. surface and subsurface drainage patterns and stormwater management. 
b. hydrological and geological features, both underlying and surface and on site and on adjoining 

sites. 
 
16.  All rural zones 
 

a. In considering whether or not to grant subdivision consent, the Council shall have regard to the matters 
in 8.2.4.1 (6) Additional matters for allotment size and dimension - Rural Zones. 
[Christchurch City Council -clarification] 
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Appendix 8.6.1 Esplanade reserve and strip schedule 
Explanation 
 

1.  Where the location description refers to the true left or true right bank of a river, this is that side looking 
downstream to the mouth or the junction with another river. 

2. The width in column A applies to subdivision of land, to land disposal pursuant to Section 345 Local 
Government Act 1974, or to any land acquired by any means, either by the Council or the frontage owner. 

3. The width measurement commences from the edge of the bed of the river or the landward boundary of the 
coastal marine area, as defined in terms of Section 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991. 

4. Section 236 of the Resource Management Act 1991 shall only apply where the width of an existing 
esplanade reserve, created pursuant to the Local Government Act 1974, or the transitional provisions of the 
Resource Management Act 1991, is less than the width that existed when the reserve was created and 
vested in the name of the Council. 

5. In the Avon/Heathcote Estuary, between Caspian Street and the spit reserve the landward boundary of the 
esplanade reserve, shall be the common boundary of the former road (when it is stopped) and the present 
private properties and section 236 of the Act shall not apply to those adjoining properties. 

Appendix 8.6.1 - Esplanade reserve and strip schedule 

Water Body Reserve 
or Strip 

Location Column A: 
Width (metres) 

Waimakariri 
River 

Reserve True right bank commencing at the 
boundary with Selwyn District Council 
being the production of the centre line 
of Weedons-Ross Road where it 
intersects with the river, thence 
downstream to the coastal marine 
area, being the intersection of the 
production of Ferry Road centre line, 
and the river bank 

20 plus 

Otukaikino 
Creek (except 
Open Space 3D 
(Clearwater 
Resort and 
Rosebank) 
Zone) and all 
branches of the 
South 
Waimakariri 
River and 
tributaries 

All strips True left and right banks from the 
junction of the Otukaikino Creek with 
the Waimakariri River, near the 
motorway bridge, thence upstream in a 
generally westerly direction to the 
limitation of the average 3 metre river 
width, or to the easement shown on DP 
46738, but excluding those parts of the 
Otukaikino Creek located within the 
Open Space 3D (Clearwater Resort and 
Rosebank) Zone. 

20 

Otukaikino 
Creek (Open 
Space 3D 
(Lagoons) Zone) 

All strips True left and right banks located within 
the Open Space 3D (Clearwater Resort 
and Rosebank) Zone. 

True right bank 
- 20 True left 
bank - 10, with 
the purpose 
limited to 
conservation 
values only 
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Kaputone 
Stream 

All strips True left and right banks, commencing 
at Guthries Road, thence downstream 
to the junction with the Styx River 

20 

Kaputone 
Stream  

Reserve True left and right banks located in the 
New Neighbourhood (East Belfast) 
Zone 

20m average 
width - to be 
contained 
within the area 
shown as Open 
Space on the 
Outline 
Development 
Plan at Volume 
3, Part 2, 
Appendix 3s - 
except for the 
section 
adjoining the 
Spring Grove 
residential 
allotment, 
which shall be 
required to 
extend only to 
the northern 
boundary of the 
allotment 
containing the 
Spring Grove 
Heritage 
Building, as 
indicated on 
Appendix 3s, 
Part 3. 

Styx River 
(upper section) 

Strips True left and right banks, commencing 
at the east side of Gardiners Road, 
thence downstream to the west 
boundary of the Styx Mill Conservation 
Reserve except where the strip on the 
true right bank extends into the reserve 

10 20 

Styx River 
(middle section) 

Strips (a)True left and right banks, 
commencing at the east boundary of 
the Styx Mill Conservation Reserve, 
thence downstream to the west side of 
Marshland Road 
(b) True left bank adjoining the 
northeast boundary of Styx Mill 
Conservation Reserve 

20 
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 Styx River 
(middle section) 

Reserve True right back, commencing at the 
west boundary of the Styx River Basin 
Reserve, thence downstream to the 
point where the Styx River heads north 
into the Reserve. 

 20 

Styx River 
(lower section) 

Reserves True left and right banks, commencing 
at the west side of Marshland Road, 
thence downstream to the coastal 
marine area at the control gate at the 
mouth of that river 

20 

Knights Stream Strip True left bank, commencing at the 
south side of Quaifes Road, thence 
downstream to the south side of Sabys 
Road 

12 

Knights Stream Strip True right bank, commencing at the 
south side of Quaifes Road, thence 
downstream to the boundary with 
Selwyn District Council, at Whincops 
Road 

12 

Halswell River Strip True left bank, commencing at the 
south side of Sabys Road, thence 
downstream to the boundary with 
Selwyn District Council at the south 
corner of Lot 1 DP 23528, in Old Tai 
Tapu Road 

20 

Cashmere 
Stream 

Reserve True left bank, commencing at the east 
side of Cashmere Road, thence 
downstream to the southern corner of 
Lot 22 DP 22451, being number 53 
Waiau Street 

20 

Cashmere 
Stream 

Reserve True right bank, commencing at the 
east side of Cashmere Road, thence 
downstream to the junction with the 
Heathcote River 

20 

Heathcote River Strip True right bank, commencing at the 
production of the centreline of Nash 
Road, thence down-stream to the 
production of the centreline of 
Templetons Road 

20 

Heathcote River Reserve True left bank, commencing at the 
production of the centreline of Nash 
Road, thence downstream to the 
centreline of Lincoln Road 

20 

Heathcote River Reserve True right bank, commencing at the 
centreline of Curletts Road, thence 
downstream to the centre-line of 
Lincoln Road 

20 

Heathcote River Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the centreline of Lincoln Road, 
thence downstream to the junction 
with Cashmere Stream 

6 
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Heathcote River 
(Note: Includes 
Woolston Cut 
and the Loop) 

Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the junction of Cashmere Stream, 
thence downstream to the centreline of 
Tunnel Road 

20 

Heathcote River Reserve True left and right banks commencing 
at the centre line of Tunnel Road, 
thence downstream to the coastal 
marine area, being a line between the 
southern corner of Maritime Place and 
the north-west corner of Reserve 4323, 
in Bridle Path Road 

20 plus 

Steam Wharf 
Stream 

Reserve True left and right banks commencing 
at the downstream side of Alport Place, 
thence downstream to the Heathcote 
River 

6 

Wairarapa 
Stream 

Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the centre line of Fendalton Road, 
thence downstream to the junction 
with the Avon River 

6 

Waimairi 
Stream 

Reserve True right bank downstream from 
Straven Road to the western boundary 
of Harakeke Street Reserve 

6 

Avon River 
(including the 
Mill Stream 
diversion) 

Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the junction with the Wairarapa 
Stream, thence down stream to the 
production of the centreline of Wood 
Lane except for that part of 6 Wood 
Lane, where the waterway margin is 
contained within a conservation 
covenant 

20 

Avon River Reserve True left bank commencing at the 
production of the centreline of 
Wood  Lane, thence downstream to the 
centreline of Helmores Lane 

12 

Avon River Reserve True left bank commencing at the 
centreline of Helmores Lane, thence 
downstream to the centre line of 
Harper Avenue, except between 8 and 
68 Carlton Mill Road the boundary of 
the esplanade reserve at the rear of 
these properties shall be the common 
boundary with the existing unformed 
legal road and Section 236 of the Act 
shall not apply to these properties 

20 

Avon River Reserve True right bank, commencing at the 
production of the centreline of Wood 
Lane, thence downstream to the 
centreline of Harper Avenue 

20 
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Avon River Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the centreline of Harper Avenue, 
thence downstream to the production 
of the western roadside of Rolleston 
Avenue 

20 plus 

Avon River 
(including Kerrs 
Reach and its 
Loop) 

Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the production of the west roadside 
of Rolleston Avenue thence 
downstream to the production of the 
centreline of Pages Road 

20 

Avon River Reserve True right bank downstream from 
Straven Road to western boundary of 
Main North Railway property 

6 

Avon River Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the production of the centreline of 
Pages Road, thence downstream to the 
coastal marine area, being the 
production of the east roadside 
boundary of Kibblewhite Street 

20 plus 

Horseshoe Lake 
Reserve 
(excluding the 
artificial outfall) 

Reserve True left and right banks, commencing 
at the eastern side of Horseshoe Lake 
Road where the stream crosses that 
road from the Christchurch Golf 
Course, thence downstream to the 
northern boundary of the City Council 
pumping station 

12 

Dudley Creek Reserve True right bank, commencing at the 
north road side of Poulton Avenue, 
thence downstream to the junction 
with the Avon River 

6 

Dudley Creek Reserve True left bank, commencing at the 
north road side of Poulton Avenue, 
thence downstream to the junction 
with the Avon River 

12 
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Coastal marine 
area 
(Waimakariri, 
Brooklands 
Lagoon, Pegasus 
Bay coastline, 
Sumner, Taylors 
Mistake and 
Lyttelton 
Harbour) 

Reserve Commencing in the Waimakariri River 
at the point on the production of the 
centreline of Ferry Road, following the 
true right bank, thence generally 
eastwards to the mouth of the Styx 
River and Brooklands Lagoon, both 
sides of Brooklands Lagoon, thence 
southwards along the boundary 
between the Waimakariri River and the 
Avon and Heathcote River estuary 
mouth, thence along the city boundary 
at Sumner and the coastline to the 
boundary with Banks Peninsula Wards, 
in Lyttelton Harbour.  Along the Coastal 
Marine Area between the blind end of 
Whitewash Head Road and Taylors 
Mistake Bay, the landward boundary of 
the esplanade reserve shall be the 
common boundaries of the private 
properties with the Crown Grant Road 
(when that road is stopped) and 
Section 236 of the Resource 
Management Act 1991 shall not apply 
to any of those private properties. 

20 plus 

Avon and 
Heathcote River 
estuary 

Reserves Commencing at that point where the 
estuary mouth intersects with the city 
boundary at South Brighton Spit, 
thence in a westerly and northerly 
direction to the production of the 
centreline of Tern Street 

20 plus 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing on the production of the 
centreline of Tern Street, thence in a 
northerly direction to the northern 
boundary of Lot 3 DP 21691, being the 
property situated at 88B Rockinghorse 
Road 

6 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the northern boundary 
of Lot 3 DP 21691, thence in a northerly 
direction to the northern boundary of 
Lot 2 DP 49643, being the property 
situated at 64A Rockinghorse Road 

20 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the northern boundary 
of Lot 2 DP 49643, thence in a northerly 
direction to the centreline of Godwit 
Street 

6 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing on the centreline of 
Godwit Street, thence in a northerly 
direction to the mouth of the Avon 
River, at the eastern abutment of the 
bridge 

20 plus 
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Avon River 
(Coastal marine 
area) 

Reserve Commencing at the eastern abutment 
of the bridge at the mouth of the river, 
thence upstream along the true left 
bank to the production of the line of 
the east side of Kibblewhite Street, 
then along that line to the true right 
bank, thence downstream to the mouth 
of the river on the western abutment of 
the bridge 

20 plus 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the western abutment 
of the bridge at the mouth of the Avon 
River, thence westwards and 
southwards to the western abutment 
of the Heathcote River Bridge 

20 

Heathcote River 
(Coastal marine 
area) 

Reserve Commencing at the western abutment 
of the Heathcote River Bridge, thence 
upstream along the true left bank to 
the production of the line joining the 
south west corner of Maritime Place 
with the north-west corner of Reserve 
4323, in Bridle Path Road, thence along 
that line to the true right bank, thence 
downstream to the east abutment at 
the Heathcote River mouth 

20 plus 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the eastern abutment 
at the mouth of the Heathcote River, 
thence generally eastwards towards 
McCormacks Bay, thence following that 
bay to the intersection of Main Road 
(Sumner) and Beachville Road, thence 
eastwards to the south-west corner of 
Lot 1 DP 22406, being the property 
situated at number 124 Beachville Road 

20 plus 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the south-west corner 
of Lot 1 DP 22406, thence north, east 
and south, to the south-east corner of 
Lot 3 DP 12450, being the property 
situated at 84 Beachville Road 

6 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the south-east corner 
of Lot 3 DP 12450, thence south along 
Beachville Road to the northern corner 
of Lot 3 DP 2633 

20 plus 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the northern corner of 
Lot 3 DP 2633, thence southward to the 
south-east corner of Lot 78 DP 1178, 
being 129 Main Road (Sumner) 

6 

Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the south-east corner 
of Lot 78 DP 1178, thence southward to 
the northern corner of Pt RS 309 

12 
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Estuary 
continued 

Reserve Commencing at the northern corner of 
Pt RS 309, thence in an easterly 
direction along Moncks Bay, the beach 
at Shag Rock, to the intersection of the 
mean high water springs mark at the 
city boundary, near Cave Rock 

20 plus 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 8.6.2 – Access Standards 
 

Standard When Applicable 

1. The access shall be formed and metalled, 
and any vehicle crossing shall be designed 
and formed in accordance with the 
requirements of Chapter 7. 

Minimum standard applying to all access. 
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2. The access shall be paved and sealed or 
the pedestrian path paved and sealed. 

All residential uses serving four or more sites or 
potential sites;  
All access on hill sites where the grade is steeper 
than 1 in 10; and  
All business and industrial zones. 

3. Paved and sealed areas shall be drained to 
an approved outfall. 

As for standard 2 above. 

4. Provision of a turning place for 85 
percentile vehicles making not more than 
a three point turn. Turning places shall be 
at intervals not greater than 80m apart; 
except in the Residential Medium Density 
Zone where an access way serves 10 or 
more units, turning places shall be at 
intervals not greater than 60m apart.  

All residential uses serving 4 or more sites or 
potential sites.  
All hill sites where the access is to 2 or more sites 
or potential sites.  
All business and industrial zones. 

5. Provision of passing bays and vehicle 
queuing space shall be designed and 
formed in accordance with Chapter 7. 

Where required by Chapter 7. 

6. Provision of a footpath separated from the 
access. 

All residential uses serving 9 or more sites or 
potential sites. 

7. Landscaping of surplus areas where legal 
width is wider than the formation. 

Any access where legal width exceeds formation 
requirements. 

8. Where the access is reserved for 
pedestrians only, a footpath shall be 
formed and sealed. 

All pedestrian access. 
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Appendix 8.6.3 - New road standards 
 

Road 
classification 

Road widths 
(m) 

Roadway 
widths (m) 

Minimum 
lanes 

Minimum 
Number of 
Footpaths 

Median Amenity 
strip 

Cycle 
facilities  

Min Max Min Max      

Major arterial 
- Urban 

25 40  14# 34  2 2 Yes  Yes  Yes  

Major arterial 
- Rural 

25  50 15# 22#  2 No Yes  Yes Yes 

Minor arterial 
- Centres 

24 30 14# 22# 2 2 * Yes Yes 

Minor arterial 
- Urban 

23 30 14# 22# 2 2 * Yes Yes 

Minor arterial 
- Rural 

23 30 12# 14# 2 No * No Yes 

Collector – 
Urban 

22 25 10# 14# 2 2 * Yes Yes 

Collector - 
Industrial 

22 25 11# 14# 2 2 * Yes Yes 

Collector - 
Rural 

22 25 10# 14# 2 No * No * 

Local – 
Industrial  

18 25 11 14# 2 2 No Yes * 

Local - Centres 20 25 8# 14# 2 2 No Yes * 

Local – 
Residential:  

16## 20 ** 12 2 2## No Yes * 

Local - Rural 16 20 7 14 2 No No No  *  

 

Clarification of standards  

1 "Yes" means that the provision of those facilities shall be incorporated into the design and 
construction of the road. 

2 * means that the provision of those facilities is allowed for in the standards for road design and 
construction and/or shall be considered as conditions of consent on subdivision. 

3 ** means that a local residential road with a roadway width 7m or wider, but less than 9m is a 
controlled activity. A local residential road with a roadway width 9m or wider, but less than 12m is a 
restricted discretionary activity. A local residential road with a roadway width less than 7m or greater 
than 12m is a full discretionary activity. 

4 Amenity strips shall only be required on rural roads where these adjoin a Residential Zone. 

5 Local hillside roads (on any part of a zone on the slopes of the Port Hills and Banks Peninsula) may 
only require one footpath.  

6 Some localised road widening may be required at intersections to increase capacity.  

7 The minimum diameter for a cul-de-sac turning head is:  
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 Residential 25 metres 

 Business 30 metres 

8 # means excludes any parking  

9 For more information on the Road Classification, refer to Appendix 7.12 of Chapter 7  

10 ## A 14m road width and one footpath is optional where a road only provides access to less than 
20 residential units and is less than 100m in length. 
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Appendix 8.6.6 Halswell West Outline Development Plan 

 
[#2097.2 Fulton Hogan Land Developments Ltd, page 3] [#2097.4 Fulton Hogan Land Developments Ltd, page 3] 
[#2123.201 Christchurch City Council, page 40] 
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Appendix 8.6.7a – Cashmere/Worsleys Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, 
page 42] 

 

 
Appendix 8.6.7b – Cashmere/Worsleys Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, 
page 42] 
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Appendix 8.6.7c – Cashmere/Worsleys Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, page 
42] 

 

 
Appendix 8.6.7d – Cashmere/Worsleys Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, 
page 42] 
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Appendix 8.6.8 – Moncks Spur Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, page 42] 
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Appendix 8.6.9  Richmond Hill Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, page 42] 
 

 

 
 
 
Appendix 8.6.10  Takamatua  comprehensive development areas Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, 
Christchurch City Council, page 42] 
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Appendix 8.6.11  Robinsons Bay  comprehensive development areas Outline Development Plan 
[#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, page 42] 

 

 

 
Appendix 8.6.12  Samarang Bay Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, page 42] 
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Appendix 8.6.13  Allandale Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch City Council, page 42] 

 

 

 
 
 
Appendix 8.6.16 – Kennedys Bush / Cashmere Road 2008 Outline Development Plan [#2123.208, Christchurch 
City Council, page 42] 
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8.7 Earthworks 
 
8.7.1 Objective  Earthworks 
1. Earthworks facilitate The recovery of the district, subdivision, development, the provision of utilities, hazard 

mitigation and the recovery of the district is facilitated and other activities are provided for. [#2269.23 
Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of Technology, page 14] [#2340.23 Orion New Zealand Ltd, page 14] 
[#2464.38 The University of Canterbury, page16]  

 
8.7.1.5 Policy  Water Quality 
Ensure earthworks do not result in erosion, inundation or siltation, and do not have an adverse effect on surface 
water or   groundwater quality. 
 
8.7.1.6 Policy  Repair of Earthquake Damaged Land 

a. Facilitate recovery by enabling property owners to make repairs to earthquake damaged land for 
residential purposes, where these repairs will have minimal adverse effects on people, property or the 
natural environment. 

b. To recognise that the repair of other earthquake damaged land is necessary as part of recovery. 
 
8.7.1.7 Policy  Benefits of Earthworks 
Recognise that earthworks have a vital role in the recovery of the district, subdivision, development, the 
provision of utilities, hazard mitigation and the recovery of the district are an anticipated part of human 
activity. [#2269.24 Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of Technology, page 14][#2340.24 Orion New Zealand 
Ltd, page 14] [#2464.40 The University of Canterbury, page 16] 
 
8.7.1.8 Policy Amenity 
Avoid earthworks that do not result in the maintenance or enhancement of amenity values once 
completed. [#2501.1 Experience Trust, page 1] 
 
8.7.2.6 Policy - Protection of wahi tapu and wahi taonga 
Ensure that consultation has occurred with the appropriate runanga within or adjacent to sites of Ngai 
Tahu cultural significance and silent file areas. [#2458.103 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, page 22] 
 
8.7.2 Objective  Health and Safety 
People and property are protected during, and subsequent to, earthworks. 
 
8.7.2.1 Policy  Land Stability 
Avoid earthworks that will create a significant risk to people and property through subsidence, rockfall, cliff 
collapse, erosion, inundation, siltation or overland flows. 
 
8.7.2.2 Policy  Nuisance 
Earthworks shall not generate continuous or persistent nuisance, including noise, vibration, dust or odour, 
that have more than minor adverse effects on the amenity values and the health and safety of people and their 
property while recognising the need for  earthworks in the repair, rebuild and recovery of the district. 
 
8.7.2.3 Policy  Vehicle Movement 
Ensure the transportation of earth, construction, or fill material to and from a site, is undertaken in a way 
that is safe and minimises adverse effects on surrounding amenity and the transport network while 
recognising the need for earthworks in the repair, rebuild and recovery of the district. 
 
8.7.2.4 Policy  Earthworks Design 
Ensure that earthworks over identified thresholds are designed to enable the anticipated land use. 
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8.7.2.5 Policy  Remediation Management of Contaminated Land 
Earthworks are enabled where necessary to appropriately manage remediate land contamination. [#2185.61 
and #2185.62 Z Energy Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil Ltd, page 17] 
 

8.8.1 Application of these rules 
1. Rule 8.8.6 substitutes other earthworks rules in this chapter where the earthworks are undertaken to 

repair land used for residential activities which has been damaged by earthquakes. Chapter 5 manages 
earthworks to repair land within identified flood hazard areas. 

2. Chapter 5 manages earthworks within identified hazard areas. Chapter 12 contains provisions relating to 
contaminated land. Chapter 6 manages earthworks within waterway setbacks. The rules in this chapter 
manage all other earthworks. 

3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require written 
approval of affected parties Any application arising from non-compliance with standards at 8.8.2 may 
require written approval from the affected adjoining landowner(s) and may be limited notified, but shall 
not be publicly notified. [Refer to Mediation report]. In relation to Rule 8.8.3 RD10, Transpower New 
Zealand Ltd or Orion New Zealand (where relevant) will be considered an affected party Refer to 
Mediation report]. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be notified and require 
written approval of affected parties. [#2235.63 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page29] [#2269.25 Christchurch 
Polytechnic Institute of Technology, page 12] [#2340.25 Orion New Zealand Limited, page 15] [#2373.23 
Progressive Enterprises Ltd, page 9]  

4. Refer to Specific Purpose Lyttelton Port Zone provisions in Chapter 21 for earthworks.  
 

Notes. 
1. The consent of the Regional Council may be required for earthworks activities, including those in, on, 

under or over the bed of a river, as well as vegetation clearance, deposition over an aquifer and 
earthworks in erosion prone areas. 

2. The Council’s Cleanfill Licensing Bylaw 2008 includes requirements for the disposal of soils. 
3. The Council’s Water, Wastewater and Stormwater Bylaw 2014 includes requirements for the protection of 

waterways. 
4. Part I of the Historic Places Act 1993 states that no work may be undertaken on an archaeological site 

(whether recorded or unrecorded) until an archaeological authority to destroy, damage or modify a site 
has been granted by the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga in accordance with that Act. 

5. Attention is drawn to the Mahaanui Iwi Management Plan 2013 (including the Accidental Discovery 
Protocol), Te Whakatau Kaupapa, and the Ngai Tahu Freshwater Policy. 

6. Resource consent may be required for earthworks under the National Environment Standard for Assessing 
and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health. In particular the NES applies to earthworks 
associated with the removal or  replacement of fuel storage tanks, earthworks associated with 
sampling or remediation disturbance [Refer to Mediation report] of land identified in the Hazardous 
Activities and Industries List. In these instances, the NES applies instead of the District Plan provisions. 
[#2123.207 Christchurch City Council, page 42] 
 

 
 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
 

Earthworks are permitted activities subject to compliance with following conditions: 
 

 

Activity Activity Standard 

P1 Earthworks: 1. Earthworks shall not exceed the volumes in Table 1 over a 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
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1. outside a floor level and fill 
management area (refer to 
Chapter 5 for earthworks within 
a floor level and fill 
management area)[2185.69 Z 
Energy Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil 
Oil Ltd, page 20]; 

2. not for the purpose of land repair. 

one five year time period. [#2235.66 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, 
page 29] [#2347.14 Ryman Healthcare Ltd, page 8] 
[#2387.265 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 
106][refer to mediation report] 

2. Earthworks in zones listed in Table 1 [#2269.27 Christchurch 
Polytechnic Institute of Technology, page13] [#2464.45 The 
University of Canterbury, page 19] shall not exceed a 
maximum depth of 0.6m other than in relation to farming 
activities or permitted education activities [Refer to 
Mediation report].  

3. Earthworks shall not occur on land steeper than 1 in 6. 
4. Earthworks involving soil compaction methods which create 

vibration shall comply with DIN 4150 199902 and compliance 
shall be certified through a statement of professional opinion 
from a suitably qualified and experienced chartered or 
registered [#2235.67 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 29] 
engineer. 

5. Earthworks involving mechanical or illuminating equipment 
[Refer to Mediation report] shall not be undertaken outside 
the hours of 0700 – 1900 in a Residential Zone  

6. Earthworks involving mechanical equipment other than in a 
residential zone shall not occur outside the hours of 0700 
and 2200 in other zones except where compliant with 
NZS6803:1999. [Refer to Mediation report] 

6. Earthworks shall not occur within 12 metres of the centre line 
of the electricity transmission lines (shown on Planning 
Maps), except for those undertaken by the network operator 
for that line. [#2218.24 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 15] 

7. Earthworks shall be undertaken in accordance with the 
Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for Small Sites and 
Section 6.1 of the Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines 
(both prepared by Environment Canterbury).  

 [#2235.69 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2249.48 
Canterbury Regional Council, page 9] [#2387.265 Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 106] [#2275.18 CDL Land 
New Zealand Ltd, page 12] 
8. Fill shall not [Refer to Mediation report] consist of clean fill. 

a. material other than soil, gravel, sand, silt, or demolition 
material; and/or 

b. material with a particle size in excess of 200mm; and/or 
c. material with containing more than 2% vegetation of any 

load by volume; 
d. putrescible, pollutant, inflammable, or hazardous 

components. 
[#2249.49 Canterbury Regional Council, page 9]  
Notes: 
a. the Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines (prepared 

by Environment Canterbury) may be of assistance in 
terms of the design and location of any filter. 

 b. The Natural Resources Regional Plan and Land and 
Water Regional Plan include provisions for earthworks 
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in riparian margins and the Port Hills respectively and 
also provisions in relation to dust control.  

c. The Council's Water Supply, Wastewater and 
Stormwater Bylaw 2014 is applicable. 

P2 Earthworks for the purpose of  land 
repair 
 
 
Clarification 
1. For the purposes of this rule, “repair 

land used for residential purposes 
damaged by earthquakes” does not 
include repair of land on the Port Hills 
or Banks Peninsula. It does include all 
other residential land whether or not 
an EQC payment has been made and 
residential land which was 
unimproved when damage occurred. 

 

1. Earthworks shall comply with all the standards in 8.6.7 
below; and 

2. Earthworks must have commenced or consented prior to 
the expiry of Rule 8.6.7  on 31 December 2018. 

 
1. Any earthworks undertaken to repair land used for 

residential purposes damaged by earthquakes is a 
permitted activity provided it: 
a. complies with the standards below where 

relevant; 
b. occurs in a zone listed in Table  2 Earthworks for 

the purpose of land repair or listed in (3); and 
c. is commenced prior to the expiry of Rule 8.8.6 

on 31 December 2018.  
 
2. Where the land repair and earthworks are not 

designed, supervised or certified by a Chartered 
Professional Engineer with experience in geotechnical 
engineering or Professional Engineering Geologist 
(IPENZ Registered), any filling, excavation or 
disturbance of soils shall not exceed the criteria in Table 
2 Earthworks for the purpose of land repair below or 
any of the general standards at (4).  

 
3. In Residential Zones (excluding the Residential Hills, 

Residential Large Lot and Residential Suburban 
Stormwater Capacity Constraint Overlay) and Rural 
Zones (excluding Rural Banks Peninsula), where the land 
repair and earthworks are designed, supervised and 
certified by a Chartered Professional Engineer with 
experience in geotechnical engineering or Professional 
Engineering Geologist (IPENZ Registered), any 
earthworks shall not exceed any of the criteria below or 
the standards at (4): 
a. Where a site or part of the site is located within a 

silent file (as shown in the Mahaanui Iwi 
Management Plan), or statutory 
acknowledgement area. 

b. Not more than 80m3 of grout shall be used per 
site. 

c. Land repair works involving soil mixing aggregate 
piers, or grout shall not occur within 1.0m of a 
boundary. 

d. At least 3 working days prior to commencing any 
work on the site (including stockpiling and 
preparatory works): 
i. written notice shall be provided to the 
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Council informing of the location of the land 
repair and the name and contact details of 
the supervising engineer;  

ii. written notice shall be provided to any 
occupier of a residential unit adjoining the 
land repair site to inform them that the 
works will be taking place, the expected 
duration of the works and provide contact 
details of the site supervisor; and 

iii. a sign shall be erected at the front of the 
property including the name and contact 
details of the site supervisor. 

e. A statement of professional opinion completed 
by a suitably qualified and experienced Chartered 
Professional Engineer with experience in 
geotechnical engineering or Professional 
Engineering Geologist (IPENZ Registered) must be 
provided to the Council within 3 months of the 
land repair being completed to the effect that the 
works will meet all applicable standards and 
requirements and be suitable for its intended 
purpose. This shall include as-built plans of the 
works. 

f. Depth of fill above ground level requirements 
with Floor Level and Fill Management Areas set 
out in Chapter 5 (Hazards). 

 
4. General standards 
 
a.   There shall be no earthworks within 3m of any utility 

waterway to be piped or 5m of any open utility waterway.  
 

Note: Canterbury Regional Council manages earthworks 
within 10m of other rivers and lakes and 20m of the coast 
and land use consent may be required from it. Refer to the 
Natural Resource Regional Plan rule WQL36A, and the 
Land and Water Regional Plan Rules 8.5.2, 9.5.6 and 
11.5.1. 

 
b.  [placeholder - stage3) 
 
c. Erosion and sediment control measures are implemented 

and maintained in accordance with Environment 
Canterbury's Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for 
Small Sites to minimise erosion and the discharge of 
sediment laden water to surface water. 

 
d. All filling greater than 0.3m in depth shall be in accordance 

with New Zealand Standard NZS 4431:1989 Code of 
Practice for Earth Fill for Residential Development. 
Certification is not required except as specified at (3)(e).  
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e. All land repair works are to be managed in accordance 

with New Zealand Standard NZS 6803:1999 Acoustics - 
Construction Noise and DIN 4150 1999-02 Structural 
Vibration.  

 
f. Land repair works involving mixing or insertion of grout 

shall not involve:  
i. mixtures with a flow time greater than 30 seconds 

when tested in accordance with the grout flow 
test at NZS 3112: Part 1: 1986 (Test 3) or a 
flowable concrete/grout including cement and 
inert additives which exceed a diameter of 
300mm when tested in accordance with inverted 
cone test at NZS 3112: Part 1: 1986 (Test 11) 
except for in-situ mixing; or  

ii. pressurised injection of grout into the ground.  
 
g. i. Where grout is deposited into land using in-situ 

mixing the grout shall be mixed evenly through the 
augured soil column and the percentage of grout 
within the augured soil column shall not exceed 
20%; or  

ii Where grout is deposited into land using methods 
other than in-situ mixing, the percentage of cement 
in the dry grout mixture shall not exceed 30%.  

 
h.     Land repair materials shall consist only of:  

i. soil, gravel, rocks, concrete, sand, silt (such as 
exists on site already), or clean, inert material;  

ii. cement and/or bentonite grout including inert 
additives; or  

iii. timber foundation piles. 
and shall not: 

iv. include or disturb putrescible, pollutant, 
inflammable or hazardous components; and/or  

v. include fill which comprises more than 5% 
vegetation of any load by volume.  

 
i. Land repair works, other than dust and sediment control 

measures, shall not be undertaken outside of the hours of 
7.30am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday and 8.00am to 
5.00pm on Saturday. No works shall occur on public 
holidays. 

 
 
5. Exemptions to P2 (1): 

a. Works involving the establishment, repair or 
replacement of any permitted utilities or the 
maintenance of existing drains or ponds by a utility 
operator. 
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b.  Works permitted by or exempted from a building 
consent (including works forming part of foundations 
for a building)  do not require resource consent under 
P2 (1): where; 

i. they comply with criteria in Table 2 and (ii) 
controlling fill above ground level in Floor Level 
and Fill Management Areas (Chapter 5 Hazards); 
and 

ii. they are designed, supervised and certified by a 
suitably qualified and experienced chartered 
geotechnical engineer, and  

iii. they comply with criteria (1)(iii)(a) and (1)(iii)(b). 
c. Testing or investigation preceding land repairs or 

remediation as a result of land damaged by earthquakes 
are permitted provided it meets the criteria at P2 (1): 

d. Filling or excavation associated with the maintenance of 
flood protection works. 

 
6. For the avoidance of doubt, where the earthworks are 

associated with the repair of land damaged by 
earthquakes. Rule 8.8.2 P2 substitutes other earthworks 
Rules in 8.8.2 – 8.8.4. 

 
7. Clarifications: 
a. Measurement of volume shall include only areas which 

have been disturbed, including by filling, excavation, soil 
mixing or injection of materials. Soil above or between 
these areas which remain undisturbed does not form part 
of the allowable volume, including where those undisturbed 
soils are compacted or otherwise altered by the works.  

b.  For the purposes of this rule, the building consent platform 
extends to a maximum of 2.5m from the exterior wall of an 
enclosed structure or support structures of open structures.  

 c. For the purposes of this rule, when land repairs are being 
undertaken over a number of properties at the same time 
and by the same contractor, the site boundary for the 
purpose of the setback is the outer perimeter of the 
properties the subject of the land repair works. 

 
Advice Notes: 
2. People intending to do land repair earthworks are 

responsible for complying with the National Environmental 
Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil 
to Protect Human Health (2011). People should contact the 
Christchurch City Council or ECan to find out whether their 
land has been used for hazardous activities which might 
trigger the need for compliance with the NES.  

3. Any vegetation removed during land repairs should not be 
replaced with pest species as listed in Appendix 1 to the 
Infrastructure Design Standard (Part 10).  

[#2387.279 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 
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109]  

P3 Earthworks in the vicinity of the 
National Grid 

1.Earthworks within 12 metres of the centre line of a 110kV or a 
220kV National Grid transmission line or within 10 metres of 
the centre line of a 66kV National Grid transmission line shall: 

a. be no deeper than 300mm within 6m of a foundation of a 
National Grid transmission line support structure; and 

b. be no deeper than 3m: 

i. between 6 and 12 metres from the foundation of a 110kV 
or a 220kV National Grid transmission line support 
structure; or 

ii between 6 and 10 metres from the foundation of a 66kV 
National Grid transmission line support structure; and 

c. not destabilise a National Grid transmission line support 
structure; and 

d. not result in a reduction in the ground to conductor 
clearing distances below what is required by Table 4 in New 
Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe 
Distances (NZECP 34:2001);  

or 

e. meet the requirements of Clause 2.2.3 of NZECP34:2001: 

2. Activity Standard 1a. (above) shall not apply to: 

a. earthworks for a network utility (excluding structures for 
irrigation), as part of an electricity transmission activity; 

b. earthworks undertaken as part of agricultural or domestic 
cultivation, or repair, sealing or resealing of a road, footpath, 
driveway or farm track. [refer to mediation report] 

P4 Earthworks in the vicinity of a 66kV 
Electricity Distribution Line 

1. Earthworks within 10 metres of the centre line of a 
66kV electricity distribution line shall: 
a. meet the requirements of Clause 2.2.1 and/or 2.2.3 

(as applicable) of the New Zealand Electrical Code of 
Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP34: 
2001); or 

b. meet the following requirements: 
i. be no deeper than 300mm within 6 metres 

of a foundation of a 66kV electricity 
distribution line support structure; and 

ii. be no deeper than 3m between 6 and 10 
metres  from the foundation of a 66kV 
electricity distribution line support 
structure; and 

iii. not destabilise an electricity distribution 
line support structure; and 

iv. not result in a reduction in the ground to 
conductor clearing distances below what is 
required by Table 4 in the NZECP 34:2001. 

2. Activity standard 1b(i) (above) shall not apply to: 
a. Earthworks for a network utility (excluding 

structure for irrigation), as part of an electricity 
distribution activity; 
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b. Earthworks undertaken as part of agricultural or 
domestic cultivation, or repair, sealing or resealing 
of a road, footpath, drive or farm track 
 [refer to mediation report] 

P5 Earthworks in the vicinity of a 33kV or 
11kV (Heathcote to Lyttelton line) 
Electricity Distribution Line 

1. Earthworks within 5 metres of the centre line of a 33kV 
or 11kV Heathcote to Lyttelton electricity distribution 
line shall: 
a. meet the requirements of Clause 2.2.1 of the New 

Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe 
Distances (NZECP34: 2001); or 

b. meet the following requirements: 
i. be no deeper than 300mm within 2.2 metres 

of a foundation of a 33kV and 11kV 
Heathcote to Lyttelton support structure; 
and 

ii. be no deeper than 0.75m between 2.2 and 5 
metres  from the foundation of a 33kV and 
11kV Heathcote to Lyttelton electricity 
distribution line support structure; and 

iii. not destabilise an electricity distribution line 
support structure; and 

iv. not result in a reduction in the ground to 
conductor clearing distances below what is 
required by Table 4 in the NZECP 34:2001; or 

2.  Activity standard 1a. (above) shall not apply to: 
a. Earthworks for a network utility (excluding 

structure for irrigation), as part of an electricity 
distribution activity; 

b. Earthworks undertaken as part of agricultural or 
domestic cultivation, or repair, sealing or resealing 
of a road, footpath, drive or farm track 

[refer to mediation report] 

 
Table 1: Maximum volumes  earthworks 

Zone / Overlay Volume 

Residential. a. All residential zones and deferred 
residential zones. 

20m3/site 

Commercial 
/ Industrial 

a. Commercial Fringe, Commercial 
Local, and Commercial Banks 
Peninsula zones. 

20m3/site 

b. Commercial Core, Retail Park, 
Industrial General, Industrial Heavy, 
and Industrial Park zones. 

100m3/site 1000m3/ha 
[#2373.25 Progressive 
Enterprises Ltd, page 9] 
[#2307.20 Gelita New 
Zealand Ltd, page A3] 

Rural a. Rural zones (excluding excavation 
and filling [#2123.200 Christchurch 
City Council, page 40] associated 
with quarrying activities) 

100m3/ha 

Open space a. Open Space (Metropolitan Facilities) 
and Open Space (McLeans Island) 

500m3/ha 
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zones. 

b. Open Space (Community Park) 
zones. 

20m3/site 

c. Open Space (Natural) and Open 
Space (Water and Margins) Zone 
zones. (refer to Rules 6.6.2.1 - 
6.6.2.4 of  [Refer to Mediation 
report] Chapter 6 in relation to 
earthworks adjoining waterbodies) 
[#2387.272 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority, page 108] 

50m3/ha 

d. Open Space (water and margins) 
zone at Lake Ellesmere / Te Waihora 
and Lake Forsyth / Wairewa. (refer 
to Rules 6.6.2.1 - 6.6.2.4 of  [Refer to 
Mediation report] Chapter 6 in 
relation to earthworks adjoining 
waterbodies) [#2387.272 Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 
108] 

10m3/ha 

Specific Purpose a. Specific Purpose (Airport) and 
[#2348.113 Christchurch 
International Airport Ltd, page 42] 

Specific Purpose (Hospital) zone. 

150m3/ha 

b. Specific Purpose Lyttelton Port zone.  100m3/ha 
[#2367.16 Lyttelton Port 
Company, page 21] 

b. Specific Purpose (Airport) zone 
[#2348.1143 Christchurch 
International Airport Ltd, page 42] 

5000m3/ha  
[#2348.1143 Christchurch 
International Airport Ltd, 
page 42] 

c. Specific Purpose Cemetery zone, 
except as at 8.6.4. 

20m2/site 20m3/site 
[#2501.2 Experience Trust, 
page 2]  

d. Specific  Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone 
[#2501.4 Experience Trust, page 2] 

20m2/site 20m3/site 
[#2501.2 Experience Trust, 
page 2] 

e Any other Specific Purpose 
Cemetery zone, except as at 8.6.4. 
[#2501.3 Experience Trust, page 2] 

100m3/ha 

Transport a. Transport zone No limit. 

Coastal a. Coastal zone 50m3/ha 

 
Clarification: 
1. The volume thresholds contained in Table 1 provide for that amount of fill and that amount of 

excavation. 
2. Where a volume threshold in Table 1 is stated in m3/ha, this shall be applied as a ratio. 
3. Chapter 5 manages earthworks within identified hazard areas. Chapter 12 contains provisions 

relating to contaminated  land. Chapter 6 manages earthworks within waterwaybodies [Refer to 
Mediation report] setbacks. [#2387.272 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 108] 
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Table 2 Earthworks for the purpose of land repair [#2387.279 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 
109] 

 Column A 
Max. Volume 
(Cumulative) 

Column B 
Max. depth 
(m) 

Column C 
Max. depth of 
fill (m) [below 
ground level] 

Column D 
Fill above 
ground level 

Column E 
Setback from site 
boundary 

Residential Zones 
(excluding the 
Residential Hills, 
Residential Large 
Lot and 
Residential 
Suburban 
Stormwater 
Capacity 
Constraint 
Overlay), where a 
site or part of a 
site is located 
OUTSIDE a Floor 
Level and Fill 
Management 
Area*  

50m3/site 
 

0.6 
 

0.6 
 

0.3m max. 
depth;  
 

Setback from site 
boundary must 
be equivalent to 
or greater than 
the depth of 
earthworks.  

Rural Zones 
except Rural 
Banks Peninsula, 
where a site or 
part of a site is 
located OUTSIDE a 
Floor Level and 
Fill Management 
Area *  

2000m3/site  0.6 0.6 0.3m max. 
depth; 

 

Land repair works 
in any zone listed 
in this table 
involving soil 
mixing aggregate 
piers, or grout. 

Not more than 
10m3 of grout 
per site 

1.0 1.0 0.3m max. 
depth. 

 

*  shown on planning maps 
[#2387.279 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 109] 
 
8.8.3 Restricted Discretionary Activities: Earthworks 

Activity Matters of discretion 

RD1 Any activity listed in Rule 8.6.2 8.8.2 [#2185.70 Z 
Energy Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil Ltd, page 21] 
[#2387.275 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, 
page 108] [#2501.5 Experience Trust, page 2] that does 
not comply with the  activity specific standards for 
permitted activity P1. 
 

All matters at 8.8.7. 
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Advice Note – refer to 8.6.4 8.8.2 [#2185.70 Z Energy 
Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil Ltd, page 21] [#2387.276 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 108]  in 
relation to earthworks within an ‘overlay’ identified in 
Table 1 

RD2 Earthworks which do not comply with one or 
more of the standards at P2. 
 
Any earthworks undertaken to repair land used 
for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes 
that does not comply with Rule 8.8.2 P2. Any 
restricted discretionary activity application 
arising from non-compliance with Rule 8.8.2 P2 
will not require the written approval of other 
persons and shall be non-notified. 
[#2387.279 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, 
page 109]  

All matters at 8.8.7. 

RD5 Any activity listed in Rule 8.6.2 that does not comply 
with the activity specific standards for permitted activity 
P6. 

8.8.7 matters 1 and 3 
[#2185.72 Z Energy Ltd, BP Oil 
Ltd and Mobil Oil Ltd, page 21] 
[#2387.277 Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery Authority, 
page 108] 

RD6 Any activity which occurs within an identified silent file 
area. 

8.8.7 matters 3 and 4 

RD7 Earthworks within the Stormwater Capacity 
Constraint Overlay 

8.8.7 matters 1 and 3 

RD9 Earthworks within 20m of Coastal Hazard Mitigation 
works 

8.8.7 matters 1, 3, 4 and 5. 

RD10 Earthworks within 12 metres of the centre line of a 
110kV or a 220kV National Grid transmission line or 
within 10 metres of the centre line of a 66kV National 
Grid transmission line.   
 
 

Shall:  
a.  be no deeper than 300mm 

within 6m of a foundation 
of a National Grid 
transmission line support 
structure; 

b. be no deeper than 3m: 
i.  between 6 and 12 

metres from the 
foundation of a 110kV 
or a 220kV National 
Grid transmission line 
support structure; or 

ii between 6 and 10 
metres from the 
foundation of a 66kV 
National Grid 
transmission line 
support structure; 

c.  not destabilise a National 
Grid transmission line 
support structure; 

http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
http://proposeddistrictplanint.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
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d.  not result in a reduction in 
the ground to conductor 
clearing distances below 
what is required by Table 4 
in New Zealand Electrical 
Code of Practice for 
Electrical Safe Distances 
(NZECP 34:2001). 

Clarification: Activity Standard 6 
(above) shall not apply to: 

a. earthworks for a network 
utility (excluding structures 
for irrigation), as part of an 
electricity transmission 
activity; 

b. earthworks undertaken 
as part of agricultural or 
domestic cultivation, or 
repair, sealing or 
resealing of a road, 
footpath, driveway or 
farm track.  

[#2218.24 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 
15] [Refer to Mediation report] 

RD11 Earthworks within 9 metres of the centre line of a 66kV 
electricity distribution line or within 2 metres of the 
centre line of a 33kV electricity distribution line 

Shall:  
a.  be no deeper than 300mm 

within 6m of a foundation 
of a National Grid 
transmission line support 
structure; 

b. be no deeper than 3m 
between 6 and 10 metres 
from the foundation of an 
electricity distribution line 

c.  not destabilise an 
electricity distribution line 
support structure; 

d.  not result in a reduction in 
the ground to conductor 
clearing distances below 
what is required by Table 4 
in New Zealand Electrical 
Code of Practice for 
Electrical Safe Distances 
(NZECP 34:2001). 

Clarification: Activity Standard 7 
(above) shall not apply to: 
a. earthworks for a network 

utility (excluding structures 
for irrigation), as part of an 
electricity distribution 
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activity; 
b. earthworks undertaken as 

part of agricultural or 
domestic cultivation, or 
repair, sealing or resealing 
of a road, footpath, 
driveway or farm track.  

[#2340.27-30 Orion NZ Ltd, page 16] 
[Refer to Mediation report] 

RD10 Any activity that does not comply with the Activity 
Specific Standards 1(a) or 1(b) in Rule 8.8.2(P3 and P4) 

8.8.7(2)(b) 
[Refer to Mediation report] 

RD11 Any activity that does not comply with the Activity 
Specific Standard  1(b) (i) or (ii)  in Rule 8.8.2 (P4) 
and/or (P5) 

8.8.7(2)(b) 
[Refer to Mediation report] 

 
8.8.4 Non-complying activities - earthworks 

NC1 Activities which do not comply with the standards at 8.89.3 RD10 and RD11. Any activity that 
does not comply with Activity Specific Standards 1(c), 1(d), or 1(e) in Rule 8.8.2 P3, P4 or P5. 
[#2218.26 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 15] [#2340.27-30 Orion NZ Ltd, page 16] [Refer to Mediation 
report] 

 
 
8.8.5 Exemptions 

The following earthworks are exempt from the conditions set out in rule 8.8.2 P1 and P2 [Refer to Mediation 
report]: 
1. Post holes or treeplanting holes for trees and plants; 
2. Excavation for any wells where any necessary resource consents or building consents have been obtained; 
3. Deposition of spoil from drain clearance work within the site the drain crosses; or 
4. Any earthworks subject to an approved building consent where they occur wholly within the footprint of 

the building. For the purposes of this rule, the footprint of the building extends 1.8m from the outer edge 
of the wall.  This exemption does not apply to earthworks associated with retaining walls/structures 
which are not required for the structural support of the principal building on the site or adjoining site. 
[#2501.7 Experience Trust, page 3] 

5. Earthworks associated with the construction or maintenance, upgrade or construction  [#2249.1 
Canterbury Regional Council, page 1] of hazard mitigation and protection  [#2249.1 Canterbury Regional 
Council, page 1] works where undertaken by the Council, the Canterbury Regional Council, [#2249.1 
Canterbury Regional Council, page 1] the Crown, or consent holder [#2387.280 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority, page 109] or undertaken in accordance with a rule in Chapter 5. [FS2787.68 Z Energy 
Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil Ltd, page 29] 

6. Any earthworks involving the establishment, repair or replacement of any utility permitted in Chapter 
11 of this Plan, established or consented utilities or the  maintenance of existing drains or ponds, 
including within road reserves but not within the waterbody setbacks set out at Chapter 6; [#2269.28 
Canterbury Polytechnic Institute of Technology, page 14] [#2340.32 Orion NZ Ltd, page 18]   

7. Any test pits or boreholes necessary as part of a geotechnical assessment or contaminated land 
assessment where the ground is reinstated to existing levels within 48 hours. 

8. Any excavation for interment within the Special Purpose (Cemetery) zone, urupa, or any legally 
established private cemetery or pet cemetery. 

9. Cultivation and cropping activities in Rural zones. 
10. Maintenance and operational earthworks at Bromley Sewage Ponds. 
11. The construction of fire ponds, stock tracks and vehicle access tracks in Rural zones. The provisions Rule 

9.1.2.2.1 - 9.1.2.2.5  [Refer to Mediation report] of Chapter 9 in particular are applicable are of particular 
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relevance. [Refer to Mediation report] [#2387.279 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 109]  
12. Earthworks undertaken by Christchurch City Council or Canterbury Regional Council to maintain or 

upgrade their own parks and reserves.  [#2249.2 Canterbury Regional Council, page 1] 
13. Any filling or excavation for the maintenance or establishment of farm access tracks provided the 

finished ground level is maintained within 200mm of natural ground level, and that filling and 
excavation is not limited to a toal of not more than 100m3/ha. [#2148.7 Cashmere Fields, page 27] 

14. Composting or silage making. [#2148.7 Cashmere Fields, page 27] 
15. Earthworks that are regulated by the Resource Management (National Environmental Standard for 

Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011. [Z Energy Ltd, 
BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil Ltd, page 21]  

 
8.8.6 Repair of land used for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes until 31 December 2018 
1. Any earthworks undertaken to repair land used for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes is a 

permitted activity provided it: 
a. complies with the standards below where relevant; 
b. occurs in a zone listed in Table 1 or (ii) below; and 
c. is commenced prior to the expiry of Rule 8.8.6 on 31 December 2018.  

 
(i) Where the land repair and earthworks are not designed, supervised or certified by a Chartered 

Professional Engineer with experience in geotechnical engineering or Professional Engineering 
Geologist (IPENZ Registered), any filling, excavation or disturbance of soils shall not exceed the 
criteria in Tables 1 below or any of the general standards at (iii).  

Table 1 

 Column A 
Max. Volume 
(Cumulative) 

Column B 
Max. depth 
(m) 

Column C 
Max. depth of 
fill (m) [below 
ground level] 

Column D 
Fill above 
ground level 

Column E 
Setback from site 
boundary 

Residential Zones 
(excluding the 
Residential Hills, 
Residential Large Lot and 
Residential Suburban 
Stormwater Capacity 
Constraint Overlay), 
where a site or part of a 
site is located OUTSIDE a 
Floor Level and Fill 
Management Area*  

50m3/site 
 

0.6 
 

0.6 
 

0.3m max. 
depth;  
 

Setback from site 
boundary must 
be equivalent to 
or greater than 
the depth of 
earthworks.  

Rural Zones except Rural 
Banks Peninsula, where 
a site or part of a site is 
located OUTSIDE a Floor 
Level and Fill 
Management Area *  

2000m3/site  0.6 0.6 0.3m max. 
depth; 

 

Land repair works in any 
zone listed in this table 
involving soil mixing 
aggregate piers, or 
grout. 

Not more than 
10m3 of grout 
per site 

1.0 1.0 0.3m max. 
depth. 

 

*  shown on planning maps 
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(ii) In Residential Zones (excluding the Residential Hills, Residential Large Lot and Residential Suburban 
Stormwater Capacity Constraint Overlay) and Rural Zones (excluding Rural Banks Peninsula), where the 
land repair and earthworks are designed, supervised and certified by a Chartered Professional Engineer 
with experience in geotechnical engineering or Professional Engineering Geologist (IPENZ Registered), any 
earthworks shall not exceed any of the criteria below or the standards at (iii): 

e. Where a site or part of the site is located within a silent file (as shown in the Mahaanui Iwi Management 
Plan), or statutory acknowledgement area. 

f. Not more than 80m3 of grout shall be used per site. 
g. Land repair works involving soil mixing aggregate piers, or grout shall not occur within 1.0m of a 

boundary. 
h. At least 3 working days prior to commencing any work on the site (including stockpiling and preparatory 

works): 
iv. written notice shall be provided to the Council informing of the location of the land repair and the 

name and contact details of the supervising engineer;  
v. written notice shall be provided to any occupier of a residential unit adjoining the land repair site to 

inform them that the works will be taking place, the expected duration of the works and provide 
contact details of the site supervisor; and 

vi. a sign shall be erected at the front of the property including the name and contact details of the site 
supervisor. 

(e) A statement of professional opinion completed by a suitably qualified and experienced Chartered 
Professional Engineer with experience in geotechnical engineering or Professional Engineering Geologist 
(IPENZ Registered) must be provided to the Council within 3 months of the land repair being completed to 
the effect that the works will meet all applicable standards and requirements and be suitable for its 
intended purpose. This shall include as-built plans of the works. 

(f) Depth of fill above ground level requirements with Floor Level and Fill Management Areas set out in 
Chapter 5 (Hazards). 

 
(iii) General standards 
(a)   There shall be no earthworks within 3m of any utility waterway to be piped or 5m of any open utility 

waterway.  
Note: Canterbury Regional Council manages earthworks within 10m of other rivers and lakes and 20m of 
the coast and land use consent may be required from it. Refer to the Natural Resource Regional Plan rule 
WQL36A, and the Land and Water Regional Plan Rules 8.5.2, 9.5.6 and 11.5.1. 

(b)   : stage 3 placeholder 
(c) Erosion and sediment control measures are implemented and maintained in accordance with 

Environment Canterbury's Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for Small Sites to minimise erosion 
and the discharge of sediment laden water to surface water. 

(d) All filling greater than 0.3m in depth shall be in accordance with New Zealand Standard NZS 4431:1989 
Code of Practice for Earth Fill for Residential Development. Certification is not required except as 
specified at (ii)(e).  

(e) All land repair works are to be managed in accordance with New Zealand Standard NZS 6803:1999 
Acoustics - Construction Noise and DIN 4150 1999-02 Structural Vibration.  

(f) Land repair works involving mixing or insertion of grout shall not involve:  
i. mixtures with a flow time greater than 30 seconds when tested in accordance with the grout flow 

test at NZS 3112: Part 1: 1986 (Test 3) or a flowable concrete/grout including cement and inert 
additives which exceed a diameter of 300mm when tested in accordance with inverted cone test at 
NZS 3112: Part 1: 1986 (Test 11) except for in-situ mixing; or  

ii. pressurised injection of grout into the ground.  
(g) i. Where grout is deposited into land using in-situ mixing the grout shall be mixed evenly through the 

augured soil column and the percentage of grout within the augured soil column shall not exceed 
20%; or  
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ii Where grout is deposited into land using methods other than in-situ mixing, the percentage of 
cement in the dry grout mixture shall not exceed 30%.  

(h)     Land repair materials shall consist only of:  
vi. soil, gravel, rocks, concrete, sand, silt (such as exists on site already), or clean, inert material;  
vii. cement and/or bentonite grout including inert additives; or  
viii. timber foundation piles. 

and shall not: 
ix. include or disturb putrescible, pollutant, inflammable or hazardous components; and/or  
x. include fill which comprises more than 5% vegetation of any load by volume.  

 
(i) Land repair works, other than dust and sediment control measures, shall not be undertaken outside of 

the hours of 7.30am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday and 8.00am to 5.00pm on Saturday. No works shall 
occur on public holidays. 

 
2. Any earthworks undertaken to repair land used for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes that 

does not comply with Rule 8.8.6(1) shall be a restricted discretionary activity with the exercise of 
Council’s discretion limited to the matter(s) addressed in the assessment matters at clause 8.8.6.  Any 
restricted discretionary activity application arising from non-compliance with Rule 8.8.6 (1) will not 
require the written approval of other persons and shall be non-notified. 

 
3. Exemptions to Rules 8.8.6 (1): 

e. Works involving the establishment, repair or replacement of any permitted utilities or the maintenance of 
existing drains or ponds by a utility operator. 

f.  Works permitted by or exempted from a building consent (including works forming part of foundations 
for a building)  do not require resource consent under Rules 8.8.6 (1) where; 

iv. they comply with criteria in Table 1 and (ii) controlling fill above ground level in Floor Level and Fill 
Management Areas (Chapter 5 Hazards); and 

v. they are designed, supervised and certified by a suitably qualified and experienced chartered 
geotechnical engineer, and  

vi. they comply with criteria (1)(iii)(a) and (1)(iii)(b). 
g. Testing or investigation preceding land repairs or remediation as a result of land damaged by earthquakes 

are permitted provided it meets the criteria at rule 8.8.6 (1). 
h. Filling or excavation associated with the maintenance of flood protection works. 

 
4. For the avoidance of doubt, where the earthworks are associated with the repair of land damaged by 

earthquakes. Rule 8.8.6 substitutes other earthworks Rules 8.8.2 – 8.8.4. 
 
Clarification of rule 
1. Measurement of volume shall include only areas which have been disturbed, including by filling, excavation, 

soil mixing or injection of materials. Soil above or between these areas which remain undisturbed does not 
form part of the allowable volume, including where those undisturbed soils are compacted or otherwise 
altered by the works.  

2.  For the purposes of this rule, the building consent platform extends to a maximum of 2.5m from the exterior 
wall of an enclosed structure or support structures of open structures.  

 3. For the purposes of this rule, when land repairs are being undertaken over a number of properties at the 
same time and by the same contractor, the site boundary for the purpose of the setback is the outer 
perimeter of the properties the subject of the land repair works. 

 
Advice Notes: 
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4. For the purposes of this rule, “repair land used for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes” does not 
include repair of land on the Port Hills or Banks Peninsula. It does include all other residential land whether or 
not an EQC payment has been made and residential land which was unimproved when damage occurred. 

5. People intending to do land repair earthworks are responsible for complying with the National Environmental 
Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health (2011). People should 
contact the Christchurch City Council or ECan to find out whether their land has been used for hazardous 
activities which might trigger the need for compliance with the NES.  

6. Any vegetation removed during land repairs should not be replaced with pest species as listed in Appendix 1 
to the Infrastructure Design Standard (Part 10).  

[#2387.283 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority, page 110]  
 
 
 
 
8.8.7 Matters for discretion 
1. Nuisance 
a. The extent to which aAny potential impacts of the earthworks in terms of water or wind erosion, and 

including dust nuisance and sedimentation can be avoided or mitigated. [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, 
page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, page 13]  

b. The extent to which effects  [#2185.64 Z Energy Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil NZ Ltd, page 18] [#2235.370 
Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, page 13] of vehicular traffic 
generated as a result of earthworks on neighbouring properties, and on the road network, particularly heavy 
vehicles can be avoided or mitigated. [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New 
Zealand Ltd, page 13]  

c. The extent to which aAAny [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand 
Ltd, page 13] potential changes to the patterns of surface drainage or subsoil drains, and whether the site or 
adjoining land will be at higher risk of drainage problems, inundation run-off [#2501.8 Experience Trust, page 
2], flooding, or a raised water table  can be avoided or mitigated. [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 
30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, page 13]  

d. Whether aAny change in ground level and would likely impact on trees in terms of access to water and 
drainage. [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, page 13] 

e. The extent of aAny adverse effects on the quality of groundwater and whether these can be avoided or 
mitigated. [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, page 13]  

f.  The extent to which aAny [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, 
page 13] adverse effects of noise and vibration associated with earthworks and land improvement, and the 
effectiveness of methods to mitigate such effects.   

 
2. Resources and assets 
a. Whether versatile soils would be lost to production, or have their physical and biochemical qualities 

compromised. 
b In relation to National Grid [#2218.28 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 16] transmission lines and electricity 

distribution lines [#2340.33 Orion NZ Ltd, page 19,] 
i. the risk to [#2218.29 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 16]  the structural  [Refer to Mediation report] integrity 

of the National Grid [#2218.29 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 16] transmission line [Refer to Mediation 
report] or electricity distribution lines [#2340.34 Orion NZ Ltd, page 19]; 

ii. the volume, area and location of the works, including temporary activities such as stockpiles in relation 
to the transmission line and electricity distribution line corridor and infrastructure; [Refer to Mediation 
report] 

iii. the timing and duration of the works; [Refer to Mediation report] 
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iv. the effectiveness of the proposed site remediation and the long-term protection of effects on the 
transmission line and electricity distribution line [#2340.36 Orion NZ Ltd, page 20]; [Refer to Mediation 
report] 

v. the use of mobile machinery near the transmission line or electricity distribution line [#2340.37 Orion 
NZ Ltd, page 20] which may put the line at risk; [Refer to Mediation report] 

vi compliance with NZECP 34:2001;  
xi. outcomes of any consultation with any implications arising from technical advice provided by  

[#2218.34 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 17] Transpower or Orion New Zealand [#2340.36 Orion NZ Ltd, 
page 20]. 

xii. the effects on the ability of Transpower or Orion to operate and upgrade and develop the National 
Grid and/or electivity distribution lines, including on-going safe and direct access [#2218.30 
Transpower NZ Ltd, page 16] [Refer to Mediation report]; and 

xiii. the risk of electrical hazards affecting public or individual safety, and the risk of property damage 
[#2218.33 Transpower NZ Ltd, page 17] ; 

 
3. Land stability 
a. Whether the earthworks affect tThe [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New 

Zealand Ltd, page 13] stability of adjoining land and its susceptibility to subsidence or erosion upon 
excavation taking place. 

b. The extent of aAny [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand Ltd, page 
13] alteration to natural ground levels in the vicinity, and consequently on the height and bulk of buildings 
that may be erected on the site. 

c. Whether the earthworks affect tThe [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New 
Zealand Ltd, page 13] future development potential of land for permitted activities, taking account of the 
nature of fill material proposed and the degree of compaction. 

 
4. Coastal hazard 
a. Whether the earthworks affect tThe [#2235.370 Ngai Tahu Property Ltd, page 30] [#2275.20 CDL Land New 

Zealand Ltd, page 13] risk to life, property and the environment posed by coastal hazards. 
b. The extent to which earthworks would remedy or mitigate coastal hazard or be compatible with existing 

mitigation works or structures. 
c. Whether or not the work would be carried out under the supervision of either a Chartered Professional 

Engineer with experience in coastal processes or a professional Engineering Geologist (IPENZ registered). 
d. The extent to which the earthworks would protect structures, buildings and their occupants. 
 
5. Quarries and landform  [#2185.65 Z Energy Ltd, BP Oil Ltd and Mobil Oil NZ Ltd, page 18] 
a. Whether the final rehabilitated landform is appropriate having particular regard to: 

i. the location, gradient and depth of the quarry pit; 
ii. the availability of cleanfill material and consequent timeframes for rehabilitation; 
iii. any other adverse effects of rehabilitation including traffic, dust, risk to groundwater, drainage and 

landscape effects. 
 
6. Amenity 

a. The level of alteration to existing ground levels and the degree to which the resultant levels are 
consistent with the surrounding environment. 

b. The resultant effects in terms of visual amenity, landscape context and character, views, outlook, 
overlooking and privacy. 

 [#2501.9 Experience Trust, page 2] 
 
7. Indigenous biodiversity, the coast, and the landscape 

a. The extent to which the earthworks will adversely affect: 
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i. the overall natural character of an area; 
ii. landscape values of an area; 

iii. indigenous ecosystem integrity and function; 
iv. cultural values; and 
v. natural character associated with a waterbody. 

b. Whether there are any effects on significant indigenous vegetation, indigenous vegetation and 
habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands, ecological corridors and linkages; 

c. The extent to which the proposal may protect, maintain or enhance any ecosystems or 
indigenous biodiversity; and 

d. Any objectives and policies of the Plan which are relevant to consideration of the application. 
[Refer to Mediation report] 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

2335.11 New Zealand Institute of 
Architects - Canterbury 

Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Support the strategic direction and key objectives in Ch8  Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

    

   8.3.1      

2179.1 Ngaire Donelda Bacon Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.1 RD12 Decision sought:  
Rule 8.3.1 Allotment Size and dimension, RULE RD12 Subdivision across Zone boundaries. 
Amend to provide for the subdivision of land where two zones apply to a site/allotment that upon 
subdivision will create an undersized rural allotment. not providing for such an exemption to the 
rules will mean such a subdivision is a prohibited activity under Rule 8.3.1.4 Prohibited activity P2 

Relocation of this provision in my view 
deals with this submission point. 

     

2123.181 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought: Renumber Minimum standard 1 as 1a, and add 1b reading: "Allotments  for 
residential units, resort apartments or resort hotel bedrooms shall only be subdivided when a 
building or buildings can still be built on that allotment within the maximum number limits 
specified for the zones."  

Noting that the clause is affected by 
the acceptance of other submissions, 
including #2423.2, and reformatting. 

   

FS2817.74 Christchurch International 
Airport Ltd 

Support 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

     

2123.182 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought:  

1. Concept Plan  
a. No subdivision shall take place within Academy Activity Areas A, A1 & A2 – 

Christchurch Golf Resort shown on the Outline Development Plan in Appendix 2 
to Chapter 21.9, unless a Concept Plan has been lodged with and approved by 
the Council with respect to that activity area in accordance with Rule 21.9.2.5.2 
Rule 21.9.3.2.2 RD6 Concept Plans. 

Accept. Correction.    

2123.183 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought: Any subdivision which does not comply with a Concept Plan approved by the 
Council with respect to that activity area in accordance with Rule Rule 21.9.2.5.2  21.9.3.2.2 RD6 
Concept Plans shall be a discretionary activity.  

Accept. Correction.    

2123.184 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought:  

a. Prior to the Council signing a section 224 certificate under the Act, for the 71
st

 residential 
allotment in the Resort Community Activity Areas,  

I. The golf course and wetlands within the golf course shall have been constructed and 
planted in accordance with 21.9.2.3.2. RD2 Rule 21.9.3.3.2. RD5; and…...    

Accept. Correction.    

2123.185 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought: Amend  the term  "Concept Plan" in "3- Sequencing Standards - Christchurch Golf 
Resort" (a)(ii), (a)(iii) and (a)(iv) to "Management Plan".   

Accept. Correction.    

2348.108 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 
 

Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Absence of a minimum net site area is opposed.  
 

The submission seeks this as a 
secondary relief, should the standards 
included in the operative plan not be 
carried forward. They are proposed to 
be carried forward. 

   

2423.1 Clearwater Land Holdings 
Limited 

Amend 8.3.1.1. R11 Decision Sought: 1. Make subdivision a controlled activity at Clearwater Resort  In accordance with the Council's 
position in Stage 1 Hearings. 

   

FS2796.4 Canterbury Regional Council Oppose 8.3.1.1. R11      

FS2817.71 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Support 8.3.1.1. R11      

2423.2 Clearwater Land Holdings 
Limited 

Amend 8.3.1.1. R11 Decision Sought: Delete subdivision standard 2 to RD 11  The zone has a prescribed maximum 
development potential (set out in 
chapter 21) and 8.3.1.1 RD11 seeks to 
avoid subdivision in excess of those 
limits. It is in my view appropriate, 

   

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41746
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

subject to any decision in the Hearings 
for Chapter 21. 

FS2796.5 Canterbury Regional Council  Oppose 8.3.1.1. R11      

FS2796.5 Canterbury Regional Council Oppose 8.3.1.1. R11      

2423.3 Clearwater Land Holdings 
Limited 

Support 8.3.1.1 Table 4 Decision Sought: Retain  Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

   

FS2817.72 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Support 8.3.1.1 Table 4   Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

   

2269.22 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision Sought:  

Retain Rule 8.3.1.1, Table 1, but amend as follows:  
  

Zone  Minimum Standards    

Specific Purpose  
(Tertiary Education)  

No minimum net site area.  
  
Clarification – for activities other  
than tertiary  
education and research activities education 
activities, the alternate zones specified in 
Chapter 21 apply.  
  

  

 

    

2464.36 The University of Canterbury Amend 8.3.1.1 Table 4 Decision Sought:  
Amend as follows: 

Zone Minimum Standards 

Specific Purpose (Tertiary Education) No minimum net site area.  

Clarification – for activities other than tertiary 
education and research activities education 
activities, the alternate zones specified in 
Chapter 21 apply. 

 

    

2123.209 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  

a. Guest Accommodation: 

 - delete '300m
2"

 from the column headed "Minimum net site area"  and replace with the following: 

 Kilmarnock, 197 Lincoln Road, 15 Sioux Avenue - (insert the minimum site areas that apply 
to the 'Residential Medium Density' Zone); 

 456 Papanui Road - 330 m
2
; and 

14 Henry Wigram Drive and 110 Marshlands Road - 450m
2
 

To ensure the guest accommodation 
zone minimum net area is consistent 
with that for the underlying zone.  

   

2123.210 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
b. Accommodation and Community Facility: 
delete "250m2" and replace with the following: 

 Land zoned Residential Medium Density zone on either Planning Map 31 or 32 (insert the 
minimum site areas that apply to the 'Residential Medium Density' zone; and 

Land zone Residential Suburban on either Planning Map 31 or 32 - 450 m2  

To ensure the guest accommodation 
zone minimum net area is consistent 
with that for the underlying zone. 

   

2360.20 Canterbury District Health Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size Decision Sought: Amend as follows: The correct defined term is hospitals    

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41566
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

Board – Specific Purpose Zones Specific Purpose (Hospital) 1. For   health care facilities hospitals - no minimum net site 
area.  

and I accept this submission. 

FS2810.129 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

     

2360.21 Canterbury District Health 
Board 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought: Amend as follows: 
Specific Purpose (Hospital) 2. For activities other than health care facilities hospitals, the 
minimum net site area for the alternate zones specified below apply'  

The correct defined term is hospitals 
and I accept this submission. 

   

2360.22 Canterbury District Health 
Board 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought: Hospital    
St Georges, Nurse Maude, Southern Cross, Mary Potter,  
Alternate Zone 
Residential Medium Density  

This submission point is an extension 
of #2360.20 and #2360 .21 rather than 
a separate point. 

   

2360.23 Canterbury District Health 
Board 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision Sought: Hospital 
Princess Margaret Hospital 
Alternate zoning 
Residential Suburban Density Transition  

This submission point is an extension 
of #2360.20 and #2360 .21 rather than 
a separate point. 

   

2038.3 
 

Marijin and Anna Van Herel Amend 8.3.1 Table 6a Minimum allotment size - 
Rural zones 

Our property is Rural Section (240 Marshland Road). We would like to have it changed into 
multiple purpose use and in future have it subdivided in e.g. 1 acre blocks or so.  

The site is outside the urban area in 
Map A to chapter 6 of the Canterbury 
Regional Policy Statement and 
therefore regard must be had to 
maintaining the rural/rural interface 
and rural character. It is appropriate to 
retain the notified allotment size.   
 

   

FS2821.21 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

FS2821.22 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

FS2821.23 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

FS2821.24 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

FS2821.25 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

FS2776.2 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

2123.187 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1.2 D4 Decision sought: Delete 8.3.1.2 D4 and make consequential amendments to 8.3.1.3  Provisions relating to this zone were 
included inadvertently. 

    

2285.65 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.2 D5 Decision Sought: Delete: D5 Any subdivision in the Coastal Zone  The submission seeks D5 be deleted 
on the basis that the Coastal Zone 
does not appear to be mapped. This is 
not correct (though I note it only 
occurs in the 'city'). 

   

FS2737.62 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 D5      

2311.28 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula 
Trust 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.2 D5 Decision Sought:  
Delete:  D5 Any subdivision in the Coastal Zone  

The submission does not provide a 
reason for deleting D5, however, the 
Trust confirms that their reason is that 
it is not mapped. This is not correct, 
(though I note it only occurs in the 
'city'). 

   

FS2737.72 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 D5      
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

2123.188 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision sought: Delete 8.3.1.2 D4 and make consequential amendments to 8.3.1.3  Provisions relating to the Future Urban 
Development zone were included 
inadvertently. 

    

2123.197 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 4. Minimum allotment size 
– Specific Purpose Zones 

Decision sought: Delete the row in Table 4 that refers to the Specific Purpose (Lyttelton Port) Zone  Refer to evidence in chief in response 
to Issue 3. 

    

2137.1 Nicky Sedgley, on behalf of 
Faye and Ron Sedgley 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.5 Matter for discretion Decision sought: amend 8.3.1.5 point  
Decision Reason:  
These assessment criteria rightly acknowledge that natural features and topography should affect 
where site boundaries are drawn in some cases. This rule needs to be amended to reflect that in 
some cases, most likely in cases of subdivision of existing residential land, that the size of an 
allotment may not be able to comply with the required rule due to the need to work around an 
existing natural feature. It is not envisioned that this amendment would prevent a subdivision from 
needing to comply with the overall density of development that was permitted by the rules of the 
plan, but would just provide some flexibility across the proposed subdivision for there to be larger 
and smaller sites if this was required to protect natural features. Clearly the overall standard of 
residential amenity that resulted from the subdivision would need to be suitable.  

The revised proposal does not include 
this matter for discretion. It was 
considered unnecessary as the key 
issues for the Council are the 
outcomes of a reduction in site size 
rather than the reasons for the 
reduction.  

   

2137.2 Nicky Sedgley, on behalf of 
Faye and Ron Sedgley 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.5 Matter for discretion Decision sought: 2 by adding in ' or site size' after 'determine site boundaries', so that this point 
reads '…. determine site boundaries or site size where that is practicable '.  
Decision Reason:  
These assessment criteria rightly acknowledge that natural features and topography should affect 
where site boundaries are drawn in some cases. This rule needs to be amended to reflect that in 
some cases, most likely in cases of subdivision of existing residential land, that the size of an 
allotment may not be able to comply with the required rule due to the need to work around an 
existing natural feature. It is not envisioned that this amendment would prevent a subdivision from 
needing to comply with the overall density of development that was permitted by the rules of the 
plan, but would just provide some flexibility across the proposed subdivision for there to be larger 
and smaller sites if this was required to protect natural features. Clearly the overall standard of 
residential amenity that resulted from the subdivision would need to be suitable.  

The revised proposal does not include 
this matter for discretion. It was 
considered unnecessary as the key 
issues for the Council are the 
outcomes of a reduction in site size 
rather than the reasons for the 
reduction.  

   

2387.236 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1.5 Matters for discretion  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  
Add the following as a matters of discretion:  
Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity  
        1.    The extent to which the subdivision will adversely affect:  

 the overall natural character of an area;  

 landscape values of an area;  

 indigenous ecosystem integrity and function;  

 cultural values; and  

 -natural character associated with a water body;  

a. Effects on indigenous vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands, ecological 
corridors and linkages; 

b. The extent to which the proposal may protect, maintain or enhance any ecosystems or 
indigenous biodiversity; and 

c. Any objectives and policies of the Plan which are relevant to consideration of the 
application. 

Include numbering against the following headings:   

1. Rural Subdivision  

Provisions similar to these have been 
notified as part of Stage 3. 

   

2387.237 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1.5 Matters for discretion  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  

Add the following as a matters of discretion: 

Provisions similar to these have been 
notified as part of Stage 3. 
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Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity 

        1.    The extent to which the subdivision will adversely affect: 

 the overall natural character of an area; 

 landscape values of an area; 

 indigenous ecosystem integrity and function; 

 cultural values; and 

 -natural character associated with a water body; 

a. Effects on indigenous vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands, ecological 
corridors and linkages; 

b. The extent to which the proposal may protect, maintain or enhance any ecosystems or 
indigenous biodiversity; and 

c. Any objectives and policies of the Plan which are relevant to consideration of the 
application. 

Include numbering against the following headings:  

      8.   Rural Banks Peninsula 

2387.238 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1.5 Matters for discretion  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  

Add the following as a matters of discretion: 

Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity 

        1.    The extent to which the subdivision will adversely affect: 

 the overall natural character of an area; 

 landscape values of an area; 

 indigenous ecosystem integrity and function; 

 cultural values; and 

 -natural character associated with a water body; 

a. Effects on indigenous vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands, ecological 
corridors and linkages; 

b. The extent to which the proposal may protect, maintain or enhance any ecosystems or 
indigenous biodiversity; and 

c. Any objectives and policies of the Plan which are relevant to consideration of the 
application. 

Include numbering against the following headings:  

      9.   Coastal Environment 

Provisions similar to these have been 
notified as part of Stage 3. 

   

2387.239 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1.5 Matters for discretion  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  

Add the following as a matters of discretion: 

Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity 

        1.    The extent to which the subdivision will adversely affect: 

 the overall natural character of an area; 

Provisions similar to these have been 
notified as part of Stage 3. 
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 landscape values of an area; 

 indigenous ecosystem integrity and function; 

 cultural values; and 

 -natural character associated with a water body; 

a. Effects on indigenous vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands, ecological 
corridors and linkages; 

b. The extent to which the proposal may protect, maintain or enhance any ecosystems or 
indigenous biodiversity; and 

c. Any objectives and policies of the Plan which are relevant to consideration of the 
application. 

Include numbering against the following headings:  

      10.   Character Area 

2347.13 Ryman Healthcare Limited Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision sought: RD8 Unit Title Subdivision - Retirement Villages 
1 For any unit title subdivision of permitted retirement village activities, or retirement 
village activities approved through a land use consent there shall be no minimum allotment size. 
 For the avoidance of doubt, unit title subdivision need only comply with the District wide 
rules in 8.3  

8.3.1.1 RD3 and rules in Stage 1 
revised proposal address unit titling. 

    

2348.110 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Support 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a Decision sought: Retain as notified.  Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

    

2348.107 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision sought:  
Amend Table 4 as it relates to the Specific Purposes (Airport) Zone as follows:  
  
Table 4. Minimum allotment size – Specific Purpose Zones  
  

Specific Purpose (Airport)  500m
2 

No minimum net site area  
 

 

Refer to evidence in response to 
Issue 5. 

   

2367.16 Lyttelton Port Company Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.1 Table 4 Decision sought: Delete those references to the Specific Purpose Lyttelton Port Zone contained 
Rule 8.3.1.1, Table 4: Minimum allotment size – Specific   

Provisions relating to this zone were 
included but are now not required due 
to the preparation of the Lyttelton 
Port Recovery Plan. 

    

2430.8 Beckenham Neighbourhood 
Association Inc. 

Support 8.3.1 Allotment size and dimension Decision sought:  
Rule 8.3.1  
 We support this rule which increases the minimum lot size for character areas.  

Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

    

2435.10 Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society of NZ Inc 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.5 Matters for discretion  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision sought: Add:   to the matters for discretion the matters set out in   Part 2 and s 30 RMA, 
the National Coastal Policy Statement and the Canterbury RPS in respect to biodiversity, 
landscapes and the coastal environment.   

Some of the additions are stage 3 
matters relating to natural and cultural 
heritage or are too broad. I note that 
the Stage 1 revised proposal reformat 
addresses issues with applicability and 
scope of matters of control/discretion. 

    

2387.226 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Amend 8.3.1.1 RD2 Decision sought:  
Delete reference to Residential Established New Neighbourhoods Zone:  
1.         Allotments in any zone except the Residential New Neighbourhood Zone, Residential 
Established New Neighbourhoods Zone and some allotments in rural Banks Peninsula zones shall 
comply with the minimum net site area and other requirements specified at Tables 1-5 and 6A to 
this rule...     

Minor correction.     

2387.235 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.2 D4 Decision sought:  
Delete Rule 8.3.1.2 D4  

Provisions relating to this zone were 
included inadvertently. 

    

2464.35 The University of Canterbury Support 8.3.1.1 Table 4 Decision sought: Retain Rule 8.3.1.1, Table 1,   Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

    

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=41634
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   8.3.3      

2123.205 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.3.1 RD4 Decision sought: Delete 8.3.3.1 RD4 These provisions are a roll-over of 
existing plan provisions, however, they 
are rarely used and not consistent with 
the OIC in relation to simplicity and 
reducing costs. 

    

2123.206 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.3.1 RD5 Decision sought: Delete 8.3.3.1 RD5  These provisions are a roll-over of 
existing plan provisions, however, they 
are rarely used and not consistent with 
the OIC in relation to simplicity and 
reducing costs. 

    

   8.3.4      

2142.2 Ken Shearer Amend 8.3.4.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities: Servicing 

Decision sought: 1.All allotments shall be provided with the ability to connect to the 
communications network at the boundary of its net site area, or by a duct installed from the 
boundary of the net site area of an allotment to an approved communications system within 50m; 
except that, where an allotment is located within a rural zone, it shall have a communications 
system of adequate capacity available for future connection located within the legal road at the 
frontage of the allotment or by rural broad-band that can satisfy the requirements of a land line 
and high speed internet.  
Decision Reason: Land lines are becoming a thing of the past for the main phone these days, and 
high speed internet is not available via land line in rural areas.  

It is still appropriate for allotments to 
be provided with connection to 
telecommunications via a landline at 
the time of subdivision. 

   

   8.3.7      

2142.4 Ken Shearer Oppose 8.3.7.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities: Heritage and Natural 
Environment 

Decision sought: To delete proposal  
Decision Reason: The CCC staff are not qualified to make such am important impact on a land 
owner. Any proposal should be in conjunction with the land owner and a qualified expert in these 
matters.  

 Only minor amendments for clarity 
were made to 8.3.7 through Stage 2. 
The submission appears to be about 
natural and cultural heritage matters 
outside the scope of Stage 2. 

    

   8.3.8      

2173.3 Carolyn and Samuel Richards Oppose 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Flooding issues in Styx River and Shephard Drain - need flood management. - 
Prestons subdivision exacerbating flooding.    

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. The ODP for Prestons 
also includes stormwater management 
information. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2512.2 W E Spencer Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

2513.2 Virginia Wylaars Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2515.2 Sharon Spyve Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

2516.2 Lorraine Griffiths Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2517.2 Linda Dawber Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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Sub. 
Point No. 
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Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

2518.2 Margaret Spencer Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2519.2 Julie Simmiss Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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A A(P) R 

Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

2520.2 Gary Sharlick Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2521.2 Inga and Peter Currey Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

2522.2 Joanne Reid and Ken Harvey Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2523.2 Ruchell and Karen de Gouw Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

2524.2 Pierre and Trish Kickheger Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2525.2 Darryl Snook Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

2526.2 Penny Hargreaves Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2527.2 Wayne and Cheryle St Clair - 
Newman 

Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2528.2 H Wilkinson, Linda Dawber, 
Ngarita Ditfort 

Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

2529.2 Murray and Karen Wakelin Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2531.2 Karen, Ross and Janice 
Winter 

Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

2532.2 Carolyn J Richards Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2533.2 Kathryn Snook Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

2534.2 Trudo Wylaars Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2591.2 Barry Robertson Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
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Sub. 
Point No. 
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Support 
Oppose 
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Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

is outside the scope of this process. 

2592.2 Sally and Merv Walker Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 

     

2535.37 Pauline and Ray McGuigan Not 
Stated 

8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Firstly dredging and widening of the river at Spencerville opposite Heyders Road 
where the quake has caused bank movement and increased narrowing of the river which creates a 
bottle neck and flooding onto the Winters Land even when there has been no rain. Refer exhibit 6 
1) The photos presented to the Councillors at the public meeting identified the Styx river is 
flooding at time of drought in the area close to the home numbered 234 Lower Styx Rd. The road 
adjacent to this property has been flooded several times after rain fall and this problem seems to 
be exacerbated by the narrowing of the river at the Heyders Rd curve creating a bottle neck 
obstruction free flow of the river after the flood gates are opened. 
Secondly The council comply with the recommendations of Niwa and dredge the Styx Note. The 
current Environment Canterbury consent allows dredging to be undertaken. 

The pRDP through chapter 5 identifies 
Floor Level and Fill Management Areas 
and Chapter 8 (as amended in the 
Stage 1 revised proposal) provides the 
Council with the means of 
implementing effective stormwater 
management. Any remediation or 
mitigation works considered necessary 
is outside the scope of this process. 
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Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Thirdly trees and foliage are removed from the river and the banks which would then allow free 
and unobstructed flow of water when the gates are opened. 
Fourthly the developers are obliged to pay substantially more money into a fund to pay for the 
Council to keep the rivers dredged, clear of foliage and the weed eater operating 4 times a year 
and these actions will hopefully allow the developers to release their stormwater without causing 
adverse effects to other residents,. 
Note the Drainage Board had substantial funding avaible to properlty dredge and maintain the 
rivers due to their importance as the Kitchen sink essential for draining swampy ChCh 
Fifthly Land owners are affected by the increasing release of stormwater into the Styx and 
Kaputone are properly compensated IF? the above recommendations fail to stop the flood hazard 
and harm to the Styx environment and ecology which is only caused by the increased subdivisions 
in the Styx catchment area. 
Note The City Council requirement to designate land for flooding and ponding has only occurred 
due to the CCC failure to maintain the river at the same time as allowing large subdivisions. 
The CCC actions has compromised the economic use and potential value of thousands of acres  

   8.5      

2378.73 Memorial Avenue 
Investments Limited 

Amend 8.4 Zone specific rules  -  Subdivision 
and development 

Decision Sought: Amend to include new provision as follows: 
8.4.11 Subdivision in the Industrial Park (Memorial Avenue) Zone 
 
8.4.11.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities - Industrial Park (Memorial Avenue) Zone 
 
Activity 
 
RD1 Subdivision of land adjacent to Memorial Avenue where a publicly accessible memorial 
feature commemorating New Zealand's armed forces has not been constructed, following 
consultation with the Returned Services Association, in the 10 metre setback on the site adjacent 
to Memorial Avenue as required by Built Form Standard 16.4.5.2.3(i)  

Reject. Refer to evidence in chief of Mr 
Long dated 5 October 2015 for Stage 2 
Subdivision hearing.   

   

FS2810.254 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.4 Zone specific rules  -  Subdivision 
and development 

     

   8.5      

2378.74 Memorial Avenue 
Investments Limited 

Amend 8.5 Assessment Matters Decision Sought: Amend to include new provision as follows: 
8.5.6 Assessment matters - Industrial Park (Memorial Avenue) Zone 
 
In considering whether or not to grant consent or impose conditions in respect of non-provision of 
a memorial feature in the Industrial Park (Memorial Avenue) Zone, the Council shall have regard 
to: 
 
1 The reasons why a memorial feature is not provided 
 
 2 The extent to which conditions could be imposed on subdivision or land use 
consents to ensure the installation of a memorial feature along Memorial Avenue.  

Reject. Refer to evidence in chief of Mr 
Long dated 5 October 2015 for Stage 2 
Subdivision hearing.  

   

FS2810.255  Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.5 Assessment Matters      

2488.11 Gina Waibl Support 8.5.5 Takamatua and Robinsons Bay 
comprehensive development areas and 
Samarang Bay and Allandale 

Decision sought: Maintain the current clauses relating to design of structures  
Decision Reason: I support the use of design that blends in to the surrounding environment and 
reduces effects on distance views 

These clauses are land-use provisions, 
not matters applicable to subdivision. 

   

   8.6      

2123.208 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.6 Appendices Decision sought: Include the word "Outline Development Plan' in Appendices 8.6.7 - 8.6.13 and 
8.6.16.  

Minor correction, noting that these 
ODPs are proposed to be relocated to 
chapter 14 or will be heard as part of a 
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New Neighbourhood zone hearing. 

2363.26 Riccarton / Wigram 
Community Board 

Support Appendix 8.6.3  -  New road standards Decision sought: Retain as notified  Supported subject to amendments in 
Attachment A. 

    

2097.2 Fulton Hogan Land 
Developments Limited 

Amend Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought: Replace the outline development plan contained in Subdivision Appendix 8.6.6 
with that contained in Attachment 1   

The changes better reflect the context 
of the site and better enable the 
development of the site. In particular 
this relates to clarifying the location of 
Knights Stream. The Stream is largely 
ephemeral and no stream bed or 
depression is visible towards the west 
of the site. The ODP proposes it would 
not cross the proposed sports field 
shown on the ODP but follow the 
proposed internal collector road 
shown on the ODP to Halswell 
Junction Road. This corresponds with a 
current application for subdivision, 
noting that input has at the time of 
writing not yet been received from 
MKT on that application. 

    

2097.4 Fulton Hogan Land 
Developments Limited 

Amend Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought: Delete that portion of the waterway within the submitter’s site that is identified 
as “Knights Stream” on Planning Map 44 that is north of Richmond Avenue, so that the waterway 
notation is only as shown on the plan in Attachment 2.  

The changes better reflect the context 
of the site and better enable the 
development of the site. In particular 
this relates to clarifying the location of 
Knights Stream. The Stream is largely 
ephemeral and no stream bed or 
depression is visible towards the west 
of the site. The ODP proposes it would 
not cross the proposed sports field 
shown on the ODP but follow the 
proposed internal collector road 
shown on the ODP to Halswell 
Junction Road. This corresponds with a 
current application for subdivision, 
noting that input has at the time of 
writing not yet been received from 
MKT on that application. 

    

2123.201 Christchurch City Council Amend Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought: Delete the Halswell West ODP and replace it with the version included in 
Attachment 10.   

The changes better reflect the context 
of the site and better enable the 
development of the site. In particular 
this relates to clarifying the location of 
Knights Stream. The Stream is largely 
ephemeral and no stream bed or 
depression is visible towards the west 
of the site. The ODP proposes it would 
not cross the proposed sports field 
shown on the ODP but follow the 
proposed internal collector road 
shown on the ODP to Halswell 
Junction Road. This corresponds with a 
current application for subdivision, 
noting that input has at the time of 
writing not yet been received from 
MKT on that application. 

    

2474.8 Antony Pan and San Tsun Yu Not Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban Decision sought:  Refer to Rebuttal Evidence of Sarah-     
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Stated and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Alternative Relief in the event that the Primary Relief is not granted: 
That Subdivision Chapter 8, Appendix 8.6.6 be amended to show all land located to the west of 
Knights Stream as a Recreation Reserve. 

Jane Oliver as part of the Stage 2 
Residential Hearing - paragraph 4.50. 

2475.8 RJ and CB Sissons Not 
Stated 

Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought:  
Alternative Relief in the event that the Primary Relief is not granted: 
That Subdivision Chapter 8, Appendix 8.6.6 be amended to show all land located to the west of 
Knights Stream as a Recreation Reserve. 

Refer to Rebuttal Evidence of Sarah-
Jane Oliver as part of the Stage 2 
Residential Hearing - paragraph 4.50. 

    

2476.8 Bromac Lodge Limited Not 
Stated 

Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought:  
Alternative Relief in the event that the Primary Relief is not granted: 
That Subdivision Chapter 8, Appendix 8.6.6 be amended to show all land located to the west of 
Knights Stream as a Recreation Reserve. 

Refer to Rebuttal Evidence of Sarah-
Jane Oliver as part of the Stage 2 
Residential Hearing - paragraph 4.50. 

    

2477.8 Martin Harcourt Not 
Stated 

Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought:  
Alternative Relief in the event that the Primary Relief is not granted: 
That Subdivision Chapter 8, Appendix 8.6.6 be amended to show all land located to the west of 
Knights Stream as a Recreation Reserve. 

Refer to Rebuttal Evidence of Sarah-
Jane Oliver as part of the Stage 2 
Residential Hearing - paragraph 4.50. 

    

2478.8 Mercantile Trust Not 
Stated 

Appendix 8.6.6  -  Residential Suburban 
and Residential Medium Density  
Halswell West 

Decision sought:  
Alternative Relief in the event that the Primary Relief is not granted: 
That Subdivision Chapter 8, Appendix 8.6.6 be amended to show all land located to the west of 
Knights Stream as a Recreation Reserve. 

Refer to Rebuttal Evidence of Sarah-
Jane Oliver as part of the Stage 2 
Residential Hearing - paragraph 4.50. 

    

   8.7 Earthworks - Objectives and 
policies 

     

2185.48 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought: Please retain  Note that while there are 
amendments proposed through 
accepting relief sought in other 
submissions, these do not alter the 
substance of the objective. 

    

2269.23 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought:  
Retain Objective 8.7.1, but amend as follows: 
Earthworks facilitate the recovery of the district, subdivision, development, the provision of utilities, 
hazard mitigation and the recovery of the district. is facilitated and other activities are provided for. 

The relief sought provides greater 
clarity. 

   

2387.260 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought:  
Amend Objective 8.7.1 as follows:  
The recovery of the district, subdivision, development, provision of utilities, hazard mitigation is 
facilitated and other activities and values are provided for.   

Reject. I prefer the relief sought at 
#2269.23 above. 

   

2340.23 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought:  
Retain Objective 8.7.1, but amend as follows: 
  
Earthworks facilitate subdivision, development, the provision of utilities, hazard mitigation and 
the recovery of the district. 

The relief sought provides greater 
clarity. 

    

FS2795.2 Waterloo Park Ltd Support 8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks      

2435.11 Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society of NZ Inc 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought: Amend Objective to ensure that Earthworks are provided for whilst protecting 
important natural values.  

The relief sought by the Crown in 
relation to this objective provides a 
better link to the supporting policies 
and I consider addresses this 
submission point also. 

   

2464.37 The University of Canterbury Support 8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought: Retain Objective 8.7.1,  Note that while there are 
amendments proposed through 
accepting relief sought in other 
submissions, these do not alter the 
substance of the objective. 

    

2464.38 The University of Canterbury Amend 8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought:  
Amend as follows:   

The relief sought provides greater 
clarity. 
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Earthworks facilitate the recovery of the district, subdivision, development, the provision of utilities, 
hazard mitigation and the recovery of the district. is facilitated and other activities are provided 
for.    

2458.99 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1 - Objective  -  Earthworks Decision sought:  
Re-consideration of the policies which sit underneath Objective 8.7.1 or identify as placeholder for 
Stage 3. 

Policies 8.7.1.1 - 8.7.1.4 were notified 
in Stage 3. The submitter supports 
policy 8.7.1.5. It is unclear what relief 
the submitter seeks in relation to the 
remaining policies. 
 

   

2373.18 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.7.1.1 - Policy  -  Heritage Decision Sought: Delete the reference to Policies relating to Heritage, Biodiversity and Ecosystems, 
Landscape and Trees.  

These headings are a placeholder for 
stage 3. They are not shown in 
Attachment A to my evidence. 

   

FS2799.142 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.7.1.1 - Policy  -  Heritage      

2373.19 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.7.1.2 - Policy  -  Biodiversity and 
Ecosystems 

Decision Sought: Delete the reference to Policies relating to Heritage, Biodiversity and Ecosystems, 
Landscape and Trees.  

These headings are a placeholder for 
stage 3. They are not shown in 
Attachment A to my evidence. 

   

FS2799.143 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.7.1.2 - Policy  -  Biodiversity and 
Ecosystems 

     

2373.20 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.7.1.3 - Policy  -  Landscape Decision Sought: Delete the reference to Policies relating to Heritage, Biodiversity and Ecosystems, 
Landscape and Trees.  

These headings are a placeholder for 
stage 3. They are not shown in 
Attachment A to my evidence. 

   

FS2799.144 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.7.1.3 - Policy  -  Landscape      

2373.21 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.7.1.4 - Policy  -  Trees Decision Sought: Delete the reference to Policies relating to Heritage, Biodiversity and Ecosystems, 
Landscape and Trees.  

These headings are a placeholder for 
stage 3. They are not shown in 
Attachment A to my evidence. 

   

FS2799.145 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.7.1.4 - Policy  -  Trees      

2185.53 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.1.5 - Policy  -  Water Quality Decision sought: Please retain       

2156.6 Cashmere Stream Care 
Group 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1.5 - Policy  -  Water Quality Decision sought:  
I support 8.7.1.5 Policy Water Quality. 

     

2307.19 Gelita New Zealand Limited Support 8.7.1.5 - Policy  -  Water Quality Decision sought: Retain Policy 8.7.1.6.        

2458.102 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Support 8.7.1.5 - Policy  -  Water Quality  Support      

2185.54 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.1.6 - Policy  -  Repair of Earthquake 
Damaged Land 

Decision sought: Please retain       

2185.55 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 

Support 8.7.1.7 - Policy  -  Benefits of Earthworks Decision sought: Please retain  Subject to the changes sought in other 
submissions and accepted by the 
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Limited (Oil Companies) Council. 

2269.24 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1.7 - Policy  -  Benefits of Earthworks Decision sought:  
Retain Policy 8.7.1.7, but amend as follows:   
Recognise that earthworks have a vital role in the recovery of the district, subdivision, development, 
the provision of utilities, hazard mitigation and the recovery of the district., and are an anticipated 
part of human activity. 

The relief sought provides greater 
clarity.  

    

2340.24 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.7.1.7 - Policy  -  Benefits of Earthworks Decision sought:  
Retain Policy 8.7.1.7, but amend as follows: 
  
Recognise that earthworks have a vital role in subdivision, development, the provision of utilities, 
hazard mitigation and the recovery of the district. and are an anticipated part of human activity. 

The relief sought provides greater 
clarity.  

   

2464.39 The University of Canterbury Support 8.7.1.7 - Policy  -  Benefits of Earthworks Decision sought: Retain Policy 8.7.1.7  Subject to the changes sought in other 
submissions and accepted by the 
Council. 

    

2464.40 The University of Canterbury Amend 8.7.1.7 - Policy  -  Benefits of Earthworks Decision sought:  
Amend as follows:  
Recognise that earthworks have a vital role in the recovery of the district, subdivision, development, 
the provision of utilities, hazard mitigation and the recovery of the district., and are an anticipated 
part of human activity.  

The relief sought provides greater 
clarity. 

    

2501.1 Experience Trust Amend 8.7.1.8 - Policy Amenity Decision sought:  
8.7.1.8 Policy-Amenity 
Avoid earthworks that do not result in the maintenance or enhancement of amenity values once 
completed. 

The new policy addresses a gap in the 
notified policy framework and I 
consider it an appropriate addition.  

    

FS2810.131 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.7.1.8 - Policy Amenity      

2185.56 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety Decision sought: Please retain       

2185.57 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.2.1 - Policy  -  Land Stability Decision sought: Please retain       

2373.22 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety Decision sought:  
Delete or amend Objective 8.7.2 as follows 
8.7.2 Objective – Health and Safety 
People and property are protected during and subsequent to earthworks. 

I consider that earthworks should be 
undertaken so that the end product 
does not place people or property at 
risk. 

    

FS2799.146 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety      

FS2799.147 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety      

2235.80 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety Decision sought:  
Amend Objective 8.7.2 as follows (or similar): 
 Earthworks activities are managed to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on people's health 
and safety. 

The relief excludes reference to 
property, which I consider to be of 
importance, especially as it relates to 
residences and other structures. 

    

FS2787.7 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety      

FS2795.3 Waterloo Park Ltd Support 8.7.2 - Objective  -  Health and Safety      

2185.58 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.2.2 - Policy  -  Nuisance Decision sought: Please retain       

2185.59 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 

Support 8.7.2.2 - Policy  -  Vehicle Movement Decision sought: Please retain       
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Limited (Oil Companies) 

2235.62 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.7.2.3 - Policy  -  Vehicle Movement Decision sought: Delete Policy 8.7.2.3   While I am aware of the policies in the 
transport chapter, heavy traffic is a 
major issue for earthworks and I 
consider it appropriate to address it 
specifically in the earthworks section 
of chapter 8.  

    

2185.60 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.7.2.4 Earthworks Design Decision sought: Please retain     

2185.61 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.7.2.5 - Policy  -  Remediation of 
Contaminated Land 

Decision sought:  
Amend to recognise that remediation of contaminated land is only one way in which it can be 
managed. This could be achieved by making changes along the following lines:  
8.7.2.5 Policy  Management  of contaminated land  
Earthworks are enabled where necessary to appropriately manage or remediate land 
contamination  

I consider the relief sought provides a 
useful and appropriate addition to the 
notified policy. 

    

FS2751.5 Liquigas Ltd Support 8.7.2.5 - Policy  -  Remediation of 
Contaminated Land 

     

2185.62 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.7.2.5 - Policy  -  Remediation of 
Contaminated Land 

Decision sought:  
Amend to recognise that remediation of contaminated land is only one way in which it can be 
managed. This could be achieved by making changes along the following lines:  
8.7.2.5 Policy  Management  of contaminated land  
Earthworks are enabled where necessary to appropriately manage or remediate land 
contamination  

I consider the relief sought provides a 
useful and appropriate addition to the 
notified policy. 

    

2458.103 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Amend New 8.7.2.6 Policy - Protection of wahi 
tapu and wahi taonga 

Decision sought:  
Add new policy: 
8.7.2.6 Policy - Protection of wahi tapu and wahi taonga 
Ensure that consultation has occurred with the appropriate runanga within or adjacent to sites of 
Ngai Tahu cultural significance and silent file areas. 

It is my view that the relief sought 
links to the policies notified as part of 
Stage 3 and that it is not appropriate 
to make such an addition until stage 3. 
There has been no deferral of these 
matters relevant to the subdivision 
chapter however.  
Stage 3 of Proposal 8 includes a policy 
on heritage under Objective 8.7.1 and 
this references 'Ngai Tahu 
manawhenua values'. It does not cover 
the matters in the relief sought. 
Nothwithstanding my commenbts 
above, I accept that these matters 
should be addressed and include an 
additional policy under Objective 
8.7.1.   

    

FS2792.109 Radford Family Oppose New 8.7.2.6 Policy - Protection of wahi 
tapu and wahi taonga 

     

2458.100 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Oppose 8.7.1.6 - Policy  -  Repair of Earthquake 
Damaged Land 

Decision Sought:  
Oppose.  
Re-consideration of the policies which sit underneath Objective 8.7.1 or identify as a Placeholder 
for Stage 3  

This policy is not a placeholder and is 
appropriate under Objective 8.7.1 

   

2458.101 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, Oppose 8.7.1.7 - Policy  -  Benefits of Earthworks Decision Sought:  This policy is not a placeholder and is    
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on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Oppose.  
Re-consideration of the policies which sit underneath Objective 8.7.1 or identify as a Placeholder 
for Stage 3  

appropriate under Objective 8.7.1 

2458.95 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Oppose 8.7.1.1 - Policy  -  Heritage Decision Sought:  
Oppose.  
Re-consideration of the policies which sit underneath Objective 8.7.1 or identify as a Placeholder 
for Stage 3  

This policy relates to stage 3 and will 
be considered then. The heading is not 
shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence. 

    

2458.96 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1.2 - Policy  -  Biodiversity and 
Ecosystems 

Decision Sought:  
Oppose.  
Re-consideration of the policies which sit underneath Objective 8.7.1 or identify as a Placeholder 
for Stage 3  

This policy relates to stage 3 and will 
be considered then. The heading is not 
shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence. 

    

2458.97 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Not 
Stated 

8.7.1.3 - Policy  -  Landscape Decision Sought:  
Oppose.  
Re-consideration of the policies which sit underneath Objective 8.7.1 or identify as a Placeholder 
for Stage 3  

This policy relates to stage 3 and will 
be considered then. The heading is not 
shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence. 

    

   8.8.1      

2123.207 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.8.1 - Application of these rules Decision sought: 8.8.1 (6) Resource consent may be required for earthworks under the National 
Environment Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health. 
Resource Consent may be required for earthworks under the National Environmental Standard 
for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health. The NES applies to 
soil sampling, soil disturbance and earthworks associated with the removal or replacement of 
fuel storage tanks, on land identified in the Hazardous Activities and Industries List. In these 
instances, the NES applies in addition to the District Plan provisions.  

The relief sought better reflects the 
functions of the NES. 

    

FS2817.3 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Oppose 8.8.1 - Application of these rules      

2185.67 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.1 - Application of these rules Decision sought: 8.8.1 (6) Resource consent may be required for earthworks under the 

National Environment Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to 

Protect Human Health. In particular the NES applies to earthworks associated with the 

removal or replacement of fuel storage tanks, earthworks associated with sampling or 

Accepting the relief in submission 
point 2123.207 in my view addresses 
the concerns of this submission point.  
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remediation disturbance of land identified in the Hazardous Activities and Industries List. 

In these instances, the NES applies instead of the District Plan provisions.  

 

Note that 2185.67 applies to 8.8.5 
also. 

FS2751.4 Liquigas Ltd Support 8.8.1 - Application of these rules      

2218.23 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 8.8.1(3) Decision sought:  
Amend Clause 3 under 8.8.1 as follows:  

 3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require 

written approval of affected parties. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be 

notified and require written approval of affected parties. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
of Stage 3. 

   

2235.63 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.1 - Application of these rules Decision sought:  
Amend Clause 3 under 8.8.1 as follows:  
 3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require 
written approval of affected parties. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be 
notified and require written approval of affected parties. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
of Stage 3. 

   

FS2799.92 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.1 - Application of these rules      

2269.25 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.1 (3) Decision sought:  
Amend Clause 3 under 8.8.1 as follows:  
 3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require 
written approval of affected parties. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be 
notified and require written approval of affected parties. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
of Stage 3. 

   

2340.25 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.1 (3) Decision sought:  
Amend Clause 3 under 8.8.1 as follows:  
 3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require 
written approval of affected parties. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be 
notified and require written approval of affected parties. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
of Stage 3. 

   

2373.23 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.8.1 (3) Decision sought:  
Amend Clause 3 under 8.8.1 as follows:  
 3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require 
written approval of affected parties. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be 
notified and require written approval of affected parties. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
of Stage 3. 

    

FS2799.148 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.1 (3)      

2185.66 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.1(3) Decision sought:  
Amend Clause 3 under 8.8.1 as follows:  
 3. Applications for consent as a restricted discretionary activity shall not be notified or require 
written approval of affected parties. Applications for consent as a discretionary activity shall be 
notified and require written approval of affected parties. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
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of Stage 3. 

2464.41 The University of Canterbury Support 8.8.1 (3) Decision sought: Retain Rule 8.8.1(3)  See 2464.42 immediately below.    

2464.42 The University of Canterbury Amend 8.8.1 (3) The second sentence of subclause (3) relates to stage 3 discretionary activities, however, upon 
reflection, it is my view that it should replaced in Stage 3 with a less directive statement. It is not 
shown in Attachment A to my evidence but will be reinstated as part of Stage 3. 

The second sentence of subclause (3) 
relates to stage 3 discretionary 
activities, however, upon reflection, it 
is my view that it should replaced in 
Stage 3 with a less directive statement. 
It is not shown in Attachment A to my 
evidence but will be reinstated as part 
of Stage 3. 

    

FS2704.3 Toni Carter Oppose 8.8.1 (3)      

   8.8.2      

2123.200 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Amend table as follows: 
 
Rural  a.  Rural Zones (excluding excavation and filling associated with quarrying activities) - 
100m3/ha  

Addresses a gap between proposals.     

2185.68 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.8.2 P1(1) Decision sought: Retain P1 in activity status table 8.8.2 which permits all earthworks outside a floor 
level and fill management area.   

     

2185.69 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.2 P1(1) Decision sought:  
Amend activity status table 8.8.2 to clarify that earthworks within a floor level and fill management 
area are regulated in the Natural Hazard (Flood Hazard) chapter 
this could be achieved by making changes along the following lines.  
P1 Earthworks 
1. outside a floor level and fill management area (refer to chapter 5) 

Rule 8.8.1 addresses this matter but 
there would no harm in providing 
additional clarity. 

    

2156.7 Cashmere Stream Care 
Group 

Not 
Stated 

8.8 - Earthworks Rules Decision sought: I support 8.8.2 Earthworks shall not occur on land stepper than 1 in 6 as a 
permitted activity. The decision i seek is that the provision be retained.  

     

2218.24 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought:  
Delete Activity Standard (6) in Rule 8.8.2(P1) and Insert the following new permitted activity:  
Activity: Px Earthworks in the vicinity of the National Grid Standards:  
1.Earthworks within 12 metres of the centre line of a 110kV or a 220kV National Grid 
transmission line or within 10 metres of the centre line of a 66kV National Grid 
transmission line shall:  
a. be no deeper than 300mm within 6m of a foundation of a National Grid transmission line 
support structure; 
b. be no deeper than 3m: 
i. between 6 and 12 metres from the foundation of a 110kV or a 220kV National Grid transmission 
line support structure; or 
ii between 6 and 10 metres from the foundation of a 66kV National Grid transmission line support 
structure; 
c. not destabilise a National Grid transmission line support structure; 
d. not result in a reduction in the ground to conductor clearing distances below what is required by 
Table 4 in New Zealand Electrical Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP 34:2001). 
2. Activity Standard 1a. (above) shall not apply to: 
a. earthworks for a network utility (excluding structures for irrigation), as part of an electricity 
transmission activity; 
b. earthworks undertaken as part of agricultural or domestic cultivation, or repair, sealing or 
resealing of a road, footpath, driveway or farm track.  

Accept 
 
I note that this does not include rules 
managing earthworks near Orion high 
voltage distribution as shown on 
planning maps. It is my view that a 
similar rule should be included for 
these assets and this is included in the 
revised proposal.  

    

FS2788.6 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Support 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

     

FS2797.32 Orion New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

     

2185.70 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil Amend 8.8.3 RD1 Decision sought:  Minor correction.    
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Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend the references in the table as follows 
RD1: Any activity listed in Rule  8.8.2  that does not comply with the activity specific standards for 
permitted activity P1 

2185.71 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.3 RD1 Decision sought: Advice Note- refer to  8.8.2  in relation to earthworks within an 'overlay' identified 
in Table 1  

Minor correction.     

2235.65 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought:  
Amend the standards to P1 by deleting the reference to 5 years in standard 1 

Accept. The standards and matters of 
discretion / control provide adequate 
assurance that earthworks will not 
result in significant effects and there is 
therefore no reason to retain the 5 
year timeframe. 

    

2235.66 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Amend the standards to P1 by deleting standard 3  I consider that gradient remains a 
matter requiring management through 
the consent process, regardless of the 
extent of sloping land.  

    

2235.67 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Amend the standards to P1 by amending standard 4 to read "Earthworks involving 
soil compaction methods which create vibration shall comply with DIN 4150 1999-02 and 
compliance shall be certified through a statement of professional opinion from a suitably qualified 
and experienced chartered or registered engineer   

I consider that this is a useful addition.      

2235.68 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Amend the standards to P1 by deleting standard 5  Reject. There will always be different 
rules for different zones and it is 
illogical to suggest that adjoining zones 
should have the same rules because 
they abut. It is in my view appropriate 
to include a more restrictive standard 
in residential zones due to the relative 
number of residents in those areas. I 
also note that those residents who do 
abut 'other' zones might reasonably 
expect activities occurring in those 
abutting zones to have effects not 
generally expected in residential 
zones. 

    

2235.69 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Amend the standards to P1 by deleting standard 7  In light of submissions on this 
subclause, I am now of the view that it 
is not sufficiently clear or measurable. 
Attachment A deletes the subclause 
but replaces it with a note referring to 
relevant sections of the NRRP (relating 
to earthworks in riparian margins)and 
LWRP (relating to earthworks on the 
Port Hills), and also a standard 
requiring filtering of sediment before 
it enters reticulated or other 
stormwater management systems. 

    

2275.19 CDL Land New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks Decision sought: Amend Table 1 such that the volume for all Residential, Commercial Fringe, 
Commercial Local and Commercial Banks Peninsula is 50m

3
/site.  

It is my view that the notified 
threshold are sufficient, noting the 
deletion of timeframe provision, the 
building consent exemption and the 
sensitivity of residential areas. 

    

FS2749.16 Bunnings Ltd Support 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks      

FS2758.16 Progressive Enterprises Ltd Support 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks      
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FS2812.12 Kiwi Property Group Ltd and 
Kiwi Property Holdings Ltd 

Support 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks      

2249.48 Canterbury Regional Council Amend 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.2 (Activity Standard 7, relating to P1 Earthworks), as follows: 
Earthworks shall be undertaken in accordance with the best practicable option to minimise 
sediment discharge. For guidance refer to the sediment control guidelines prepared by the 
Canterbury Regional Council. 

In light of submissions on this 
subclause, I am now of the view that it 
is not sufficiently clear or measurable. 
Attachment A deletes the subclause 
but replaces it with a note referring to 
relevant sections of the NRRP (relating 
to earthworks in riparian margins)and 
LWRP (relating to earthworks on the 
Port Hills), and also a standard 
requiring filtering of sediment before 
it enters reticulated or other 
stormwater management systems. 

    

FS2810.48 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks      

2249.49 Canterbury Regional Council Amend 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.2, P1 as follows: 
8. Fill shall consist of clean fill. 

As there is a definition of clean fill it is 
not necessary to repeat it in the rules. 

    

FS2810.49 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks      

2307.20 Gelita New Zealand Limited Support 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Amend the earthworks limits for the Industrial zones to appropriately provide for 
the type of activities that may occur on these sites.  A limit of 2,000 m

3
 per hectare or 10,000 m

3
 

per site would be appropriate as a permitted activity limit. 

(refer to discussion at 2373.25 below)     

2340.27 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.2 P1 Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.2 P1, but amend as follows:  
  
6. Earthworks, except those undertaken by the network operator for that line shall not occur:  
a. Within 12 metres of the centre line of the electricity transmission lines; or 

Note the submissions from 
Transpower and Council's previous 
position in relation to transmission 
and distribution lines. 

    

FS2780.4 Transpower New Zealand 
Ltd 

Oppose 8.8.2 P1      

2340.28 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.2 P1 Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.2 P1, but amend as follows: 
  
6. Earthworks,except those undertaken by the network operator for that line shall not occur:  
  
b. Within 9 metres of the centre line of a 66kV electricitv distribution line or within 9 metres of a 
foundation of an associated support structure: or  

Note the submissions from 
Transpower and Council's previous 
position in relation to transmission 
and distribution lines. 

    

FS2780.5 Transpower New Zealand 
Ltd 

Oppose 8.8.2 P1      

2340.29 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.2 P1 Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.2 P1, but amend as follows:  
  
6. Earthworks, except those undertaken by the network operator for that line shall not occur:  
  
C. Within 2 metres of the centre line of a 33kV electricity distribution line or within 2 metres of a 
foundation of an associated support structure.  

Accept, noting the submissions from 
Transpower and Council's previous 
position in relation to transmission 
and distribution lines. 

    

FS2780.6 Transpower New Zealand 
Ltd 

Oppose 8.8.2 P1      

2340.30 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.2 P1 Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.2 P1, but amend as follows:   

Note the submissions from 
Transpower and Council's previous 
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Notes:  
1. The National Grid transmission lines and 66kV and 33kV electricity distribution lines are shown 
on the planning maps.  
2. Any application made in relation to this rule shall not be publicly notified or limited notified 
other than to Transpower New Zealand Limited and or Orion New Zealand Limited. 
3. Practice for Electrical Safe Distances (NZECP 34:2001) contains restrictions on the location of 
structures and activities in relation to National Grid transmission lines and electricity distribution 
line. Buildings and activities in the vicinity of National Grid transmission lines or 
electricity distribution lines must comply with the NZECP 34:2001.  

position in relation to transmission 
and distribution lines. 

FS2780.7 Transpower New Zealand 
Ltd 

Oppose 8.8.2 P1      

2340.31 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Retain Table 1, Transport Zone standard.       

FS2788.75 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand  

Oppose 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

     

2347.14 Ryman Healthcare Limited Amend 8.8.2 P1(1) Decision sought: Amend as follows: 
Earthworks shall not exceed the volumes in Table 1 over a  one year time period.  

The standards and matters of 
discretion / control provide adequate 
assurance that earthworks will not 
result in significant effects and there is 
therefore no reason to retain the 5 
year timeframe. 

    

2347.15 Ryman Healthcare Limited Amend 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Amend as follows: 
Zone: Residential 
Volume:  100m3 per 500m2  

It is my view that the notified 
threshold are sufficient, noting the 
deletion of timeframe provision, the 
building consent exemption and the 
sensitivity of residential areas.  

    

2269.26 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought:  
Retain Table 1.    
 

     

2269.27 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 P1 Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.2 P1(2), but amend as follows:  
 2. Earthworks in zones listed in Table 1, shall not exceed a maximum depth of 0.6m other than in 
relation to farming activities.  

Minor clarification.      

2348.112 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Amend 8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks Decision sought:  
Amend as follows: 

Activity  Activity Standard  

P1 Earthworks:  
1. outside a floor level and 

fill  
management  
area; 
2. not for the purpose of 
land repair. 

1. Earthworks shall not exceed the volumes in Table 1 over a five 
one year time period.  

2. Earthworks shall not exceed a maximum depth of 0.6m other 
than in relation to farming activities.  

3. Earthworks shall not occur on land steeper than 1 in 6.  
4. Earthworks involving soil compaction methods which create 

vibration shall comply with DIN 4150 1999-02 and compliance 
shall be certified through a statement of professional opinion  

5.  

Noise limits set out in NZS 6803 are 
substantially greater than in Proposal 
6 (General rules and procedures) and 
also provides for works to continue 
overnight for an unlimited period. In 
my view this is highly likely to create a 
substantial disturbance in residential 
zones. 

    

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
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from a suitably qualified and experience chartered engineer. 
5. Earthworks shall not be undertaken outside the hours of 0700 – 
1900 in a Residential Zone, or between 0700 and 2200 in other 
zones except where compliant with NZS6803:1999. 
6. Earthworks shall not occur within 12 metres of the centre line of 
the electricity transmission lines (shown on Planning Maps), 
except for those undertaken by the network operator for that line. 
7. Earthworks shall be undertaken in accordance with the Erosion 
and Sediment Control Guidelines for Small Sites and Section 6.1 of 
the Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines (both prepared by 
Environment Canterbury). 
8. Fill shall not consist of 

1. material other than soil, gravel, sand, silt, or demolition material; 
and/or  

2. material with a particle size in excess of 200mm; and/or  
3. material with containing more than 2% vegetation of any load by 

volume;  
4. putrescible, pollutant, inflammable, or hazardous components.  

 

 

2348.113 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Amend 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Amend Table 1: Maximum Volumes – Earthworks, as follows:  
  

Zone / Overlay    Volume  

Specific 
Purpose  

a. Specific Purpose (Airport) and 
Specific Purpose (Hospital) zone.  

150m
3
/ha  

  

While this is a substantial amount, it is 
in line with the operative City Plan. 

   

2348.114 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 

Amend 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Amend Table 1: Maximum Volumes – Earthworks,- new provision requested: 
  

Zone / Overlay    Volume  

  aa. Specific Purpose (Airport) 
zone.  

5,000m
3
 / ha  

 

While this is a substantial amount, it is 
in line with the operative City Plan. 

   

2367.17 Lyttelton Port Company Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Purposes Zone and Rule 8.8.2, Table 1: maximum volumes – earthworks and any others rules that 
may inadvertently apply to the Specific Purpose Lyttelton Port Zone.    

On the assumption that the LPRP is 
approved. 

    

2373.25 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought:  
Amend Rule 8.8.2 Table 1 as follows: 
b. Commercial Core, Retail Park, Industrial General, Industrial Heavy and Industrial 
Park zones  Earthworks volume:  1000m3/ha 

The zones identified contain a wide 
range of allotment sizes and therefore 
I agree that a ratio is more 
appropriate. Given the nature and 
location of these zones, I am not 
opposed to the 1000m3/ha threshold 
proposed. 

    

FS2799.150 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

     

FS2799.151 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

     

2435.12 Royal Forest and Bird Not 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks Decision sought: Rewrite Earthwork volumes so in Open Space (Natural) and Open Space (Water The relief sought is not appropriate     
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Protection Society of NZ Inc Stated (Table 1) and Margins) Zone the volumes are reduced to per site not per hectare as currently worded.     given the definition of site. Larger 
landholdings often consist of multiple 
'sites' and therefore such relief may 
result in much larger volumes being 
excavate or filled. 

2387.265 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 P1(1) Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.2 P1(1) as follows:  
1. Earthworks shall not exceed the volumes in Table 1 over a five year time period, other than in 
the Residential, Commercial/Industrial, Open Space (a) and (b), Specific Purpose, Transport and 
Coastal zones.  

The standards and matters of 
discretion / control provide adequate 
assurance that earthworks will not 
result in significant effects and there is 
therefore no reason to retain the 5 
year timeframe. 

    

FS2799.90 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.2 P1(1)      

FS2813.9 NPT Ltd Support       

2387.266 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 P1(7) Decision sought:  
Replace Activity Standard 7 with the following:  
7. Earthworks shall be undertake in accordance with the Erosion and Sediment  
Control Guideline and the Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for Small Sites (both prepared 
by Environment Canterbury)  

In light of submissions on this 
subclause, I am now of the view that it 
is not sufficiently clear or measurable. 
Attachment A deletes the subclause 
but replaces it with a note referring to 
relevant sections of the NRRP (relating 
to earthworks in riparian margins)and 
LWRP (relating to earthworks on the 
Port Hills), and also a standard 
requiring filtering of sediment before 
it enters reticulated or other 
stormwater management systems. 

    

FS2799.91 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.2 P1(1)      

FS2813.10 NPT Ltd Support       

2275.18 CDL Land New Zealand 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Permitted Activities - Earthworks Decision sought: Delete Rule 8.8.2 P1 (7).  In light of submissions on this 
subclause, I am now of the view that it 
is not sufficiently clear or measurable. 
Attachment A deletes the subclause 
but replaces it with a note referring to 
relevant sections of the NRRP (relating 
to earthworks in riparian margins)and 
LWRP (relating to earthworks on the 
Port Hills), and also a standard 
requiring filtering of sediment before 
it enters reticulated or other 
stormwater management systems. 

    

2387.267 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 P2(1) Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.2 P2 Activity Standards as follows:  
Earthworks shall comply with all the standards in 8.6.7 8.8.6 below;   

Minor correction     

2387.268 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 P2(2) Decision sought: 2. Earthworks must have commenced or be consented prior to the expiry of Rule 
8.6.7 8.8.6 on 31 December 2018.   

Minor correction     

2387.269 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Amend Table 1 as follows:  
Zone:   

a. Rural zones outside of the coastal environment overlay (excluding excavation associated with 
quarrying activities)  

The thresholds for the coastal 
environment overlay are included in 
the same table in stage 3 and in my 
view it is not necessary to provide 
clarification for every zone where 
there is an overlay. 

    

FS2821.31 Mahaanui Kurataiaio Ltd Support 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 
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2387.270 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Amend Table 1 as follows: 
Volume: 100m

3
/ha 100m

3
/site   

Rural zones inside of the coastal environment overlay (excluding excavation associated with 
quarrying activities) 

The thresholds for the coastal 
environment overlay are included in 
the same table in stage 3 and in my 
view it is not necessary to provide 
clarification for every zone where 
there is an overlay. 

    

FS2821.32 Mahaanui Kurataiaio Ltd Support 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

     

2387.271 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought:  
 Volume: 10m

3
/ha  

Zone:   
Open Space (Natural) and Open Space (Water and Margins) Zone  
Volume: 50m

3
/ha 10m

3
/ha 

The relief sought would restrict 
earthworks in these zones to a greater 
extent that for the overlays, which 
include identified significant or 
sensitive areas. In my view this is not 
appropriate. The notified volume 
threshold is consistent with operative 
provisions, other than in relation to 
the Lakes zone (10m3/ha).  

    

FS2821.33 Mahaanui Kurataiaio Ltd Support 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

     

2387.272 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Insert a cross reference to section 6.6 with regard to the management of 
earthworks in the margins of water bodies.     

Assists plan usability.     

FS2821.34 Mahaanui Kurataiaio Ltd Support 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

     

2387.273 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Otherwise retain as notified.        

FS2821.35 Mahaanui Kurataiaio Ltd Support 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

     

2464.43 The University of Canterbury Support 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks 
(Table 1) 

Decision sought: Retain Table 1       

2464.44 The University of Canterbury Support 8.8.2 P1(2) Decision sought: Retain Rule 8.8.2 P1(2)       

2464.45 The University of Canterbury Amend 8.8.2 P1(2) Decision sought:  
Amend as follows: 
2. Earthworks in zones listed in Table 1, shall not exceed a maximum depth of 0.6m other than in 
relation to farming activities.  

Minor clarification.      

FS2704.4 Toni Carter Oppose 8.8.2 P1(2)      

2501.2 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Amend the maximum m2 areas in Table 1 to be maximum m3 volumes.  Minor corrections.      

2501.3 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Amend to list the Specific Purpose (Cemetery) Zone once, not twice as it is 
currently (and apply whichever standard was intended), and amend to refer to the correct rule 
number in conjunction with that Zone rule.  

Intended to read 'all other SP zones'    

2501.4 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.2 Table 1: Maximum volumes  -  
earthworks 

Decision sought: Amend d. to read Specific Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone.  Minor correction.    

2387.221 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought:  
a. Amend Proposal 8 (part) to:  

i. provide for the consideration of indigenous biodiversity and ecosystems; the coastal environment; 
and water bodies and their margins;  

ii. amend Proposal 8 to be more useable and clear and reduce prescriptive regulations.  Ensure that 
permitted activity standards, for example, the maximum earthwork volumes applicable to each 
zone/overlay, are appropriate and enforceable;  

Accepted in part through mediation.     

http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
http://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/common/user/contentlink.aspx?sid=48928
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iii. address the matters set out in the submission table on the following pages;  
b. Such other relief necessary to give effect to the relief sought in Part A of this submission; and 
c. Any additional or alternative relief that achieves the same or similar outcomes to the above.  

2148.6 Cashmere Fields Amend 8.8.2 Permitted Activities - Earthworks Change earthworks table 8.8.2 to read: P1 Earthworks 1. Outside a floor level and fill management 
area for Residential, Industrial, and Commercial land. 2. For rural land in a floor level and fill 
management area. 3. Not for the purpose of land repair. Activity standard 1. Earthworks shall not 
etc, As in the proposed Chch replacement district plan etc. 

The rules relates to all zones outside a 
FLFMA. Chapter 5 deals with land 
inside an FLFMA. The submission seeks 
to conflate to two. 

   

2156.8 Cashmere Stream Care 
Group 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.2 - Permitted Activities: Earthworks Decision sought: I seek the above provision be amended so that consent conditions for storm 
water, sediment and erosion control must be outcome based and strictly enforced during the 
earthmoving and development phases of the subdivision.  

In light of submissions on this 
subclause, I am now of the view that it 
is not sufficiently clear or measurable. 
Attachment A deletes the subclause 
but replaces it with a note referring to 
relevant sections of the NRRP (relating 
to earthworks in riparian margins)and 
LWRP (relating to earthworks on the 
Port Hills), and also a standard 
requiring filtering of sediment before 
it enters reticulated or other 
stormwater management systems. 

   

   8.8.3      

2387.276 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.2 Permitted Activities: Earthworks  Decision sought: Advice note – refer to 8.6.4 [insert correct reference] in relation to earthworks 
within an ‘overlay’ identified in Table 1.   

Minor correction.     

2387.274 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.3 RDX Decision sought:  
Add to 8.8.3 the following:  
RD[number as appropriate]  
Earthworks undertaken to repair land used for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes that 
do not comply with rule 8.8.6(1)   
Matters of discretion:  
All matters at 8.8.7  

This matter is already addressed at 
8.8.3 RD3 

    

2387.275 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.3 RD1 Decision sought:  
Amend Rule 8.8.3 RD1 as follows:  
Any activity listed in Rule 8.6.2 8.8.2 that does not comply with the activity specific standards for 
permitted activity P1.   

Minor correction.     

2185.72 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.3 RD5 Decision sought:  
 
Delete RD5 

RD5 relates to a clause (P6) no longer 
proposed. 

   

2387.277 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.3 RD5 Decision sought:  
Amend Rule 8.8.3 RD5 as follows:  
Any activity listed in Rule 8.6.2 8.8.2 that does not comply with the activity specific standards for 
permitted activity P6 [insert correct reference].   

RD5 relates to a clause (P6) no longer 
proposed. 

   

2501.5 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.3 RD1 Decision sought:  
 
RD1 Any activity listed in Rule 8.8.2 that does not comply with the activity specific standards 3 
to 8 for permitted activity P1. 

I accept the correction to numbering.  
In relation to activity standards (1) and 
2) to 8.8.2 P1, however, it is my view 
that non-compliance should remain a 
restricted discretionary activity. (refer 
to 2501.6 in relation to 8.8.4) 

 
 

  

2218.25 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.3 - Restricted Discretionary 
Activities: Earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Amend Rule 8.8.3 to include the following: 
Activity 
RDx Any activity that does not comply with the Activity Specific Standard 1(a) in Rule 8.8.2(Px)  
Matters of discretion  
8.8.7(2)(b)  

In my view this is addressed by RD1.   
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   8.8.4      

2235.64 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.4 - Discretionary Activities: 
Earthworks 

Decision sought: Delete Rule 8.8.4 Discretionary Activities: Earthworks  The heading is necessary for Stage 3 
provisions.  

    

2340.26 Orion New Zealand Limited Oppose 8.8.4 - Discretionary Activities: 
Earthworks 

Decision sought: Delete Rule 8.8.4 Discretionary Activities: Earthworks.   The heading is necessary for Stage 3 
provisions.  

    

2373.24 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Oppose 8.8.4 - Discretionary Activities: 
Earthworks 

Decision sought: Delete Rule 8.8.4 Discretionary Activities: Earthworks as it has no application or 
standards  

The heading is necessary for Stage 3 
provisions.  

    

FS2799.149 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.4 - Discretionary Activities: 
Earthworks 

     

2387.278 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.4 - Discretionary Activities: 
Earthworks 

Decision sought: Clarify whether discretionary activities are proposed under rule 8.8.4   The heading is necessary for Stage 3 
provisions.  

    

2501.6 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.4 - Discretionary Activities: 
Earthworks 

Decision sought:  
Activity 
D1  Any activity listed in Rule 8.8.2 that does not comply with activity specific 
standards 1 and 2 for permitted activity P1. 
   All matters at 8.8.7 shall be considered by the consent authority as part of any 
assessment. 

It is my view that non-compliance 
should remain a restricted 
discretionary activity. The proposed 
matters of discretion provide 
adequate scope for managing effects 
through conditions of consent without 
need for full discretion. 

    

   8.8.5      

2185.67 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.5 - Exemptions Decision sought:  
Amend to include a new provision 
x.  Earthworks that are regulated by the Resource Management (National Environmental Standard 
for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health) Regulations 2011.  

In my view this is an appropriate 
addition. It reduces the cost of 
compliance for both councils with a 
low risk to the environment or 
adjoining landowners. 

    

2218.27 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.5 - Exemptions Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.5 Exemptions as follows: 
“The following earthworks are exempt from the conditions set out in Rule 8.8.2 (P1) and (P2): …” 

Refer to mediation report.     

2249.1 Canterbury Regional Council Amend 8.8.5 (5) Decision sought: Earthworks associated with the maintenance, upgrade, or construction of hazard 
mitigation and protection works where undertaken by the council, Canterbury Regional Council, 
the Crown, or consent holder.      

In my view this is an appropriate 
addition, particularly given Ecan's role 
managing the Waimakariri stopbanks. 

    

FS2810.1 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.5 (5)      

FS2810.135 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.5 (5)      

2249.2 Canterbury Regional Council Amend 8.8.5 (12) Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.5 Exemptions as follows 
12. Earthworks undertaken by Christchurch City Council or Canterbury Regional Council to maintain 
or upgrade their own parks and reserves.  

In my view this is an appropriate 
addition. It reduces the cost of 
compliance for both councils with a 
low risk to the environment or 
adjoining landowners. 

    

FS2810.2 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.5 (12)      

FS2810.136 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Support 8.8.5 (12)      

2269.28 Christchurch Polytechnic 
Institute of Technology 
(CPIT) 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.5 (6) Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.5, but amend (6) as follows: 
6. Any earthworks involving the establishment, repair or replacement of any utility permitted in 

Note that the exemption requires 
clarification as to how it links with 
chapter 6 waterbody setback rules. 
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Chapter 11 of this plan, or any established or consented utilities or the maintenance of existing 
drains or ponds, including within road reserves; 

Additional text has been added to the 
clause to clarify this 

2340.32 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.5 (6) Decision sought:  
Retain Rule 8.8.5, and amend clause (6) as follows: 
  
6. Any earthworks involving the establishment, repair or replacement of  any utility permitted in 
Chapter 11 of this Plan, or any established or consented utilities or the maintenance of existing  
drains or ponds, including within road reserves; 

Note that the exemption requires 
clarification as to how it links with 
chapter 6 waterbody setback rules. 
Additional text has been added to the 
clause to clarify this 

   

FS2787.47 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.8.5(6)      

2332.55 Scentre New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.5 - Exemptions Decision sought: Scentre seeks the retention of the earthworks exemptions in 8.8.5 as notified.   Noting change through other 
submissions. 

    

2373.26 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.8.5 (4) Decision sought:  
Amend as follows: 
4. Any earthworks subject to an approved building consent where they occur wholly within the 
footprint of the building. For the purposes of this rule, the footprint of the building extends 1.8m 
from the outer edge of the wall. 

Refer to paragraph 7.36 of evidence of 
Mr Andrew Long.  
 
 

   

FS2799.152 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.5 (4)      

FS2729.10 McDonald's Restaurants (NZ) 
Ltd 

Support 8.8.5 (4)      

2373.27 Progressives Enterprises 
Limited 

Amend 8.8.5 (12) Decision sought:  
Add new exemption 12. as follows: 
12. Any fill or excavation to comply with a subdivision consent. 

The submission advises that this clause 
should be added to reflect the existing 
rule in the City Plan (rule 5.6.4 (k)). The 
submission, however, fails to note that 
rule 5.6.4 (k) is limited to earthworks 
relating to the Cashmere / Worsleys 
ODP area, rather than all subdivision 
as the relief sought would provide for. 
I note that 5.6.4(g) provides an 
exemption for earthworks authorised 
by subdivision consent for stormwater 
or hazard management. It is my view 
that where subdivision consent 
expressly authorises earthworks, no 
exemption would be necessary, and 
that otherwise the Council should 
retain the ability to impose conditions 
relating to earthworks and such an 
exclusion would likely prevent such. 
This includes in relation to Cashmere / 
Worsleys ODP area. 

    

FS299.153 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.5 (12)      

2387.279 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.5 (1) Decision sought:  
Amend the exemptions as follows:  
11. The construction of fire ponds, stock tracks and vehicle access tracks in Rural zones.  

Where necessary, these works are 
managed through Chapter 9 Natural 
and cultural heritage. It is in my view 
important to facilitate rural activities.  

    

2387.280 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.5 (5) Decision sought: 5. Earthworks associated with the construction or maintenance of hazard 
mitigation works where undertaken by the Council or the Crown or the consent holder.  

It is not necessary to include 'or the 
consent holder' as an exemption as 
activities approved through consent 
do not need to comply with the Plan. 
Note that this clause has been added 
to through mediation to include a 
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cross-reference to chapter 5. 

FS2787.68 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Oppose 8.8.5 (5)      

2387.281 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.5 - Exemptions Decision sought: Review the exemptions identified under 8.8.5 to provide more certainty with 
respect to mass movement earthworks activities.   

This matter is dealt with in 8.5.3 (4) 
already. 

    

2501.7 Experience Trust Not 
Stated 

8.8.5 (4) Decision sought:  
Any earthworks subject to an approved building consent where they occur wholly within the 
footprint of the building. For the purposes of this rule, the footprint of the building extends 1.8m 
form the outer edge of the wall.  
Note: This exemption does not apply to earthworks associated with retaining walls/structures 
which are not required for the structural support of the principal building on the site. 

Refer to evidence in chief of Mr Long 
at paragraph 7.36. 

    

2148.7 Cashmere Fields Amend 8.8.5 Add the following to 8.8.5 exemptions:  
12. Any filling or excavation for the maintenance of, or establishment of farm yards provided the 
finished ground level is maintained to within 200mm of the natural ground level.  
13. Any filling or excavation for the maintenance or establishment of access ways provided the 
finished ground level is maintained to within 200mm of the natural ground level, and provided that 
access ways are constructed so as not to impede the flow of surface water  
14. The application of fertiliser, lime or other soil enhancers such as bark and trace elements 
provided the finished ground level is maintained within 200mm of natural ground level and 
provided such filling is limited to a total of not more than 100m3 per ha.  
15. Filling or excavation involving the recontouring of land within the Hendersons Basin ponding 
area on the Cashmere Stream floodplain, provided that all material to be excavated or used for 
filling is both sourced from and used within the same property and within the boundary of the 
ponding area or flood plain, and provided that finished ground level is maintained within 200mm 
of natural groundlevel, and that filling or excavation is limited to a total volume of not more than 
100m3 per ha.  
16. Any other excavation for farming purposes where the excavated area is subsequently filled so 
that there is no net effect on flood storage.  
17. Post holes for shade cloth structures and tunnel houses  
18. Composting or silage making  
19. Additions to accessory buildings which are a maximum of 200 m 2 in any five year period  
20. unenclosed buildings and swimming pools  
21. Filling to enable a subdivision 
 

Accept in part. A number of these 
proposed additional exemptions are in 
my view addressed through 8.8.5(4) 
(including (12), (19) and (20)) or 
8.8.5(1) (including (17). The proposed 
additional exemption (14) is not 
necessary as it would not fall within 
the definition of earthworks.  
Proposed additional exemptions (15), 
(16) and (21) are not appropriate in my 
view given the potentially significant 
scale of such works.  
I accept (13) and (18). 

   

   8.8.6      

2156.10 Cashmere Stream Care 
Group 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.6 - Repair of land used for 
residential purposes damaged by 
earthquakes until 31 December 2018 

Decision sought: 8.8.6 Repair of land used for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes until 
31 December 2018’. 
Oppose Ensure earthworks are subject to standard water body setbacks  

Clause 8.8.6 (1) (iii) includes setbacks 
from waterways which are derived 
from the existing water body setbacks 
in the operative plan.  

    

2458.104 Mahaanui Kurataiao Limited, 
on behalf of Te Ngai 
Tuahuriri Runanga, Te Hapu 
o Ngati Wheke (Rapaki), Te 
Runanga o Koukourarata, 
Onuku Runanga, Wairewa 
Runanga and Te Taumutu 
Runanga (Nga Runanga); and 
Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu (Te 
Runanga). 

Amend 8.8.6 - Repair of land used for 
residential purposes damaged by 
earthquakes until 31 December 2018 

Decision sought:  
In Residential Zones [...] 
 a. Where a site or part of the site is located within a silent file (as shown in the Mahaanui 
Iwi Management Plan), or statutory acknowledgement area, or site(s) of Ngai Tahu cultural 
significance. 

I consider that this is addressed in 
Stage 3 of the chapter (refer to rule 
8.8.6 (1) (iii) (b) (iii)). 

    

FS2792.110 Radford Family Oppose 8.8.6 - Repair of land used for 
residential purposes damaged by 
earthquakes until 31 December 2018 
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2387.283 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.6 - Repair of land used for 
residential purposes damaged by 
earthquakes until 31 December 2018 

The formatting/ organisation of section 8.8 needs to be improved. The section is currently 
disjointed and difficult to read. For example the permitted activity rule 8.8.6: Repair of land used 
for residential purposes damaged by earthquakes until 31 December 2018 should be moved under 
the Permitted Activity section 8.8.2 and 'Table 1' referred to under rule 8.8.6 needs to be re-
numbered to avoid confusion with Table 1 : Maximum volumes - earthworks under 8.8.2. 

While I am of the view that the 
earthworks section is readily 
understood online (as it is intended to 
be read), I have relocated rule 8.8.6 
into 8.8.2 for consistency with how it is 
treated in chapter 5 (Natural Hazards). 
I have also more clearly labelled the 
table. Some consequential 
amendments have been made to avoid 
duplication with what was in 8.8.2 P2 
and 8.8.3 RD2 as notified. 

   

   8.8.7      

2218.28 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows: 
“b. In relation to National Grid transmission lines: 

I note that this does not include rules 
managing earthworks near Orion high 
voltage distribution a shown on 
planning maps. It is my view that a 
similar rule should be included for 
these assets. 

   

FS2797.33 Orion New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2218.29 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows:   
i. the risk to the structural integrity of the National Grid ; 

I note that this does not include rules 
managing earthworks near Orion high 
voltage distribution a shown on 
planning maps. It is my view that a 
similar rule should be included for 
these assets. 

   

FS2797.34 Orion New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2218.30 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows:  
ii. the effects on the ability of Transpower to operate, maintain, upgrade and develop the National 
Grid, including on-going safe and direct access  

I note that this does not include rules 
managing earthworks near Orion high 
voltage distribution a shown on 
planning maps. It is my view that a 
similar rule should be included for 
these assets. 

   

FS2788.15 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

FS2797.35 Orion New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2218.31 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows:  
 

The relief sought addresses a gap in 
the provisions and I consider it 
appropriate. 

    

FS2797.36 Orion New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2218.32 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows: 
 

The relief sought addresses a gap in 
the provisions and I consider it 
appropriate. 

    

2218.33 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows: 
v. the risk of electrical hazards affecting public or individual safety, and the risk of property 
damage  

The relief sought addresses a gap in 
the provisions and I consider it 
appropriate. 

    

FS2797.37 Orion New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2218.34 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Amend Assessment Matter 2(b) as follows: 
vi. compliance with NZECP 34:2001; and 
vii.  any implications arising from technical advice provided by Transpower .” 

The relief sought addresses a gap in 
the provisions and I consider it 
appropriate. 

    

FS2797.38 Orion New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      
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FS2788.7 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2185.63 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Support 8.8.7 (1) Decision sought: Retain the matters of discretion. with the exception of 8.8.7.1(b)  Minor clarifications proposed to 
8.8.7.1(b). 

    

2185.64 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.7 (1) Decision sought:  
amend 8.8.7.1(b)- Nuisance to ensure clarity.  
1. b the extent of adverse effects from vehicular traffic generated as a result of 
earthworks, impacting on neighbouring properties, and on the road network, particularly heavy 
vehicles.  

Minor clarification.     

2185.64 Z Energy Limited, BP Oil 
Limited and Mobil Oil NZ 
Limited (Oil Companies) 

Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) Decision sought:  
Amend 8.8.7.5 Policy- Quarries and Landform to delete the reference to 'landform'  
This could be achieved by making changes along the following lines:  
5. Quarries  
a. Whether the final......  

Minor amendment.      

2235.70 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Not 
Stated 

8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought: Amend 8.8.7 matters of discretion to be more consistent and clear as outlined in 
this submission  

As a result of submissions on these 
matters of discretion, a review of 
these has resulted in some changes for 
clarity, usability, and as a result of 
mediation. I consider that the revised 
matters are appropriate. 

    

FS2799.93 Scentre New Zealand Ltd Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2275.20 CDL Land New Zealand 
Limited 

Not 
Stated 

8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought: Amend the matters of discretion to be more consistent and clear as outlined in 
the submission.  

As a result of submissions on these 
matters of discretion, a review of 
these has resulted in some changes for 
clarity, useability and as a result of 
mediation. I consider that the revised 
matters are appropriate. 

    

2123.199 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Amend - amend title only to read Quarries and Landform "Filling of old quarries - final landform" I prefer the decision sought in 
submission 2185.64 above.  

    

2288.17 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.8.7 (2) (b) (vii) Decision sought:  
DELETE Orion 
Replacement wording as follows: 
vii. Outcomes of any consultation with Transpower.  

As a result of accepting Orion 
submission points and clarifying 8.8.2 
P1(6), this reference is necessary. 

    

FS2797.39 Orion New Zealand Limited Oppose 8.8.7 (2) (b) (vii)      

2330.25 Carter Group Limited Support 8.7 - Earthworks Decision sought: Retain section 8.7 and 8.8 as notified       

FS2844.1 Raymond Paul and Pauline 
Fay McGuigan 

Support 
in part 

8.7 - Earthworks      

2330.26 Carter Group Limited Support 8.8 - Earthworks Rules Decision sought: Retain section 8.7 and 8.8 as notified       

FS2844.2 Raymond Paul and Pauline 
Fay McGuigan 

Support 
in part 

8.8 - Earthworks Rules      

FS2844.3 Raymond Paul and Pauline 
Fay McGuigan 

Oppose in 
part 

8.8 - Earthworks Rules      

2332.54 Scentre New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.7 - Earthworks Decision sought: Scentre seeks the retention of section 8.7 as notified       

2340.33 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) Decision sought:  
Retain the matters of discretion 8.8.7(2)(b), but amend (b) as follows: 
  
b. In relation to transmission lines and electricity distribution lines:  

It is appropriate and consistent to 
include provision for Orion's electricity 
distribution lines.  

    

FS2788.76 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.8.7 (2) (b)      
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Sub. 
Point No. 

Name 
Support 
Oppose 

Category 
Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

2340.34 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) (i) Decision sought:  
Retain the matters of discretion 8.8.7(2)(b), but amend (b) as follows:  
  
 i. the integrity of the transmission line or electricity distribution line;  

It is appropriate and consistent to 
include provision for Orion's electricity 
distribution lines. 

    

2340.35 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) (ii) Decision sought:  
Retain the matters of discretion 8.8.7(2)(b), but amend (b) as follows:  
  
 ii. the volume, area and location of the works, including temporary activities such as stockpiles in 
relation to the line transmission line corridor and infrastructure or the electricity distribution line 
corridor  

It is appropriate and consistent to 
include provision for Orion's electricity 
distribution lines. 

    

2340.36 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) (iv) Decision sought:  
Retain the matters of discretion 8.8.7(2)(b), but amend (b) as follows:  
  iv. the effectiveness of the proposed site remediation and the long-term protection of effects on 
the transmission line or electricity distribution line. 

It is appropriate and consistent to 
include provision for Orion's electricity 
distribution lines. 

    

2340.37 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) (v) Decision sought:  
Retain the matters of discretion 8.8.7(2)(b), but amend (b) as follows:  
v. the use of mobile machinery near the transmission line or electricity distribution line which may 
put the line at risk;  

It is appropriate and consistent to 
include provision for Orion's electricity 
distribution lines. 

    

2340.38 Orion New Zealand Limited Amend 8.8.7 (2) (b) (vii) Decision sought:  
Retain the matters of discretion 8.8.7(2)(b), but amend (b) as follows: 
  
 vii. outcomes of any consultation with Transpower or Orion New Zealand Limited.  

Minor correction.      

2501.8 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.7 (1)(c) Decision sought:  
Make amendments to Clause 1 and add a new Clause 6 (8.8.7 Matters for discretion), as follows: 
1. Nuisance  
c. Any potential changes to the patterns of surface drainage or subsoil drains, and whether the site 
or adjoining land will be at higher risk of drainage problems, inundation runoff, flooding, or a 
raised water table. 

In my view these are appropriate 
additions and will assist the Council 
when imposing conditions of consent 
to manage effects on adjoining 
landowners in particular.  

    

2501.9 Experience Trust Amend 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Make amendments to Clause 1 and add a new Clause 6 (8.8.7 Matters for discretion), as follows: 
6. Visual amenity 
a. The level of alteration to existing ground levels and the degree to which the resultant levels 
are consistent with the surrounding environment. 
b. Any visual dominance of the outlook from surrounding sites and buildings which is out of 
character with the local environment. 
c. The consequent height, bulk and visual impact of buildings and/or landscaping that may be 
established on the site as a result of the earthworks. 
d. The resultant visual effects in terms of visual amenity, landscape context and character, views, 
outlook, overlooking and privacy. 

The Council and submitter have 
agreed through and subsequent to 
mediation to include some additional 
matters to address the visual impacts 
earthworks can have. These will assist 
the Council when imposing conditions 
of consent to manage effects on 
adjoining landowners in particular. 

    

FS2810.132 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

2387.282 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion Decision sought:  
Include the following matters of discretion:  
6. Ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity  

a. The extent to which the earthworks will adversely affect:  
i. the overall natural character of an area;  

ii. landscape values of an area;  
iii. indigenous ecosystem integrity and function;  
iv. cultural values; and  
v. natural character associated with a water body;  

      b. Effects on indigenous vegetation and habitats of indigenous fauna, wetlands, ecological 
corridors and linkages;   
      c. The extent to which the proposal may protect, maintain or enhance any ecosystems or 

The additions sought are addressed by 
provisions included in Stage 3.   
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Point No. 
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Oppose 
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Decision & Reason 

Comment and Rationale 
A A(P) R 

indigenous biodiversity; and   
          Any objectives and policies of the Plan which are relevant to consideration of the application.  
  
Coastal environment  
a.         [Insert a placeholder for matters of discretion in the coastal environment].    

FS2821.36 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.8.7 - Matters for discretion      

   8.8.x      

2218.26 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

Support 8.8 - Earthworks Rules Decision sought:  
Include a new non-complying rule as follows:  
“8.8.x Non-Complying Activities: Earthworks  
Any activity that does not comply with the Activity Specific Standards 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) in Rule 
8.8.2(Px). 

I note that this does not include rules 
managing earthworks near Orion high 
voltage distribution a shown on 
planning maps. It is my view that a 
similar rule should be included for 
these assets. 

    

2235.51 Ngai Tahu Property Limited Oppose 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision sought: Oppose in part. Relief would be achieved by adopting the relief sought in Ngai 
Tahu Property's Submissions on Proposal 8 under Stage 1.   

The submitter is concerned that their 
submission points on Stage 1 are not 
re-litigated in Stage 2. Submissions 
cannot be made on Stage 1 text 
through Stage 2 (noting the Council's 
memorandum to the Panel dated 25 
September 2015 relating to provisions 
being left open to submissions) and 
that includes this submission. I 
therefore reject this submission.  

    

   DEFINITIONS      

2165 Horticulture New Zealand 2165.112 Oppose Decision Sought:  
 
Delete definition of disturbance of soil. 

Refer to evidence.    

2269 (CPIT) 2269.1 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain Disturbance of Soil definition. 

Accept    

2297 McDonald's Restaurants 
New Zealand Limited 

2297.4 Not Stated Decision Sought:  
 
Amend the definitions, and associated rules, to use only one term to describe the activity of 
“earthworks”. “Disturbance of soil” and “excavation” could be included within the definition of 
“earthworks” to avoid doubt.  
 
Supports: FS2799.164 

Refer to evidence.    

2340 Orion New Zealand Limited 2340.2 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain the Disturbance of soil definition.  

Accept    

2464 The University of Canterbury 2464.1 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain Disturbance of Soil definition. 

Accept    

2165 Horticulture New Zealand 2165.10 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain the exclusion of cultivation and cropping from the definition of earthworks.  

Accept    

2165 Horticulture New Zealand 2165.15 Amend Decision Sought:  
 
Amend the definition of earthworks to exclude cultivation.  

Accept    

2218 Transpower New Zealand 
Limited 

2218.2 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain the definition of “earthworks” as notified. 

Accept    
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2269 (CPIT) 2269.4 Not Stated Decision Sought:  
 
Retain Earthworks definition. 

Accept    

2297 McDonald's Restaurants 
New Zealand Limited 

2297.3 Amend Decision Sought:  
 
Amend the definitions, and associated rules, to use only one term to describe the activity of 
“earthworks”. “Disturbance of soil” and “excavation” could be included within the definition of 
"earthworks” to avoid doubt. 
 
Supports: FS2795.1, FS2799.163 

Refer to evidence.    

2340 Orion New Zealand Limited 2340.3 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain the Earthworks definition.  

Accept    

2464 The University of Canterbury 2464.4 Support Decision Sought:  
 
Retain Earthworks definition. 

Accept    
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   RURAL      

2558.1 DA and GM Jeffreys Not 
stated 

8.3.1 Allotment size and dimension Decision sought: We believe sites and possible subdivisions, should be assessed on their merits as 
the subdivision consent decision 20019325 and land use consent 200119314 did in 2006. If a 
proposed subdivision of less than 4 hectares in the rural zone is going to have effects which are 
minor and the circumstances of it unique, we believe it should be granted. 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan    

2142.1 Ken Shearer Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Retain current provisions in chapter 19-6 (discretionary activities)  
Decision Reason: Better utilisation of unproductive land for 4 hectare minimum life style lots. In 
allowing the continuation of the present rule, would protect the native bush and prevent any 
further residential dwellings due to covenants imposed as conditions of subdivision.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2142.3 Ken Shearer Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Retain current provisions in chapter 19-6 (discretionary activity)  
Decision Reason: Better utilisation of unproductive land for 4 hectare minimum life-style lots. In 
allowing the continuation of the present rule as a discretionary activity, would: 1) protect the 
existing native bush and let the bare land regenerate or replanting via consent conditions. 2) 
Further residential dwellings would be capped and native bush protected for the future.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2418.27 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.1 Objectives and Policies  -  
Subdivision and Development 

Decision Sought: Add objectives and policies for the Banks Peninsula Rural Zone that provide for 
the protection of its values, in line with the objectives and policies sought for Chapter 17, including 
environmental compensation and the need to identify building sites  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2418.31 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought:  
Amend additional Standards 3. a. i. ii. lii. IV. so that the matters to be protected are more clearly 
defined as required to be significant or important or have a significant public benefit. Make 
consequential amendments to Matters for discretion and elsewhere.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2139.6 Mark Porter Amend 8.2.1 Activity status Decision Sought: That clause 8.3.1.4 PR2 be amended to instead be a non-complying activity. Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.    

FS2783.3 Wheelans Support 8.2.1 Activity status      

2099.5 Judy van Beek Amend 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a Decision Sought: An exemption or a reduction in the minimum site area of 4 ha for the property 
located at 123 Gardiners Road   

This submission point relates to 
management of lots with multiple 
zonings, in particular where RNN zone 
abuts rural zoned land. Rule 8.3.1.1 
RD12 as notified in stage 2 (now 
addressed at a note to 8.2.2.1 C5) is 
considered  to address this submission 
point.  It is also addressed by deleting 
8.3.1.4 PR2 (refer to evidence of Ms 
Hogan) 

   

FS2817.163 Christchurch International 
Airport Ltd 

Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

2056.6 David & Caroline Stockman Amend 8.3.1.4 - PR2 Decision Sought: That Clause 8.3.1.4 PR2 be amended to instead be a non-complying activity.  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2783.12 Wheelans Support 8.3.1.4 - PR2      

2123.189 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought:  
NPR 
Add minimum subdivision size standard to 8.3.1 Table 6A as follows: 
Rural Quarry Zone (Miners Road and Pound Road) - 4ha 
Rural Quarry Zone (McLeans Island) - 20ha 

Addresses a gap in the Plan. Refer to 
the evidence of Ms Hogan  

   

2123.190 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.1.2 Objective  -  Design and amenity Decision Sought:  
NPR 
Insert the following new policy into 8.1 Objectives and Policies - Subdivision and Development: 
8.1.2.10 Policy – Rural subdivision 
a. Ensure subdivision of rural land: 
i. retains a diversity of site sizes to accommodate a range of rural activities; 
ii. maintains character and amenity values of rural land to achieve a low density of built form and 
maximise the degree of openness; 
iii. does not lead to development that will hinder the operation of rural activities or create ad hoc 
urban development; 
iv. avoids creating rural-residential/residential large lot development on the rural flat land and Port 
Hills/Nga Kohatu Whakarakaraka o Tamatea Pokai Whenua surrounding the Christchurch urban 
area; 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     
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v. avoids creating new sites less than 4ha in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone; and 
vi. on Banks Peninsula limits further subdivision and development for additional dwellings on any 
balance allotment where a rural lifestyle allotment is created. 

FS2773.1 Central City Developments 
Ltd 

Oppose 8.1.2 Objective  -  Design and amenity      

FS2804.2 Survus Oppose 8.1.2 Objective  -  Design and amenity      

FS2817.75 Christchurch International 
Airport Ltd 

Support 8.1.2 Objective  -  Design and amenity      

2123.198 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1.1 RD12 Decision Sought:  
Delete RD12 and replace with the following: 
 Where the portion of the site in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone is less than 8ha: 

a. The subdivision must follow the zone boundary; and  
b. Any allotment created in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone must:  

i. have a minimum net site area of 4ha or more; or  
i. where the proposed allotment has a minimum net site area of less than 

4ha the allotment must be amalgamated with another allotment in the 
adjoining Rural Urban Fringe Zone 

The Council has reviewed the notified 
provisions and considers that the 
revised proposal dated 30 June 2015 
sufficiently deals with split zoned 
properties. (refer to 8.2.2.1 C5) 

   

FS2804.1 Survus Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD12      

FS2828.1 Judy Van Beek Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD12      

FS2817.73 Christchurch International 
Airport Ltd 

Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD12      

2156.9 Cashmere Stream Care 
Group 

Oppose 8.8.5 - Exemptions Decision Sought: 8.8.5 Exemptions 11. The construction of fire ponds, stock tracks and vehicle 
access tracks in Rural zones. 
Oppose.  

The Council considers this exemption 
to be appropriate, however, it is 
acknowledged that there are areas 
within the Rural zones which have a 
greater sensitivity. These are managed 
in chapters 9 and 17 and the 
exemption at 8.8.5 has been amended 
to reflect that. 

   

2162.13 Sara Harnett Oppose 8.3.1.4 - PR2 Decision Sought: Request that this prohibit rule be removed and replaced with a similar worded 
rule that would contain non-complying  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2783.4 Wheelans Support 8.3.1.4 - PR2      

FS2819.18 Fulton Hogan Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.4 - PR2      

2165.13 Horticulture New Zealand Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: Cross reference the objectives and policies of Chapter 17 Rural to Chapter 8 
Subdivision, Development and Earthworks  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.    

2165.14 Horticulture New Zealand Amend 8.3.1.5 Matter for discretion Decision Sought: add new matters to discretion to assess the effects of subdivision and 
development on land with high production potential (versatile land), including reverse sensitivity 
effects  

The Council and Horticulture NZ have 
agreed that this submission point 
would be best addressed through 
amendments to existing matters of 
discretion / control. Refer to the 
evidence of Ms Hogan. 

   

2206.32 Bob Cross, Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association (Inc), 
on behalf of Its rural resident 
members  

Oppose 8.3.1.4 - PR2 Decision Sought: Delete PR2  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.    

FS2783.7 John Wheelans Support 8.3.1.4 - PR2      

FS2819.50 Fulton Hogan Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.4 - PR2      

2206.33 Bob Cross, Yaldhurst Rural 
Residents Association (Inc), 
on behalf of Its rural resident 
members  

Amend 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Delete 8.3.1.4 PR2 and replace with a similar worded rule that would be 
contained under a non-complying activity.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2783.8 John Wheelans Support 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 
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FS2819.51 Fulton Hogan Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

2241.37 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Amend 8.3.1.1 RD8 Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities - allotment size and dimension RD8   identified building 
area Amend to state:  
Any subdivision in the following zones must clearly identify an identified building area on every site 
on a scheme plan of subdivision on which a residential unit building is anticipated ….  

 The Council seeks to enable farming 
activities in the Rural Zones, therefore 
it does not consider that it is 
appropriate to include such a 
restriction on farm buildings as part of 
the Subdivision Proposal. 

   

FS2737.32 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD8      

FS2821.156 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.1 RD8      

2241.38 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Amend 8.3.1.1 RD8(a) Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities - allotment size and dimension RD8   identified building 
area Amend to state:  
Any subdivision in the following zones must clearly identify an identified building area on every site 
on a scheme plan of subdivision on which a residential unit building is anticipated ….  
…. The identified building site must:  
a. include a single area of land of not less than 100m2 and no greater than 2000m2 which is 
capable of containing a residential unit, or any other building which is permitted in the zone;  
Make any necessary consequential amendments to Matters for Discretion, Chapter 17 and 
elsewhere.   

 The Council seeks to enable farming 
activities in the Rural Zones, therefore 
it does not consider that it is 
appropriate to include such a 
restriction on farm buildings as part of 
the Subdivision Proposal.  

   

FS2737.33 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD8(a)      

FS2821.157 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.1 RD8(a)      

2241.39 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Amend 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a Decision Sought:  
Table 6a. Minimum allotment size - Rural Zones  Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle allotment option 
1   Amend:   
Additional Standards 3. a. i. ii. Iii. Iv. so that the matters to be protected are more clearly defined as 
significant or important or have a significant public benefit. Make consequential amendments to 
Matters for discretion and elsewhere.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.34 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

FS2821.158 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

2241.40 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE6b Decision Sought: Table 6b. Minimum allotment size - Rural Zones Delete Table 6b.    Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.35 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE6b      

FS2821.159 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.1 TABLE6b      

2241.41 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Oppose 8.3.1.2 D3 Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities – allotment size and dimension  
Delete: Rule D3  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2767.6 Radio New Zealand Oppose 8.3.1.2 D3      

FS2737.36 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 D3      

FS2821.160 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.2 D3      

2241.42 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Amend 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Add     a new discretionary activity to provide for subdivision of sites 
between  4ha and 40ha, or 4ha and 100ha above the 100m contour, where there will be protection 
in perpetuity from any further subdivision and residential units on the site, and of significant 
natural areas, ecological values or other significant public benefit.   

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2767.7 Radio New Zealand Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

FS2737.37 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

FS2821.161 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

2241.43 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Amend 8.3.1.3 NC3 Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.3 Non-complying Activities: Allotment size and dimension  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     
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NC3  
Amend to state:   
NC3 Any subdivision in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone for a lifestyle allotment which is 4ha or less, 
unless it meets the standards at RD2  

FS2737.38 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 NC3      

FS2821.162 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.3 NC3      

2241.44 Jan Cook and David 
Brailsford 

Amend 8.3.1.3 NC3 Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.5 Matters for discretion – allotment size and dimension  
Rural Subdivision  
Amend   e. Whether the design and layout of the subdivision has taken a holistic     approach to the 
site design to recognise and avoid incompatible land use    
               and recognise the protection of relevant features.   

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.39 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 NC3      

FS2821.163 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1.3 NC3      

2243.5 Akaroa Salmon New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 8.3.1.1 TABLE6b Decision Sought:  
(e) Add the following to 8.3.1 .1 Table 6a Minimum allotment size — Rural Zones 
Rural Banks   5 ha where the site is entirely     
  be permitted and be 
Peninsula   below the 160m contour No residential activities shall 
 protected by legal encumbrance 
 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2243.6 Akaroa Salmon New Zealand 
Limited 

Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: (f) Provide for this minimum allotment size as a controlled activity;  Stage 1 Subdivision hearing and 
revised proposal identifies most 
subdivision activities as controlled 
activities. 

   

2248.10 Radio New Zealand Limited Support 8.3.1.5 Matter for discretion Decision Sought:  
Make the following addition to 8.3.1.5: 
  
Rural Banks Peninsula 
… 
e. The extent to which the subdivision will lead to additional residential units that will result in 
reverse sensitivity effects upon surrounding permitted or existing land uses.   

The matters of control for the rural 
area are intended to apply within the 
Rural Banks Peninsula zone. A note for 
clarity is proposed. 

   

2248.7 Radio New Zealand Limited Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.1 RD8 Decision Sought: Retain this provision as notified.   Provision has been retained.    

2248.8 Radio New Zealand Limited Support 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Retain these provisions as notified.   Table retained with some 
amendments in response to other 
submissions. 

   

2248.9 Radio New Zealand Limited Support 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Retain these provisions as notified.   Table deleted with content moved to 
activity tables.  Refer to the evidence 
of Ms Hogan  

   

2272.1 John Whelans Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.4 Prohibited activities: Allotment 
size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Delete Prohibited Activity Rule 8.3.1.4 as it relates to subdivision below 4 
hectares in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.     

2272.2 John Whelans Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Make the subdivision of land within the Rural Urban Fringe Zone that is below 4 
hectares a noncomplying activity, by adding a rule under 8.1.3.3   

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.    

2285.56 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.1 Objectives and Policies  -  
Subdivision and Development 

Decision Sought: Add: objectives and policies for the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone, that are in line 
with those for Chapter 17, and recognise the importance of the rural resource for a range of 
activities, including farming, conservation and recreation; and the ecological, landscape, coastal 
and amenity values of the Zone; and provide for their maintenance and protection through rules, 
including identification of building sites, preclusion of identified building sites in significant or 
sensitive areas and environmental compensation provisions.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.     

FS2737.53 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.1 Objectives and Policies  -  
Subdivision and Development 

     

FS2788.42 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.1 Objectives and Policies  -  
Subdivision and Development 
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2285.62 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision Sought: Table 6b. Minimum allotment size - Rural Zones 
Delete: Table 6b.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan    

FS2737.59 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

     

FS2788.46 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

     

2285.63 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.2 D3 Decision Sought: 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities – allotment size and dimension 
Delete: Rule D3  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.60 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 D3      

FS2788.47 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.3.1.2 D3      

2285.64 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Add new: 
Provide for, as a discretionary activity, subdivision of sites between 4ha and 40ha, or 4ha and 
100ha above the 100m contour, subject to the same protection mechanisms requested above for 
restricted discretionary activities.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.61 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

FS2788.48 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

2285.66 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Amend: NC3 Any subdivision in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone which is 4ha or 
less, unless it meets the standards at RD2  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.63 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

FS2788.49 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

FS2767.8 Radio New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

2288.16 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: We suggest an advice note explaining the implementation of the Rural subdivision 
rules should be made available.   

With the proposed re-drafting this is 
not considered necessary. Refer to the 
evidence of Ms Hogan 

   

2288.25 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: We suggest an advice note explaining the implementation of the rural subdivision 
rules should be made available.  

With the proposed re-drafting this is 
not considered necessary. Refer to the 
evidence of Ms Hogan 

   

2311.24 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula 
Trust 

Not 
Stated 

8.1 Objectives and Policies  -  
Subdivision and Development 

Decision Sought:  
Add:                    objectives and policies for the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone, that align with those in 
Chapter 17, and that recognise the rural resource and the significant environmental qualities and 
values of the zone, and provide for their protection through rules, including environmental 
compensation provisions. Include recognition of the Christchurch City Council Public Open Space 
Strategy 2010-2040  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.72 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.1 Objectives and Policies  -  
Subdivision and Development 

     

2311.25 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula 
Trust 

Amend 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities –allotment size and dimension Table 6a. Minimum 
allotment size - Rural Zones, Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle  allotment option1  
Table 6b. Minimum allotment size - Rural Zones, Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle  allotment 
option2  
Amend:               (in both tables) 3. a. i. ii. Iii. Iv. so that the matters to be protected are those 
identified as outstanding, significant or important in the CRDP, or are otherwise demonstrably 
outstanding significant or important and provide a public benefit. Make consequential 
amendments to Matters for discretion.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     
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FS2737.73 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

2311.26 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula 
Trust 

Not 
Stated 

 Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities –allotment size and dimension Table 6a. Minimum 
allotment size - Rural Zones, Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle  allotment option1  
Table 6b. Minimum allotment size - Rural Zones, Rural Banks Peninsula – lifestyle  allotment 
option2  
Amend:               (in both tables) 3. a. i. ii. Iii. Iv. so that the matters to be protected are those 
identified as outstanding, significant or important in the CRDP, or are otherwise demonstrably 
outstanding significant or important and provide a public benefit. Make consequential 
amendments to Matters for discretion.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan f    

FS2737.74 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

     

2311.27 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula 
Trust 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  
8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities – allotment size and dimension  
Add:                    Provide, as a discretionary activity, for subdivision of sites between 4ha and 40ha, 
or 4ha and 100ha above the 100m contour, subject to the same protection mechanisms for 
restricted discretionary activities as requested above.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan    

FS2737.75 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

2311.29 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula 
Trust 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  
Amend:  

  

NC3 Any subdivision in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone for a lifestyle allotment which is 
4ha or less, or which does not met the standards at D3  

 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.76 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

2339.12 Diamond Harbour 
Community Association 

Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: Subdivision in this area (Camp Bay to Purau) should be non-complying and any 
applications notified  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2339.18 Diamond Harbour 
Community Association 

Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: Subdivision in this area (Southern Bays urban settlement) should be non-
complying and any applications notified  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2339.8 Diamond Harbour 
Community Association 

Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: Subdivision in this area (Camp Bay to Purau) should be non-complying and any 
applications notified  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2354.10 Lyttelton / Mt Herbert 
Community Board 

Support 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Further increase in Minimum Lot Sizes.  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan    

FS2737.104 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

     

2354.9 Lyttelton / Mt Herbert 
Community Board 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Further increase in Minimum Lot Sizes.  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan    

FS2737.106 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

     

2371.1 Franco Farms Limited Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.4 Prohibited activities: Allotment 
size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  Delete Prohibited Activity Rule 8.3.1.4 as it relates to subdivision below 4 
hectares in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone.    

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2371.2 Franco Farms Limited Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Make the subdivision of land within the Rural Urban Fringe Zone that is below 4 
hectares a noncomplying activity, by adding a rule under 8.1.3.3    

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2387.1069 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Clarify how the requirements of Table 6a and 6b will be applied through the 
proposed rule framework.    

It is acknowledged that the rules are 
not as clear as possible. Refer to the 
evidence of Ms Hogan 

   

2387.231 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Amend 8.3.3.1 TABLE 6a(3) Decision Sought:  
Amend Table 6a(3) and Table 6b(3) be redrafted as follows:  
3. Any balance allotments must be made subject to a legal encumbrances that:  
a.            Protects one or more of the following:   
Otherwise retain as notified.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     
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2387.232 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Amend 8.3.3.1 TABLE 6b(3) Decision Sought:  
Amend Table 6a(3) and Table 6b(3) be redrafted as follows: 
3. Any balance allotments must be made subject to a legal encumbrances that: 
a.            Protects one or more of the following:  
Otherwise retain as notified.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.    

2387.233 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Clarify how the requirements of Table 6a and 6b will be applied through the 
proposed rule framework.    

It is acknowledged that the rules are 
not as clear as possible. Refer to the 
evidence of Ms Hogan 

   

2387.234 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Amend Table 6a in Rule 8.3.1.1 to provide an exemption for emergency service 
facilities.   

The Council considers such an 
exemption would be appropriate. 

   

2418.29 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1.1 RD8 Decision Sought: Amend - identified building area on every site on a scheme plan of subdivision on 
which a  building is anticipated  

The Council seeks to enable farming 
activities in the Rural Zones, therefore 
it does not consider that it is 
appropriate to include such a 
restriction on farm buildings as part of 
the Subdivision Proposal. 

   

FS2737.141 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD8      

2418.30 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1.1 RD8 Decision Sought: Amend - than 2000m2 which is capable of containing a residential unit, or any 
other anticipated building which is permitted in the zone  

The Council seeks to enable farming 
activities in the Rural Zones, therefore 
it does not consider that it is 
appropriate to include such a 
restriction on farm buildings as part of 
the Subdivision Proposal. 

   

FS2737.142 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 RD8      

2418.32 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought:  
Table 6B: Minimum allotment size - Rural Zones 
Delete Table 6b 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.143 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

     

2418.33 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1.2 D3 Decision Sought: Delete Rule D3  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.144 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 D3      

2418.34 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought:  
NPR - Add a new discretionary activity to provide for subdivision of sites between 4ha and 40ha, or 
4ha and IOOha above the 100m contour, allowing a single 
residential unit, where there will be protection in perpetuity from any further subdivision and 
residential units on the site, and where there will be protection 
of significant natural areas, ecological values or other significant public benefit. 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan.    

FS2737.145 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.2 Discretionary Activities  -  
allotment size and dimension 

     

2418.35 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Amend to state: NC3 Any subdivision in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone f which is 
4ha or less, unless it meets the standards at RD2  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.146 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

2418.36 Brent Martin and Suky 
Thompson 

Amend 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: Amend to state: NC3 Any subdivision in the Rural Banks Peninsula Zone which is 
4ha or less, unless it meets the standards at RD2  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.147 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 
8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

     

2427.1 Hugh McCracken and 
Vivienne Margaret Ensor 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Amend Table 6a Rural Urban Fringe – 1ha  
 

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     
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2427.2 Hugh McCracken and 
Vivienne Margaret Ensor 

Not 
stated 

8.3.1.4 Rule 8.3.1.4 Pr2  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2432.1 Jeffrey Morris Goldstein Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Remove the minimum size of allotment for subdivision in the Urban Fringe Zone.  Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2511.1 Craig McInnes, Fox & 
Associates Ltd, on behalf of  

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: 1. Only one lifestyle allotment per complete multiple of 40 ha for sites entirely 
below the 160m contour, or of 100 ha for sites above or partially above the 160m contour, can be 
created from the parent site. 2. A balance area of the parent site that, when combined with the 
area(s) of the lifestyle allotment(s), meets at least a complete multiple of 40 ha or 100 ha (as the 
case may be) for each lifestyle allotment, shall be made subject to a legal encumbrance prohibiting 
the erection of a dwelling in perpetuity.  
Decision Reason: This proposal should be purely about preserving the proposed residential density 
desired in the Banks Peninsula Rural Zone. The proposal as it stands would mean locking up land 
that may not have any significant features worth protecting apart from rural amenity. A work-
around for a 120 ha title is to first subdivide into 3 x 40 ha titles, and then subdivide each into 1 + 
39 ha, but this is unnecessary and costly.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2767.9 Radio New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6a. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

     

2511.2 Craig McInnes, Fox & 
Associates Ltd, on behalf of  

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: 1. Only one lifestyle allotment per complete multiple of 4 ha can be created from 
the parent site. 2. A balance area of the parent site that, when combined with the area(s) of the 
lifestyle allotment(s), meets at least a complete multiple of 4 ha for each lifestyle allotment, shall 
be made subject to a legal encumbrance prohibiting the erection of a dwelling in perpetuity. ALSO: 
Need to create a separate row in this table for allotments that are 4 ha or greater but will not have 
a balance area to be protected.  
Decision Reason: This proposal should be purely about preserving the proposed residential density 
desired in the Banks Peninsula Rural Zone, albeit at the discretionary activity level. The proposal as 
it stands would mean locking up land that may not have any significant features worth protecting 
apart from rural amenity. The need for the extra row for 4+ ha parcels (without an accompanying 
encumbrance on the balance land) is to fill the gap between the controlled activity standard (40 ha 
and 100 ha) and the non-complying standard of less than 4 ha.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2767.10 Radio New Zealand Ltd Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

     

2511.3 Craig McInnes, Fox & 
Associates Ltd, on behalf of  

Amend 8.3.1.3 Non - complying Activities: 
Allotment size and dimension 

Decision Sought: NC 3: Any subdivision in the Rural Banks Peninsula for a lifestyle allotment which 
is 4 ha or less and does not have a balance allotment that is subject to a legal encumbrance 
prohibiting the erection of a dwelling in perpetuity.  
Decision Reason: The wording of this rule is ambiguous as it currently stands.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2511.5 Craig McInnes, Fox & 
Associates Ltd, on behalf of  

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: D4 Residential activity on an allotment created in a lifestyle allotment option 2 
subdivision under Rule 8.3.1.1 RD2 (Table 6b). The allotment containing the residential unit shall 
have a minimum of 1 ha with a balance area (to make up at least 4 ha) that will be subject to an 
encumbrance prohibiting the erection of a dwelling in perpetuity.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

2426.1 Preston Bailey Peryman Not 
Stated 

8.1.1 Objective  -  Natural and Built 
Environments 

Decision Sought:  
1. Significant natural features, landscapes, indigenous biodiversity and ecosystems, high 

class soils, springs, notable and heritage trees, and historic heritage are protected or 
enhanced through the subdivision process.  

This provision was notified in Stage 1 
and therefore not within the scope of 
this hearing. 

   

2426.2 Preston Bailey Peryman Not 
Stated 

8.1.1 Objective  -  Natural and Built 
Environments 

Decision Sought: Subdivision design and layout integrates natural features, landscapes, tangata 
whenua values and cultural landscapes, water quality and mahinga kai, indigenous biodiversity and 
ecosystems, high class soils, and the value of existing trees and buildings.   

This provision was notified in Stage 1 
and therefore not within the scope of 
this hearing. 

   

2426.3 Preston Bailey Peryman Not 
Stated 

8.1.1.1 Policy  -  Natural features and 
landscapes 

Decision Sought:  
b. outstanding natural features and landscapes and main ridgeline; 
c. cultural landscapes, high class soils, significant indigenous vegetation, indigenous fauna and their 
habitat.  

This provision was notified in Stage 1 
and therefore not within the scope of 
this hearing. 

   

2426.4 Preston Bailey Peryman Not 
Stated 

8.1.1.2 Policy  -  Protection through 
subdivision 

Decision Sought:  

1. Encourage the permanent protection of significant features, landscapes, high class soils, 
cultural landscapes, and indigenous biodiversity and ecosystems through subdivision 

This provision was notified in Stage 1 
and therefore not within the scope of 
this hearing. 
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processes and mechanisms.  

2426.5 Preston Bailey Peryman Not 
Stated 

8.1.1.2 Policy  -  Protection through 
subdivision 

Decision Sought: a. significant natural features and landscapes, historic heritage, high class 
soils,open space or reserves, biodiversity and habitat being made available for public use and 
access; or   

This provision was notified in Stage 1 
and therefore not within the scope of 
this hearing. 

   

2285.60 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a Decision Sought: Rural Banks Peninsula – within an Outstanding Natural Landscape 
Amend: This appears be in error as the Minimum net site area refers to sites above the 160m 
contour. Outstanding Natural Landscapes are to be a Stage 3 matter.  

Correction.    

FS2737.57 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

2285.61 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a Decision Sought: Amend: 3. a. i. ii. Iii. Iv. so that the matters to be protected are required to 
be demonstrably outstanding, significant or important or have a clear public benefit, such as public 
access (not limited to the coast). Make consequential amendments to Matters for discretion and 
elsewhere.  

Refer to the evidence of Ms Hogan     

FS2737.58 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

FS2788.45 Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand 

Support 8.3.1.1 TABLE 6a      

2504.1 Judith-Ann Patricia Minehan, 
on behalf of Myself 

Oppose 8.3.1.4 Prohibited activities Decision Sought: Oppose: Chapter 8 Subdivision,Development and Earthworks (part) 8.3 : District 
wide rules-subdivision and development 8.3.1: Allotment size and dimension 8.3.1.4: Pr 2. Request 
that this proposed "Prohibited" activity be removed and reclassified under the Non-complying 
activity  
Decision Reason: Christchurch City Council's "Finding the balance - Let's plan for a better future" 
does not fit with the draconian approach taken in the proposed reclassification to "Prohibited 
activity" of any subdivision activity which does not comply in the Rural Urban Fringe Zone. Under a 
Non-complying category, it would enable an individual's application to be judged on it's own merit 
rather than take away that individuals right to at least put their case forward for a chance to a fair 
hearing. A "prohibited" activity status would take away that right. There is no balance in that.  

Refer to evidence of Ms Hogan    

FS2783.16 John Wheelans Support 8.3.1.4 Prohibited activities      

2348.111 Christchurch International 
Airport Limited (CIAL) 
 

Support 8.3.1.4 Prohibited activities Retain as notified.  
 

Refer to evidence of Ms Hogan    

   RESIDENTIAL      

2285.7 Akaroa Civic Trust Amend 8.1.1 Objective  -  Natural and Built 
Environments 

Delete v. (from 14.1.8.1) and move to Chapter 8 subdivision  
 

Notified Policy 14.1.8.1 Character, 
amenity and identity of Banks 
Peninsula was revised as part of the 
Stage 2 Residential Chapter Hearing - 
refer to the second statement of 
evidence of Ms Oliver paragraphs 4.5-
4.8. Further to this evidence I agree 
that this policy matter 14.1.8.1.v is 
more appropriately addressed in the 
Subdivisions Chapter. More specifically 
this matter is proposed to be 
addressed in 8.2.2.1 Controlled 
activities C6 within the Revised 
Proposal 6 October Subdivisions and 
Earthworks Chapter 8. 

   

2170.11 Rock Hill Limited Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Amend Table 1. Minimum allotment size – Residential zones as follows: Density In each of the 
Residential Hills: Medium Density Zones on Planning Maps 47, 50 and 51 200m² and 650m² 
allotments shall have a minimum net area of 1500m² the maximum number of allotments with a 
minimum net area of less than 650m² which can be located together in a cluster shall be 5.: the 
maximum number of allotments with a minimum net area underline of 1500m² which can be 
located together in a cluster shall be 4.any cluster of allotments provided for under (iii) or (iv) 
above shall be separated from any other such cluster by a minimum distance of 75m. 

Refer to the Supplementary Evidence 
of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 and 8.2, 
and Rebuttal Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 4.29 and 4.30 for Chapter 
14 (Residential). Agreement was 
achieved to the site density rules for 
the creation of a Residential Hills 
Mixed Density Overlay (within the 
Residential Hills Zone) for the 
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submitters site - refer to Revised 
Proposal 14 September 2015 attached 
to Council's Closing Legal Submissions 
Attachment A. The allotment size and 
dimensions are to mirror 14.11.3.2 Site 
Density. 

2171.13 Lindsay Talbot and Shelagh 
Bassett 

Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Amend Table 1. Minimum allotment size – Residential zones as follows: Residential Hills Mixed 
Density In each of the Residential Hills Medium Density Zones on Planning j) no more than 15% of 
allotments shall have a minimum net area between 200m² and 650m² a minimum of 30% of 
allotments shall have a minimum net area of 1500m² the maximum number of allotments with a 
minimum net area of less than 650m² which can be located together in a cluster shall the 
maximum number of allotments with a minimum net area of 1500m² which can be located 
together in a cluster shall be 4. any cluster of allotments provided for under (iii) or (iv) above shall 
be separated from any other such cluster by a minimum distance of 75m. 

Refer to the Supplementary Evidence 
of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 and 8.2, 
and Rebuttal Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 4.29 and 4.30 for Chapter 
14 (Residential). Agreement was 
achieved to the site density rules for 
the creation of a Residential Hills 
Mixed Density Overlay (within the 
Residential Hills Zone) for the 
submitters site - refer to Revised 
Proposal 14 September 2015 attached 
to Council's Closing Legal Submissions 
Attachment A. The allotment size and 
dimensions are to mirror 14.11.3.2 Site 
Density. 

   

2061.5 Christoph and Wendy 
Schacherer 

Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision Sought:   

TABLE 1 - NPR - Amend Rule 8.3.1.1 (Restricted Discretionary Activities - allotment size and 
dimension); (Table 1. Minimum allotment size - Residential zones); Residential large lot: 'Additional 
Standard' as follows: 

6. On 200 Huntsbury Avenue (Lot 5 Dp 319775) the minimum net site area shall be 3,000 m² 

Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver for Chapter 14 
(Residential) Attachment B - page 28.  

   

2123.191 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
1. In the Montgomery Spur area (Appendix 14.10.26xx) :any allotment shall include a net site 
area capable of containing a complying residential unit in the area not subject to the building 
restriction; and 
the minimum net site area shall be 850m2.  

This is required to support the land-
use rule contained in 14.11.3.7 
Minimum Building Setback from 
ridgeline - Montgomery Spur. 

   

2123.192 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
2.  A minimum net site area of 850m2 shall apply to sites identified in the Residential Hills Density 
Overlay. In the Moncks Spur area shown at Appendix 8.6.8, the minimum net site area shall be 
850m2. 
3.  In the Shalamar Drive area, the minimum net site area shall be 850m2.  

This amendment is to correct cross-
references to the minimum site sizes 
and Appendices in Residential Chapter 
14 to ensure clarification and 
consistency with the correct zone 
density as outlined in Rule 14.11.3.2 
Site Density.  The clarification will 
avoid unnecessary resource consents. 
The wording of the clause has been 
simplified from the notified wording 
for clarity and ease of use, but there is 
no consequential change to the rule 
intent and required site/allotment 
size. 

   

2123.193 Christchurch City Council Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought: 4.  In the Cashmere and Worsleys area (shown at Appendix 8.6.7) the 
minimum net site area shall be 4ha unless in compliance with the Outline Development Plans at 
Appendix 8.6.7.  

No change proposed to the notified 
sub-clause. 

   

2123.194 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
5.  In the Richmond Hill (Appendix 8.6.9) area a landscaping strip with a minimum width of 3m shall 
be provided along the southeast zone boundary. 
6. In the Upper Worsleys Spur area (Appendix 14.10.xx A and B), the gully areas shown on the 
Outline Development Plan shall be planted and maintained in native tree species indigenous to the 
area, except where left to regenerate by maintaining existing nursery plant cover of broom or 
gorse.  

Upper Worsleys Spur is zoned 
Residential Large Lot and any relevant 
provisions are to be relocated to the 
RLL Zone provisions - refer to 
submissions point 2123.196. 
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2123.195 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
NPR 
Amend the additional standards in Table 1 Minimum allotment size - Residential zones - Residential 
Large Lot as follows: 
1.  In the Residential Large Lot Density Overlay the minimum net site area shall be 3000m2 

2. In the Samarang and Allandale areas (shown at Appendix 8.6.12 and 8.6.13) no subdivision 
shall occur unless in general compliance with the relevant Concept Plans. 

3. 2. In the Kennedys Bush / Cashmere Road 2008 Appendix 8.6.16 a legal instrument in 
favour of the Christchurch City Council shall be registered against the certificate of title/s 
prohibiting any residential unit in Area A. 

4. In the Cashmere and Worsleys area (shown at Appendix 8.6.7) the minimum net site 
area shall be 4ha unless in compliance with the Outline Development Plans at Appendix 
8.6.7. 

4. In the Residential Large Lot Zone Akaroa Hillslopes Density Overlay the minimum net site area 
shall be 5000m2. 

Amendment required for a larger 
minimum site size in the Residential 
Large Lot Density Overlay areas to be 
consistent with the land use provisions 
in chapter 14 Rule 14.12.3.2. 

   

FS2770.1 Rock Hill Ltd Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

2123.196 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought: Insert clause under the Residential Large Lot Zone as follows: 
NPR 

1. 5. In the Residential Large Lot Zone Akaroa Hillslopes Deferred the minimum net site 
area shall be 40ha. 

In the Upper Worsleys Spur area (Appendix 14.10.26), the gully areas shown on the Outline 
Development Plan shall be planted and maintained in native tree species indigenous to the 
area, except where left to regenerate by maintaining existing nursery plant cover of broom or 
gorse. 

   
  

The reference to the deferred zone uin 
the Akaroa Hillslopes needs to be 
deleted as the deferral has been 
removed.  
The Upper Worsley provision has been 
relocated from the notified Residential 
hills Zone as Upper Worsleys Spur is 
zoned Residential Large Lot - refer to 
submissions point 2123.194. 
 

   

2123.202 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
Amend the table to read as follows: 
"Residential Bach  
Not more than 15 leasehold allotments may be created and each must not exceed 65m2. 

Deferred until Stage 3    

2123.203 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1.1 (Table 1) ST 2 Decision Sought:  
Amend the provisions of Table 1 - 'Minimum allotment size - Residential zones', for the 'Residential 
Suburban' zone delete 'Additional Standard 2' and replace with the following:  
"2. In all Character Areas (except as specified in clauses 3 and 4 below), the minimum net site area 
shall be 600m2. 
 3. In Category 2 Character Areas CA5 Ansley and CA10 Fendalton, the minimum net site area shall 
be 800m2.  
4. In Category 2 Character Areas CA12 Chrystal, CA31 St Andrews and CA34 Knowles the minimum 
net site area shall be 500m2." 

Accept in part only clause 2 as it 
relates to the Category 1 Character 
Areas which are recommended to be 
retained. Category 2 Character Areas 
are not recommended to the be 
retained and therefore clauses 3. And 
4. As set out in this submission point 
are not required.  Refer to the Second 
Statement of Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 8.1 and the evidence of Ms 
Schroder in regard to the proposed 
character area provisions - presented 
as part of the Stage 2 Residential 
Chapter 14 Hearing. 

   

2123.204 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1.1 (Table 1) ST 1 Decision Sought:  
 and replace with the following: 
"1. In all Character Areas (except as specified in clause 2 below) the minimum net site area shall be 
400m2. 
2. In Category 2 Character Area CA35 Hawkesbury the minimum net site area shall be 500m2."  

Accept in part only clause 2 as it 
relates to the Category 1 Character 
Areas which are recommended to be 
retained. Category 2 Character Areas 
are not recommended to the be 
retained and therefore clauses 3. And 
4. As set out in this submission point 
are not required.  Refer to the Second 
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Statement of Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 8.1 and the evidence of Ms 
Schroder in regard to the proposed 
character area provisions - presented 
as part of the Stage 2 Residential 
Chapter 14 Hearing. 

2170.11 Rock Hill Limited Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought:  
8. Amend Table 1. Minimum allotment size – Residential zones as follows: 

Zone  Minimu
m net 
site area  

Additional standard  

Residential 
Hills  

650m²    

 

Residenti
al Hills  

Mixed 
Density  

200m
²  

1. In each of the Residential Hills Medium 
Density Zones on Planning  

Maps 47, 50 and 51  

j) no more than 15% of allotments shall have a 
minimum net area between 200m² and 650m²  

i. a minimum of 30% of allotments shall 
have a minimum net area of 1500m²  

ii. the maximum number of allotments 
with a minimum net area of less than 
650m² which can be located together in 
a cluster shall be 5.  

iii. the maximum number of allotments 
with a minimum net area of 1500m² 
which can be located together in a 
cluster shall be 4.  

iv. any cluster of allotments provided for 
under (iii) or (iv) above shall be 
separated from any other such cluster 
by a minimum distance of 75m.  

  

  

 

Refer to the Supplementary Evidence 
of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 and 8.2, 
and Rebuttal Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 4.29 and 4.30 for Chapter 
14 (Residential). Agreement was 
achieved to the site density rules for 
the creation of a Residential Hills 
Mixed Density Overlay (within the 
Residential Hills Zone) for the 
submitters site - refer to Revised 
Proposal 14 September 2015 attached 
to Council's Closing Legal Submissions 
Attachment A. The allotment size and 
dimensions are to mirror 14.11.3.2 Site 
Density. 

   

2170.9 Rock Hill Limited Amend 8.3.1.1 RD8 Decision Sought:  
7. Amend Rule 8.3.1.1: Restricted Discretionary Activities – allotment size and dimension as 
follows;  

Refer to the Supplementary Evidence 
of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 and 8.2, 
and Rebuttal Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 4.29 and 4.30 for Chapter 
14 (Residential). Agreement was 
achieved to the site density rules for 
the creation of a Residential Hills 
Mixed Density Overlay (within the 
Residential Hills Zone) for the 
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RD 8 identified 
building area  

1. Any subdivision in the following zones must 
clearly identify an identified building area on 
every site on a scheme plan of subdivision on 
which a residential unit is anticipated:  

a. Residential Hills;  
b. Residential Large Lot;  
c. Residential small settlement; and  
d. All rural zones other than Rural Quarry; 

and  
e. Residential Hills Mixed Density except 

for allotments with a minimum net area 
of less 450m²  

 

submitters site - refer to Revised 
Proposal 14 September 2015 attached 
to Council's Closing Legal Submissions 
Attachment A. The allotment size and 
dimensions are to mirror 14.11.3.2 Site 
Density. 

2171.10 Shelagh Bassett and Lindsay 
Talbot 

Not 
Stated 

8.3.1.1 RD8 Decision Sought:  
 Amend Rule 8.3.1.1: Restricted Discretionary Activities – allotment size and dimension as follows: 

Restricted discretionary standards  

RD 8 identified 
building area  

1. Any subdivision in the following zones must clearly identify an 
identified building area on every site on a scheme plan of subdivision 
on which a residential unit is anticipated:  

a. Residential Hills;  
b. Residential Large Lot;  
c. Residential small settlement; and  
d. All rural zones other than Rural Quarry; and  
e. Residential Hills Mixed Density except for allotments with a 

minimum net area of less 450m²  

 

Refer to the Supplementary Evidence 
of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 and 8.2, 
and Rebuttal Evidence of Ms Oliver 
paragraph 4.29 and 4.30 for Chapter 
14 (Residential). Agreement was 
achieved to the site density rules for 
the creation of a Residential Hills 
Mixed Density Overlay (within the 
Residential Hills Zone) for the 
submitters site - refer to Revised 
Proposal 14 September 2015 attached 
to Council's Closing Legal Submissions 
Attachment A. The allotment size and 
dimensions are to mirror 14.11.3.2 Site 
Density. 

   

2181.6 Richard Porter Amend 8.3.1.1. TABLE1 Decision Sought:  
Clause 8.3.1.1 Table 1, Minimum allotment size, for Residential Large Lot, for the properties in the 
current Hyndhope Rd subdivision should be 1500m2 with also a minimum average net area of 
3,000m2, as it is in the operative plan under Living Hills B, rather than just 1500m2 as listed in 
Table 1. 

Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver for Chapter 14 
(Residential) paragraph 6.9 to 6.10 and 
the Evidence in Chief of Mr Craig and 
adopting the reasons given in 9.29 to 
9.36 on site density within the 
Residential Large Lot Zone. 

   

2205.2 Bob Webster Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought: Clause 8.3.1.1 Table 1, Minimum allotment size, for Residential Large Lot, for the 
properties in the current Hyndhope Rd subdivision should be 1500m2 with also a minimum 
average net area of 3,000m2, as it is in the operative plan under Living Hills B, rather than just 
1500m2 as listed in Table 1.  

Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver for Chapter 14 
(Residential) paragraph 6.9 to 6.10 and 
the Evidence in Chief of Mr Craig and 
adopting the reasons given in 9.29 to 
9.36 on site density within the 
Residential Large Lot Zone. 

   

2228.4 Mason Family Holdings 
Limited 

Amend 8.2.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities 

Decision Sought:  
Amend Rule 8.3.1.1. (Restricted Discretionary Activities - allotment size and dimension); (Table 1. 
Minimum allotment size - Residential Zones) Residential Large Lot: 'Additional standard' as follows: 
1. In the Samarang, Governors Bay and Allandale areas (shown at Appendix 8.6.12, 8.6.13 and 
8.6.14) no subdivision shall occur unless in general accordance with the relevant concept plans.  

Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver for Chapter 14 
(Residential) Attachment B page 8.  

   

2231.1 Survus Consultants Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: Amendments to the Replacement Plan to give effect to the intent of this 
submission, including but not limited to amendments to the policy framework, and limiting 
controls in the residential character areas to effects on the streetscape only, and deleting all rules 
requiring larger minimum sizes for subdivision and a dwelling than apply to sites with the same 
zoning which are not identified character areas, including but not limited to the requirement for a 
minimum 800m2 site in CA8 Fendalton and 600m2 in CA3 Beckenham.   

Refer to the evidence of Ms Schroder 
for Chapter 14 (Residential) paragraph 
7.7 to 7.9. 
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FS2807.1 Julia Thomas, Rosalie Souter, 
Robert Broughton, Tony 
Simons 

Support 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

     

2314.8 Keith Woodford, on behalf 
of Keith and Annette 
Woodford 

Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: Retain the existing 3000m2 average for subdivision in the Hyndhope Road 
(Kennedy's Bush) subdivision.  

Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver for Chapter 14 
(Residential) paragraph 6.9 to 6.10 and 
the Evidence in Chief of Mr Craig and 
adopting the reasons given in 9.29 to 
9.36 on site density within the 
Residential Large Lot Zone. 

   

2354.11 Lyttelton / Mt Herbert 
Community Board 

Not 
Stated 

8.2.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities 

Decision Sought: Amend to provide for a smaller minimum lot size in all residential zones in Banks 
Peninsula except Residential Large Lot.  

No detail has been provided as the 
specific relief sought in terms of the 
minimum allotment size sought in the 
Residential Banks peninsula Zone, 
being part of the Stage 1 Subdivision 
Hearing. No change is proposed to the 
minimum allotment size in the 
Residential Large Lot Zone and 
therefore this submission can be 
accepted in part. Refer to the 
supplementary evidence of Ms Oliver 
dated 18 August 2015. 

   

FS2737.105 Annandale Enterprises Ltd Oppose 8.2.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities 

     

2387.227 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought: Delete the minimum allotment sizes for the Residential Character Areas within 
the Residential Suburban zones in Table 1.    

Accept in part only clause 2 as it 
relates to the Category 1 Character 
Areas which are recommended to be 
retained. Category 2 Character Areas 
are not recommended to be retained.  
Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 
and the evidence of Ms Schroder in 
regard to the proposed character area 
provisions - presented as part of the 
Stage 2 Residential Chapter 14 
Hearing. 

   

FS2782.2 Jeremy Thomas Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

2387.228 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought: Delete the minimum allotment sizes for the Residential Character Areas within 
the Residential Suburban Density Transition zones in Table 1.    

Accept in part only clause 2 as it 
relates to the Category 1 Character 
Areas which are recommended to be 
retained. Category 2 Character Areas 
are not recommended to be retained 
Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 
and the evidence of Ms Schroder in 
regard to the proposed character area 
provisions - presented as part of the 
Stage 2 Residential Chapter 14 
Hearing. 

   

FS2782.3 Jeremy Thomas Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

2387.229 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision Sought: Delete the minimum allotment sizes for the Residential Character Areas within 
the Residential Medium Density zones in Table 1.    

Accept in part only clause 2 as it 
relates to the Category 1 Character 
Areas which are recommended to be 
retained. Category 2 Character Areas 
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are not recommended to be retained 
Refer to the Second Statement of 
Evidence of Ms Oliver paragraph 8.1 
and the evidence of Ms Schroder in 
regard to the proposed character area 
provisions - presented as part of the 
Stage 2 Residential Chapter 14 
Hearing. 

FS2782.4 Jeremy Thomas Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

2387.230 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Amend 8.3.1 - Table 6b. Minimum allotment 
size – Rural Zones 

Decision Sought: Review minimum lot sizes for those Character Areas where retention of the site 
size is required to maintain the distinctive form and qualities of that area, and ensure the minimum 
requirement reflects the prevailing character.    

Evidence of Ms Schroder in regard to 
the proposed character area 
provisions - presented as part of the 
Stage 2 Residential Chapter 14 
Hearing. 

   

2387.258 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8.5.5 Takamatua and Robinsons Bay 
comprehensive development areas and 
Samarang Bay and Allandale 

Decision Sought: Delete 8.5.5 Assessment Matters Takamatua and Robinsons Bay comprehensive 
development areas and Samarang Bay and Allandale   

Accept that the level of detail 
assessment matters for these areas 
are adequately covered by the more 
general assessment matters or are 
more appropriate within the 
Residential Chapter 14. 

   

2387.597 Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Authority for & on  
behalf of the Crown 

Oppose 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought:  
Amend Rule 14.13.3.2 (a) as follows:  
All buildings           7  8m 

Incorrectly coded - matter addressed 
in the evidence of Ms Oliver for 
Chapter 14 (Residential) - Attachment 
C - Accept/Reject table. 

   

2399.1 Christ's College Canterbury 
and G and J McVicar 

Amend 8.5.3 Assessment matters  -  All 
residential zones 

Decision Sought: Remove the requirement to consider the Intersection upgrade in relation to the 
subdivision of the Land.  

The intersection upgrade is still 
considered to be required to mitigate 
potential effects on the local road 
network arising directly from the 
development of the 
Cashmere/Worsleys area identified in 
Appendix 8.6.7. Refer to the Evidence 
of Mr Milne. 

   

2399.2 Christ's College Canterbury 
and G and J McVicar 

Oppose 8.5.3 Assessment matters  -  All 
residential zones 

Decision Sought: The assessment matter does not make sense, as the "appendix 4" referred to, 
could not be located, nor could areas 3,5 and 7 be identified.  

I agree that the reference is incorrect 
and an amendment has been made to 
8.2.4.1.9.ii.Matters of control  

   

2399.4 Christ's College Canterbury 
and G and J McVicar 

Amend 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision Sought: Amend 8.3.1.1. Include the different net area for the density overlay area in the 
subdivision rule.  

This submissions highlights an 
inconsistency between the site density 
provisions under the Residential Large 
Lot Zone Built Form Standard 
14.12.3.2 in relation to the Residential 
Large Lot Density Overlay.  An 
amendment is required to Table 1 
Residential Large Lot to recognise the 
minimum site/allotment density 
requirement of 3000m2 within the 
Residential Large Lot Density Overlay. 
The inclusion of this requirement will 
appropriately distinguish the different 
net area outcomes sought for the 
Cashmere Worsleys Outline 
Development Plan area as set out in 
the Environment Court Decision 
C9/2009. 

   

2399.3 Christ's College Canterbury 
and G and J McVicar 

Not 
Stated 

8.5.3 Assessment matters  -  All 
residential zones 

Decision Sought: It is not clear whether the Outline Development Plan is the plan labelled 8.6.7d.  I agree that the reference is incorrect 
and an amendment has been made. 
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2399.7 Christ's College Canterbury 
and G and J McVicar 

Oppose 8.3.1.1 Restricted Discretionary 
Activities  -  allotment size and 
dimension 

Decision Sought: Oppose the minimum net site area of 3,000 m^2 as proposed by this Chapter.  This submissions highlights an 
inconsistency between the site density 
provisions under the Residential Large 
Lot Zone Built Form Standard 
14.12.3.2 in relation to the Residential 
Large Lot Density Overlay.  An 
amendment is required to Table 1 
Residential Large Lot to recognise the 
minimum site/allotment density 
requirement of 3000m2 within the 
Residential Large Lot Density Overlay. 
The inclusion of this requirement will 
appropriately distinguish the different 
net area outcomes sought for the 
Cashmere Worsleys Outline 
Development Plan area as set out in 
the Environment Court Decision 
C9/2009. 

   

   PAPAKAINGA      

2309.2 Wayne Beggs Amend 8.3.1.1. TABLE 1 Decision Sought:  
Tabe 1. Minimum allotment size - Residential zones. 
Zone Papakainga. Add an Additional standard. 3. where the subdivider is not tangata whenua of 
the ancestoral land evidence shall be provided that the purchaser of the subdivided land is 
tangata whenua of the ancestral land. Evidence provide to the Council of such status, endorsed by 
the relevant runanga and shall provide the written approval of the relevant runanga for the 
subdivision. 

Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.    

2123.179 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1.  Decision Sought: Delete standards 1 and 2 in Table 1 of 8.3.1.1.   Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.     

2469.18 Eleanor Dickie Not 
Stated 

8.2.1.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities Decision Sought: Minimum lot sizes need to be introduced for dwellings which are commensurate 
with the Rural Urban Fringe where located on Papakainga zone land between Christchurch Akaroa 
Road, Church Road and Western Valley Road and between Christchurch Akaroa Road and 
Waiwera Pa Road. This may require consequential changes to Chapter 8, Subdivision 
Development and Earthworks.  

Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.    

2469.20 Eleanor Dickie Not 
Stated 

8.2.1.1 Restricted Discretionary Activities Decision Sought: Minimum lot sizes need to be introduced for dwellings commensurate with the 
Rural Urban Fringe for areas to the south of Waiwera Pa Road and Christchurch Akaroa Road. This 
may require consequential changes to Chapter 8, Subdivision Development and Earthworks.  

Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.    

2467.55 
 

Frederick Zweiss Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Development controls should reflect those which apply to RSS and RuBP.  This may require 
consequential changes to Chapter 8, Subdivision Development and Earthworks. 

Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.    

2467.58 
 

Frederick Zweiss Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Development controls should reflect those which apply to RSS and RuBP.  This may require 
consequential changes to Chapter 8, Subdivision Development and Earthworks. 

Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.    

2145.14 Janet Reeves Amend 8 - Subdivision, Development and 
Earthworks (part) 

Decision Sought: In addition, depending on the size of the zone, there may be a need for similar 
provisions in the Subdivision as fpr the Residential New Neighbourhood Zone, including a 
requirement for an Outline Development Plan to co-ordinate development. 

Refer to the evidence of Mr Matheson.    

2123.180 Christchurch City Council Amend 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

Decision sought: Delete line for Papakainga (Nga Hau e Wha).  Provisions relating to this zone were 
included inadvertently. 

    

FS2821.26 Mahaanui Kurataiao Ltd Support 8.3.1 - Table 1. Minimum allotment size  
-  Residential zones 

     

 

 

 


